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Far too much of our nation is waiting for new ways of working to arrive. 
We hear lots of rhetoric about how the nature of work will change, as if 
it relates to some unknown distant future. The fact is that it is happen-
ing now, and we need a broader recognition of this fact and policies and 
education that reflect it.

—Charles M. Vest
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Executive Summary

Technological developments, reengineered operations, and economic 
forces are changing the way products and services are conceived, 
designed, made, distributed, and supported. Manufacturing or “making 

things” can no longer be considered separate from the value chain, the system of 
research and development, product design, software development and integra-
tion, and lifecycle service activities performed to deliver a valuable product or 
service to market. Businesses are focusing on this entire system to ensure that 
they are “making value” for their customers and are less likely to be disrupted 
by competitors or new technologies. 

Furthermore, the convergence of these factors is causing major transforma-
tions that require the United States—and the companies that operate here—to 
carefully examine their abilities to innovate and capture the benefits. Businesses 
are experiencing increased competition from emerging economies around the 
world; while US-based businesses remain world leaders in many measures of 
innovation along the value chain, competitors from other countries are catch-
ing up quickly. The nature of work has also changed, causing jobs that consist 
of repetitive tasks to be disrupted by automation or offshoring to lower-cost 
providers. At the same time, developments in software and data collection are 
enabling businesses to better understand customers’ needs, optimize design 
and production processes, and discover new market opportunities, which can 
generate increased demand and new enterprises that will create jobs.

It is important for businesses and communities across the United States 
to understand and respond to the changes affecting value chains for manu-
facturing and high-tech services not only because these activities account for 
a significant portion of the country’s economic growth and middle-class jobs 
but also because the economy as a whole mirrors these changes. The same 
technologies that are transforming manufacturing and high-tech services are 
poised to transform enterprises in energy, health care, and education. And, by 
some estimates, 50 percent of jobs are ripe for disruption. 

1
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2 MAKING VALUE FOR AMERICA

THE COMPLETE VALUE CHAIN

Business and policy leaders need a holistic understanding of the value chain in 
order to take effective action in response to the changing manufacturing and 
high-tech sectors. To systematically identify and successfully address customers’ 
needs and capture higher returns, businesses must draw on in-house capabili-
ties and external partners to carry out a set of interlinking activities spanning 
economic sectors. For example, in order to sell cars, automotive companies 
engage in research, product development, supply chain logistics, production, 
and sales, as well as pre- and postsale customer services such as maintenance, 
financing, and information and entertainment capabilities. 

While companies have always been involved in a range of activities that 
cross economic sectors, it is increasingly difficult to recognize clear dividing 
lines between manufacturing, the production of software, and the provision 
of services in a company’s product offerings. The service content provided by 
manufacturers has grown in importance, accounting for a larger proportion 
of total revenues in many industries. At the same time, companies primarily 
known for software and services have branched into providing manufactured 
products. 

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FROM DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGIES AND DISTRIBUTED TOOLS

There is tremendous potential to improve productivity and create new demand 
and new businesses along the value chain through the infusion of software, 
data, and distributed tools. Developments in data collection and analytics, 
digital manufacturing, and crowd-sourcing have opened up a wealth of possi-
bilities for companies and entrepreneurs to better understand customer needs 
and desires, optimize design and production processes, discover new market 
opportunities, and acquire new investment funds. Distributed tools such as 
cloud computing are lowering the barriers for potential entrepreneurs to start 
new businesses. And many businesses in diverse industries are creating new 
offerings by integrating systems of software, data, and manufactured products. 
In the pharmaceutical industry, for example, there is great opportunity to pro-
vide apps and services to help people understand when they should take their 
medicine and thus enhance their adherence to treatment. In the automotive 
industry, the expansion of software and information content incorporated in 
vehicles both enhances product performance and provides additional services 
to customers. 

COMPETITION IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

Globalization and the development of emerging economies are increasing 
competition. While the United States remains a world leader along multiple 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 3

indicators of research and production of high-tech manufactured goods and 
services, other countries are advancing rapidly. US-based companies face grow-
ing competition from emerging corporations around the world. Many US-
based businesses have moved their operations abroad to take advantage of 
growing demand from emerging markets, easy access to capital, more efficient 
operations, established supply chains, particular workforce expertise, and tax 
advantages. Others are beginning to move some manufacturing operations 
back on-shore, as cost advantages sometimes erode and the loss of connection 
with other parts of the value chain, such as research and development and new 
product development, becomes more problematic. 

Although the development of economies around the world has intensified 
competition, it also presents an enormous opportunity to expand demand for 
US goods and services, which may be increasingly important to drive economic 
growth. Indeed, for the past 30 years, the birth rate of new establishments in 
the United States across the value chain—in production, retail, and services—
has been declining. Considering the significant role of new businesses in job 
creation and productivity growth, this is not a good sign. It underscores the 
importance for the United States to produce world-leading businesses to sustain 
its economy. 

THE NATURE OF WORK 

Over the past several decades, globalization and technological advances have 
changed not only the total demand for production workers but also the nature 
of production jobs. Manufacturing jobs that consist of handling and attaching 
parts by hand or other repetitive tasks are largely disappearing. Factory work 
in the United States is shifting to favor specialty skills in areas such as robotics-
controlled maintenance, advanced composites, and radio-frequency identifica-
tion of parts. At Boeing’s plant in Everett, Washington, for example, workers 
control high-tech machines that use indoor GPS and laser-positioning systems 
to assemble the 787’s advanced composite parts. 

Advanced technologies and streamlined operations improve product qual-
ity and speed to market, thereby enhancing the competitiveness of US manu-
facturing operations in the global economy and providing higher-paying jobs. 
But because these advances make each worker more productive they also mean 
that fewer employees are needed to produce each car, airplane, or bottle of 
medications. Similar trends are occurring in other areas of the value chain and 
the broader economy, such as transportation, retail, education, and health care, 
and are likely to continue as advances in robotics and software enable machines 
to perform more complex tasks. The best bet to aid workers that have been left 
behind by these transformations is to advance their skills and create an effec-
tive ecosystem that continuously attracts and creates skilled jobs in all sectors 
of the economy. 
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4 MAKING VALUE FOR AMERICA

IMPLICATIONS FOR ENTERPRISES AND 
COMMUNITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

To meet the challenges of a more competitive environment, and to take advan-
tage of emerging opportunities, companies will need to adopt new approaches, 
which will include reengineering their operations and management systems in 
ways that improve productivity and speed to market. 

While every business aims to optimize its operations for productivity, very 
few have implemented the advanced practices necessary to achieve leading 
productive operations. Employee training programs and collaborations across 
value chains and industries are needed to transfer the deep experience that 
can empower every worker to critique and improve operations. To ensure a 
sustainable stream of new products and services, companies will also need 
to leverage technology and talent to better understand customer needs and 
identify market opportunities. More individuals will need training in the skills 
and practices that will help them identify opportunities and execute the busi-
ness models and resources needed to commercialize solutions. The ability to 
take advantage of burgeoning opportunities associated with the integration of 
systems of products, software, and data will require advanced computing and 
connectivity capabilities as well as a strong talent pipeline for software develop-
ment, data analytics, and systems integration. Integrating systems across value 
chains presents significant opportunity for businesses focused on front-end 
activities as well as traditional manufacturers. 

Policymakers, educators, and community leaders have important roles 
to play to ensure that the United States has an ecosystem that facilitates the 
adoption of best practices and attracts and creates businesses along the value 
chain and the broader economy. Just as American companies and communities 
reinvented themselves throughout the 19th and 20th centuries as the emergence 
of new technologies were coupled with the adoption of new business processes 
and investments in education and infrastructure, the current changes require 
forward-thinking leadership and action. 

To prosper in the 21st century, US companies and communities must take 
action to upgrade America’s ability to “make value.” The committee has identi-
fied the following recommendations as a blueprint for these actions.

CREATING A PROSPEROUS PATH FORWARD: 
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Individual businesses can create value by coordinating value chains and opti-
mizing operations.

• Businesses should establish training programs to prepare workers for 
modernized operations and invest in advancing the education of their 
low- and middle-skilled workforce. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 5

• All businesses in value chains for manufacturing and lifecycle services 
should examine their business models and search for missed opportu-
nities to leverage distributed tools and coordinate value chain systems 
to provide new products and services and improve productivity. 

• Manufacturers should implement the principles and practices, such as 
Lean Production, necessary to enable employees to improve produc-
tivity and achieve continuous improvement. 

• Researchers should further investigate and codify best practices for 
recognizing unmet needs and commercializing solutions, and effective 
methods of teaching them.

Collaborative actions are needed to improve the education and skills of the US 
workforce, particularly in manufacturing and high-tech value chains. 

• Businesses, local school districts, labor, community colleges, and uni-
versities should form partnerships to help students graduate from high 
school, earn an associate’s degree, and take part in continuing educa-
tion in the workplace. State governments and Congress should provide 
tax incentives or other methods (e.g., formal mentoring, certification 
programs) to encourage investment and industry involvement in these 
education partnerships.

• To reduce financial barriers to the postsecondary education needed 
for jobs across the value chain, the cost-effectiveness of degrees at US 
universities and community colleges should be measured, publicized, 
and improved. 

• Businesses, industry associations, and higher education institutions 
should work together to establish national skills certifications that 
are widely recognized by employers and count toward degree pro-
grams, and improve access for students and workers to gain these 
certifications.

Collaborative actions are needed to encourage the development of new busi-
nesses across manufacturing and high-tech value chains to stimulate innovation 
and job creation.

• The establishment of local innovation networks across the United 
States will foster the formation of new businesses and connect entre-
preneurs to individuals, investors, tools, and institutions, both locally 
and around the world, that can help grow their businesses. 

Certain fundamental areas need improvement on a federal basis to facilitate 
innovation throughout the value chain. 
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6 MAKING VALUE FOR AMERICA

• US programs that contribute to innovation, such as the Small Busi-
ness Administration, Manufacturing Extension Partnership, and the 
National Network of Manufacturing Innovation, should be directed 
and optimized as appropriate to facilitate the adoption of best prac-
tices and help young businesses to grow.

• US infrastructure must be upgraded. Businesses across manufactur-
ing and high-tech value chains must have access to reliable energy 
and natural resources, transportation, and communication systems. 
Increasingly, many businesses also need access to high-performance 
computing grids and information storage. A world-leading infrastruc-
ture will attract businesses and facilitate the creation of new ones in 
the United States.

• US fiscal policy must incentivize long-term capital investments. The 
current tax structure encourages a preference for quicker returns over 
long-term investments to create new products and businesses. 

• Data suggest that the rate of new business creation in the United States 
is declining. To understand the causes of this decline and enable the 
formulation of policies to reverse it, the National Science Foundation 
and other research funders should put a priority on supporting studies 
in this area.

• Federal programs and statistics should be modernized to account for 
the diminishing distinction and complex relationships between manu-
facturing, information, and services.

In today’s highly globalized economy, companies need the best teams in the 
world to stay competitive. This requires not only developing and attracting top 
talent but also leveraging diversity to achieve better team performance.

• Businesses and universities should implement programs to attract and 
retain diverse talent, including along gender, race, and socioeconomic 
lines. Diverse teams have been shown to be more innovative and often 
produce better outcomes.

• Middle schools, high schools, universities, and local communities 
should expand opportunities for students to participate in team-based 
design experiences and learn to use emerging tools that enable new 
business creation. Students exposed to these types of experiences are 
better prepared to innovate in today’s economy.

• Congress must reform immigration policy to welcome and retain 
high-skilled individuals with advanced science, technology, engineer-
ing, and mathematics (STEM) degrees, especially those educated in 
the United States. Many of these individuals become entrepreneurs 
and the United States should ensure that their businesses are in this 
country. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 7

TABLE ES-1 Recommendations organized by actor

Actor Recommendations

Businesses • Companies should examine their business models to search 
for missed opportunities to leverage distributed tools and 
coordinate manufacturing and product lifecycle services.

• Businesses should establish training programs to prepare 
workers for modernized operations and invest in advancing the 
education of their low- and middle-skilled workforce.

• Manufacturers should implement principles and practices 
such as Lean Manufacturing that enable employees to improve 
productivity and achieve continuous improvement.

• Businesses should work with local school districts, community 
colleges, and universities to form partnerships to help students 
graduate from high school, earn an associate’s or bachelor’s 
degree, and take part in continuing education in the workplace.

• Businesses should work with industry associations and 
higher education institutions to (1) establish national skills 
certifications that are widely recognized by employers and 
count toward degree programs, and (2) improve access for 
students and workers to gain these certifications.

• Businesses should attract and implement programs to 
retain diverse workers, including along gender, race, and 
socioeconomic background.

Federal 
government

• Federal agencies and interagency offices such as the Advanced 
Manufacturing National Program Office should convene 
stakeholders to identify and spread best practices for value 
creation.

• Congress should establish incentives for businesses to invest 
and be involved in education programs.

• Congress must reform immigration policy to welcome and 
retain high-skilled individuals with advanced STEM degrees, 
especially those educated in the United States.

• The Small Business Administration should focus on helping 
young businesses become globally competitive as opposed to 
focusing on older, established small businesses.

• The National Science Foundation and other research funders 
should put a priority on research to understand the declining 
rate of new business creation.

• Federal programs that contribute to innovation should be 
directed and optimized as appropriate to assist software and 
service providers as well as manufacturers.

• Congress should modify the capital gains tax rates to 
incentivize holding stocks for five years, ten years, and longer.

continued
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8 MAKING VALUE FOR AMERICA

Actor Recommendations

Federal 
government 
(continued)

• Congress should make the research-and-development tax 
credit permanent to encourage businesses to adopt longer-term 
horizons in their investment decisions.

• Federal agencies should facilitate industry and government 
cooperation to identify shared opportunities to invest in 
precompetitive research in long-term, capital-intensive fields.

• Congress should support state legislatures and local 
governments to invest in a world-leading wireless 
infrastructure.

• Federal information technology and computing programs 
should facilitate access to a world-leading infrastructure for 
high-performance computing.

• Federal agencies should develop methods of accounting for 
the complex relationships between manufacturing, services, 
and information and consider multiple ways of collecting and 
organizing national statistics.

State 
governments

• State governments should establish incentives for businesses to 
invest and be involved in education programs.

• State governments should partner with local governments, 
industry, higher education, investors, and economic 
development organizations to create local innovation networks.

• State governments should work with local governments to 
optimize the decision-making process for urban development 
investments and siting to facilitate the creation of innovation 
networks.

• State legislatures, with local government and Congressional 
support, should invest in a world-leading wireless 
infrastructure.

TABLE ES-1 Continued
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 9

Actor Recommendations

Local 
governments

• Local school districts should work with businesses and 
community colleges to form partnerships to help students 
graduate from high school, earn an associate’s or bachelor’s 
degree, and take part in continuing education in the workplace.

• Metro area governments should partner with state governments, 
industry, higher education, investors, and economic 
development organizations to create local innovation networks.

• Metro area governments should work with state governments 
to optimize the decision-making process for urban 
development investments and siting in order to facilitate the 
creation of innovation networks.

• Local governments, with state government and Congressional 
support, should invest in a world-leading wireless 
infrastructure.

Education 
institutions

• Community colleges and universities should partner with local 
school districts and businesses to help students graduate from 
high school, earn an associate’s or bachelor’s degree, and take 
part in continuing education in the workplace.

• Middle schools, high schools, and local communities should 
provide opportunities for students to participate in team-based 
engineering design experiences and learn how to use emerging 
tools that enable new business creation.

• Universities and community colleges should improve the cost-
effectiveness of higher education.

• Higher education institutions should work together with 
businesses and industry associations to (1) establish national 
skills certifications that are widely recognized by employers 
and count toward degree programs, and (2) improve access for 
students and workers to gain these certifications.

• Universities and community colleges should act to improve the 
inclusion of traditionally underrepresented groups in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields as 
well as other disciplines required for value creation, such as 
market analysis and design.

Other actors • Researchers should further investigate and codify best 
practices for innovation and develop effective methods of 
teaching them.

• University rating organizations should track and make 
transparent the cost-effectiveness of degrees at higher 
education institutions.

TABLE ES-1 Continued
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Prologue

Twenty years ago the Eastman Kodak Company and Fujifilm were facing 
very similar situations. Both companies received the majority of their 
income from the sale of photographic film, and both saw a revolution 

coming that would destroy the market for that film. With the development of 
digital cameras there would be less and less use for film. Both companies rec-
ognized this, but they responded in very different ways.

Kodak’s efforts through the 1990s and the following decade have been ana-
lyzed extensively, and various theories and explanations have been offered for 
its choices, but the bottom line is that the company failed to find anything that 
could replace film. Through the 1970s and 1980s, as it increasingly focused on 
its most profitable product—film—it either exited or failed to enter a number 
of other areas that could have helped it adapt to the coming crash of the film 
market. As the rise of digital photography proceeded, Kodak experimented 
with various products to augment its film business, including hybrid digital-
film cameras and pharmaceutical drugs, but nothing developed into a major 
market. After filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2012, Kodak shed many of 
its liabilities along with many of its product lines—including consumer cameras 
and film—and emerged in September 2013 as a much smaller and different 
firm. The company now focuses on printing technologies used by businesses 
and sensors used on touch screens.

The effects of Kodak’s choices reverberated far beyond the company. Its 
home city of Rochester, New York, was hit hard economically as the number 
of people employed by Kodak in Rochester dropped from 62,000 in the 1980s 
to fewer than 7,000 in 2012. This played a large role in the dramatic decline 
in Rochester’s population—from a peak of 330,000 in 1950 to around 210,000 
in 2012—and in the drop in the average income in Rochester from above the 
national average to below.

By contrast, Fujifilm moved much more decisively into new product lines. 
Recognizing that it had extensive expertise in dealing with the antioxidant 
chemicals used in photography, it used that expertise to develop antioxidants 
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for use in cosmetics that help improve skin condition and now has a major cos-
metics line. It developed optical films for use with flat-panel screens. Indeed, 
it became so accomplished at developing new technologies that in both 2012 
and 2013 it was named one of the top 100 most innovative companies in the 
world by Thomson Reuters. It remains a strong and profitable company even 
though its previous major product, photographic film, now accounts for only a 
tiny percentage of its sales.

At its core, the tale of Kodak and Fujifilm is a story about the importance 
of “making value.” For decades both companies had done an excellent job of 
creating products—mainly different types of photographic film and the materi-
als needed to develop that film—that had great value for people and for society 
as a whole. But over time the value of popular film photography changed. The 
availability of digital cameras that were more convenient and less expensive to 
operate than film cameras decreased the value of film, making the traditional 
core business of both Kodak and Fujifilm steadily less profitable. To remain 
viable the companies needed to find new ways to make value. As explained, 
Fujifilm has thus far done that far more successfully than Kodak.

Although it is not yet in widespread use, the concept of making value is a 
particularly effective way of examining the success and failure of individuals, 
businesses, communities, and nations. Making value is the process of using 
ingenuity to convert resources into a good, service, or process that contributes 
additional value for a person or society. While value creation is often used to 
refer to the ability to provide things of worth for the customer or user, making 
value is used here to emphasize the entire system of activities that is necessary to 
conceive, produce, and deliver these things—especially the design and produc-
tion processes that often receive less attention in discussions of value creation.

It is important to recognize that it is not only companies that fare better 
or worse depending on how well they succeed in making value. The welfare of 
individuals, communities, states, and entire countries depends on their ability 
to make value and take advantage of that value. 

Consider, for example, the development of Research Triangle Park in 
North Carolina. For six decades, from the 1920s through the 1980s, a healthy 
textile industry drove much of the state’s growth. But by the 1990s, rising liv-
ing standards in the South combined with greater access to low-cost capacity 
in other countries led most textile manufacturers in North Carolina and the 
rest of the United States to relocate overseas. Similarly, tobacco—farming and 
the production of tobacco products—was a major part of the state’s economy 
through the 1960s, but by the 1990s most of the tobacco industry in the state 
had relocated overseas. 

Instead of stagnating in the wake of these major changes, North Carolina 
has been replacing its lost jobs in textiles and tobacco with a variety of new 
jobs in high-tech industries such as analytics, electronics, and pharmaceuticals. 
In a sense, the state had been preparing for this transition for over half a cen-
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12 MAKING VALUE FOR AMERICA

tury, since it established Research Triangle Park (RTP) in the 1950s to foster 
innovation in the region. RTP is a prominent example of local government 
working with private industry and academia to create a local ecosystem for 
innovation that attracts and nurtures high-tech companies and takes advantage 
of the talented students graduating from nearby universities, including Duke 
University, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and North Carolina 
State University. Encompassing Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill, RTP is now 
home to a rapidly growing number of companies that make electronics compo-
nents, design software, and develop nanomanufacturing techniques, while the 
western part of the state manufactures a large percentage of the world’s fiber-
optic cables and contains a large number of data centers, including those run 
by Google, Apple, Facebook, and AT&T. In the face of the decline of its textile 
and tobacco industries, North Carolina found many new ways to make value.

The examples of Kodak, Fujifilm, and North Carolina illustrate that tech-
nologies and global forces, such as expanding access to international markets 
and workers, change and transform the value associated with a product, service, 
region, or set of skills. Individuals, companies, communities, and countries that 
do not change effectively in response can be left behind. 

This is a particularly important lesson for Americans to keep in mind today 
because the economy is facing a number of disruptive changes. Economists 
and engineers predict, for example, that advances of automation and business 
processes in manufacturing and across the economy will continue to reshape 
the labor market in dramatic ways. Computers and streamlined operations are 
likely to replace an increasing number of workers in a variety of occupations. As 
much as 50 percent of US jobs are at risk. As this transformation of the labor 
market continues, the effects on society could be severe unless new types of 
jobs are created to replace the ones that have been displaced.

Furthermore, globalization and the development of emerging economies 
have intensified competition. Although US-based businesses remain among the 
best in the world along multiple indicators of research and output of manu-
factured goods and services, competitors from several countries are catching 
up quickly. Because of this many observers worry that, without efforts to 
strengthen innovation, US-based businesses will not keep pace with the global 
economy. 

As this report discusses, the same forces that are causing these disruptions—
technological advances, reorganized business processes, and shifts in the bal-
ance of growth throughout the global economy—are also opening up new and 
exciting opportunities for value creation. There are already many indicators of 
such positive developments, such as the high demand for computer program-
mers and emerging innovations and market opportunities. However, a growing 
number of experts are concerned that, unless actions are taken to get in front of 
these changes, they could have significant consequences for the future prosper-
ity of the United States and for individuals, companies, and other organizations 
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in the country. Just as these changes are not caused by any one economic sector 
or set of actors, they also create a need—and therein a significant opportunity—
for many actors to respond to these challenges. The individuals, companies, and 
countries that can truly understand these changes and act on them will be the 
ones that are most able to prosper in the 21st century. 
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Introduction

American business and government leaders have drawn considerable 
attention to the need to strengthen US manufacturing to support inno-
vation and job creation, especially as employment in manufacturing has 

declined steadily for more than a decade. But framing the debate on manufac-
turing in terms of whether it is done in the United States or overseas, or how to 
repatriate repetitive production jobs, misses the big picture. The issue is one of 
making value as opposed to making things. The way products and services are 
conceived, designed, made, and distributed is changing, and the way the middle 
class is supported will likely change as well. Actions aimed at strengthening 
American innovation and job creation need to account for these changes and 
focus on maximizing value along manufacturing value chains. 

Manufacturers depend on complex networks of activities that are neces-
sary to deliver their products to market and ensure their utility throughout 
the product lifecycle. These activities span multiple locations, companies, and 
economic sectors. They include services and software production to meet and 
exceed increasingly sophisticated customer needs and desires. And as competi-
tion grows, so does the role of these offerings in creating value. 

DIVERSITY OF VALUE CHAIN ACTIVITIES AND CONTRIBUTORS

The value chain, or value network, refers to the system of activities that busi-
nesses and workers perform to create a product, deliver it to market, and sup-
port it until the end of its life (Porter 1998). These activities include research 
and development (R&D), design, production, supply chain management, dis-
tribution, marketing, and services. Many manufacturing value chains involve a 
complex network of businesses that create intermediate outputs such as raw 
materials, components, assembled products, services, and software, with infor-
mation and iterations flowing back and forth across businesses and stages of 
the value chain. The value chain for Apple’s iPad, for example, involves mate-
rial and component suppliers (e.g., Corning, Alcoa, Samsung), original design 
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manufacturers (e.g., Foxconn), network providers (AT&T, Verizon), and a wide 
variety of content creators including large corporations such as TimeWarner as 
well as individual users (Figure I-1). 

Manufacturing value chains traverse the classic divisions of the economy 
into raw materials production, fabrication of goods, and provision of services 
and information. Several of these functions may be performed within a single 
company or even a single establishment. Ford Motor Company, for example, 
carries out its own R&D, engineering and testing services, and repair and main-
tenance in addition to manufacturing (Table I-1).

While companies have always been involved in activities that cross eco-
nomic sectors, it is increasingly difficult to meaningfully categorize companies 
along manufacturing value chains as providing mainly goods or services. Many 
companies that traditionally focused on producing and selling goods have 
developed service-type business models. For example, Rolls-Royce offers a 
“power by the hour” service that lets customers rent the use of a jet engine 
rather than purchasing one. Rolls-Royce retains ownership of the engines, 
monitors their real-time performance, and manages their maintenance and 
replacement. Such service content has grown in importance among manufactur-
ers. Deloitte Research (2006) found that the fraction of manufacturers’ revenues 
generated by services has grown to approximately 20 percent in the medical 
device, industrial product, and telecommunication equipment industries and as 
high as 37 percent in automotive and 47 percent in aerospace. Service content 
is even more pronounced among many of the world’s largest manufacturers, 
whose main offering is defined by after-sale services. 

At the same time, companies primarily known for software and online 
services have branched into designing and producing manufactured goods. 
Amazon, for example, established a hardware team that developed the Kindle 
e-reader and Fire TV digital media player, and is developing a smartphone 
to more effectively deliver its offerings to customers. Google is partnering 
with contract manufacturers to produce wearable technology products such 
as Google Glass.

The interconnected activities along these value chains constitute a large 
portion of the US economy. Value chains that rely on manufactured goods as 
either a part of or a necessary means to deliver their main offering (as in the 
case of software) account for 25 percent of employment, over 40 percent of 
gross domestic product, and almost 80 percent of R&D spending in the United 
States.1 

1 Data from the National Science Foundation, “Worldwide R&D paid for by the company and 
performed by the company and others”; and the Bureau of Economic Analysis, “GDP by industry” 
and “Full-time equivalent employees by industry” (available at www.bea.gov; accessed July 28, 
2014). Data include goods manufacturing, transportation, warehousing, wholesale and retail trade, 
computer systems design, Internet and print publishing, broadcasting and telecommunications, and 
scientific and technical services.
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INTRODUCTION 17

TABLE I-1 Economic sector classifications of manufacturers’ 
establishments
Company Economic sector Primary activitya Location

General 
Electric 

Manufacturing Aircraft engine 
and engine parts 
manufacturing

Cincinnati, OH

Professional, 
scientific, and 
technical services

Research and 
development in the 
physical, engineering, 
and life sciences

Bohemia, NY

Marketing consulting 
services

Scottsdale, AZ

Repair and 
maintenance

Appliance repair and 
maintenance

Atlanta, GA

Ford Motor 
Company

Manufacturing Automobile 
manufacturing

Dearborn, MI

Wholesale trade Automobile and other 
motor vehicle merchant 
wholesalers

Livonia, MI

Retail trade New car dealers Dearborn, MI

Professional, 
scientific, and 
technical services

Engineering services Dearborn, MI

Testing laboratories Dearborn, MI

Custom computer 
programming services

Farmington Hills, MI

Research and 
development in the 
physical, engineering, 
and life sciences

Dearborn, MI

Marketing research and 
public opinion polling

Dearborn, MI

Repair and 
maintenance

General automotive 
repair

Wayne, MI

Procter & 
Gamble 

Manufacturing Sanitary paper product 
manufacturing

Cincinnati, OH

Wholesale trade Other chemical 
and allied products 
merchant wholesalers

Cincinnati, OH

Professional, 
scientific, and 
technical services

Testing laboratories Cincinnati, OH

Advertising material 
distribution services

Cincinnati, OH

 aAs indicated by the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).
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18 MAKING VALUE FOR AMERICA

THE COMMITTEE’S APPROACH TO ITS CHARGE

The committee was charged with examining the concept of making value for 
the United States by identifying best practices along the holistic manufactur-
ing value chain—from product development and design to after-sale services, 
including educational approaches to prepare the workforce and public and pri-
vate actions to create an effective environment for value creation. Recognizing 
the complexity of modern manufacturing value chains and the interconnection 
of the production of goods, services, and software, the committee took a broad 
approach. The members examined a variety of value chains associated with 
manufacturing, including those of high-tech services and software that depend 
on manufactured devices to operate. They also considered activities—such as 
R&D, professional and financial services, and retail trade—that are needed to 
bring a product to market and use it throughout its lifetime. 

To explore the value chains linked to the manufacturing sector, which 
comprises the activities and employment of factories, committee members 
sought and reviewed a variety of data, including economic statistics on output, 
employment, patents, and other indicators of activities along the value chain. 
However, by design, the committee was charged with investigating activities 
that do not easily correspond to the standard organization of economic sta-
tistics. When data were available for activities specific to value chains that 
encompass manufacturing, they were included. In many cases, though, it was 
either not possible or impractical to gather data on certain services, such as 
financial or business services, that are specific to manufacturing-related value 
chains separate from other parts of the economy; in these cases, the committee 
examined economywide data. 

The committee members also gathered extensive information from expert 
interviews and published research. During their year-long investigations, they 
sought input from nearly 100 individuals, including directors of manufacturing 
operations, research managers, entrepreneurs in the United States and abroad, 
and current and former policymakers at the local and federal levels. They also 
reviewed literature and interviewed researchers recognized as authorities in 
productivity, management practices, team dynamics for innovation, and the 
labor market.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

This report presents the committee’s findings and recommendations. Chapter 1 
discusses three important factors transforming value chains linked to the manu-
facturing sector: globalization, advances in computing power and robotics, and 
improved business processes. These driving factors are changing the nature of 
work and the types of skills that are demanded on the factory floor, in front-end 
and sales offices, and in many other areas. Chapter 2 explores opportunities 
to improve operations and create new product and service offerings by taking 
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advantage of emerging digital technologies and distributed tools. The country’s 
capacity to pursue these opportunities and adapt to transforming value chains 
will be enhanced by improvements in five areas: widespread adoption of best 
practices, a well-prepared and innovative workforce, local innovation networks 
to support startups and new products, capital investment flows, and infrastruc-
ture, all of which are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the commit-
tee’s recommendations of specific actions for businesses and federal, state, 
and local governments and agencies to address these five areas. The Appendix 
presents a review of factors and challenges that underscore the importance of 
creating an environment in the United States that continuously attracts and 
creates businesses and jobs.

REFERENCES
Deloitte Research. 2006. The Service Revolution in Global Manufacturing Industries. Washington: 

Deloitte.
Porter ME. 1998. The Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance, 

2nd ed. New York: Free Press. 
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1

The Manufacturing Value 
Chain in Transition

Globalization, advances in computing power and robotics, and processes 
that improve efficiency and lead time have transformed the way things 
are conceived, designed, and made. These developments have in turn 

enabled huge improvements in productivity and made a large selection of goods 
available for lower costs. US companies continue to capture value throughout 
the manufacturing value chain, but manufacturing employment in the United 
States has declined. All these forces are causing increased pressures—on both 
companies and workers in the United States—that demand increased agility. 

GLOBALIZATION

Perhaps the defining feature of the US and world economy over the past several 
decades has been globalization. The interconnection of economies around the 
world has fueled global trade, investment, technology, and knowledge flows 
that have profoundly influenced manufacturing value chains. While there has 
always been trade and investment between countries, the current global eco-
nomic interconnectedness is unprecedented—and becomes more pronounced 
with each passing year. Globalization has increased competition as companies 
from around the world contend in the same markets as US-based companies. 
But it has also allowed companies to distribute activities along the value chain 
in locations across the world in search of efficiencies and profit. And it has 
allowed US companies to expand into new markets. 

 While US-based businesses as a group remain the world leader along 
multiple indicators of research and production of high-tech manufactured 
goods and services, competitors from emerging economies are advancing 
rapidly.

20
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THE MANUFACTURING VALUE CHAIN IN TRANSITION 21

Increased Competition

Increased trade across national borders and the rise of multinational corpo-
rations around the world have increased the competition facing US-based 
businesses. Although as a group they remain the world leader along multiple 
indicators of research and production of high-tech manufactured goods and 
services,1 competitors from emerging economies are advancing rapidly. 

In the global economy, Chinese-based businesses lead the world in total 
output of manufactured goods, with $2.3 trillion compared to $1.8 trillion 
from US-based businesses.2 In high-tech manufacturing—aircraft, spacecraft, 
communication products, computers, pharmaceuticals, semiconductors, and 
technical instruments—US-based businesses lead the world (Figure 1-1). But 
competitors in developing countries, most prominently China, are rapidly 
increasing their output. As a result, the share of global value added from US-
based businesses dropped from 34 percent in 2002 to 27 percent in 2012. 

Competition has also increased in high-tech services. US-based companies 
account for the largest share of global value added in business, financial, and 
communication services; companies based in the European Union contribute 
the second largest share (Figure 1-2). However, the US share fell from approxi-
mately 44 percent in 2001 to 32 percent in 2012 as the output from developing 
countries, and certain developed countries (South Korea, Taiwan, Canada, and 
Australia), increased at a faster rate (NSB 2014).

Global Distribution of Value Chain Activities

The rapidly diminishing importance of geographical boundaries in production 
and trade affects the manufacturing and high-tech services environment in a 
number of ways. Businesses are becoming increasingly multinational, no longer 
located in or predominantly serving one country. They compete for customers 
around the globe and locate their facilities in countries that make the most 
business sense. 

As a result of these trends, manufacturing value chains have become more 
widely distributed around the world. Between 1995 and 2009, the cross-bor-
der flows of intermediate goods and services as well as final products associ-
ated with manufacturing value chains significantly increased (Baldwin and 
Lopez-Gonzalez 2013). The global distribution of value chains is particularly 
prominent for final goods such as automobiles, consumer electronics, and 
pharmaceuticals. Around the world, 40 percent of final goods produced are 
destined for export. The globalization of intermediate goods such as fabricated 
metals has also increased but to a smaller extent; 16 percent of intermediate 

1 A full description of these indicators is provided in the Appendix.
2 Data from the World Bank, World Development Indicators. Available at http://data.worldbank.

org/indicator/NV.IND.MANF.CD (accessed November 29, 2014).
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22 MAKING VALUE FOR AMERICA

goods are now exported for the next stage of production (Baldwin and Lopez-
Gonzalez 2013). 

Factors Influencing the Location of Facilities

Decisions about where to locate plants and other facilities depend on the fac-
tors that are most important to the industry in question. Following are some of 
the factors that may play a role in the decision of companies to locate various 
facilities in the United States or in other countries.
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FIGURE 1-1 Output of high-tech manufacturing industries for selected countries, 1997–2012. 
Source: NSB (2014).
Notes: EU = European Union. Output is on a value-added basis. Value added is the amount con-
tributed by a country, firm, or other entity to the value of a good or service and excludes purchases 
of domestic and imported materials and inputs. High-tech manufacturing industries are classified by 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and include aircraft and spacecraft, 
communications, computers, pharmaceuticals, semiconductors, and testing, measuring, and control 
instruments. EU excludes Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, and Slovenia. 
China includes Hong Kong. Developed countries are classified as high-income countries by the 
World Bank. Developing countries are classified as upper- and lower-middle-income countries and 
low-income countries by the World Bank.
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• Proximity to markets: Location of a plant near its markets can have 
a variety of benefits. If the products are expensive to transport (e.g., 
because they are heavy, bulky, or fragile), it makes sense to minimize 
transportation costs by locating near buyers; such products include 
industrial machinery and household appliances. Similarly, when just-
in-time delivery is important, locating a plant as close as possible to 
customers is one way to improve delivery times. For manufacturers 
of food and beverage products, being near markets allows them to 
maintain freshness and minimize transportation times for perishable 
items. Proximity to customers also makes it easier to cater to local 
preferences.
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FIGURE 1-2 Global share of commercial knowledge- and technology-intensive services for se-
lected countries, 1997–2012. Source: NSB (2014).
Notes: EU = European Union. Output of knowledge- and technology-intensive industries is on 
a value-added basis. Value added is the amount contributed by a country, firm, or other entity to 
the value of a good or service and excludes purchases of domestic and imported materials and 
inputs. EU excludes Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, and Slovenia. China 
includes Hong Kong. Developed countries are classified as high-income countries by the World 
Bank. Developing countries are classified as upper- and lower-middle-income countries and low-
income countries by the World Bank.
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• Proximity to raw materials: For companies that work with large quanti-
ties of raw materials (e.g., metal refiners and fabricators, petrochemical 
refiners, chemical and plastics manufacturers, food processers) prox-
imity to those materials is crucial. It allows the companies to reduce 
transportation costs, take advantage of economies of scale, and, often, 
ensure access to the materials.

• Cost, availability, and reliability of energy: For products that require a 
great deal of energy to produce, the cost, availability, and reliability of 
energy can be a major factor in location decisions. Perhaps the most 
dramatic example is aluminum smelting (the production of aluminum 
from aluminum oxide), which is done by running a strong electric 
current through a solution containing the oxide. Smelters tend to be 
located near reliable and affordable energy sources, such as hydroelec-
tric plants (EIA 2012).

• Location of supply chains: Certain industries, such as the automotive 
industry, have complex supply chains that must be carefully coordi-
nated, so it makes sense to locate plants near suppliers.

• Access to skilled workers: Some companies need a variety of types of 
skilled workers, such as engineers, information technology workers, 
production workers, and craftsmen. While companies can—and often 
expect to—offer education and training programs to develop the nec-
essary skills in workers, they prefer a pool of potential workers with 
enough education and skills that they will need a minimum amount of 
training before they can begin to contribute.

• Labor costs: For some product categories labor costs represent a signifi-
cant percentage of the overall cost. This is the case, for example, with 
electronics: the final assembly of high-tech products as well as their 
support and maintenance after the sale both require significant labor. 
Countries with relatively low labor costs obviously have an advantage 
in this area.

• Government regulations and policies: The location of certain activities, 
particularly those seen as important to a nation’s competitiveness or 
economic security, may be subject to government regulations and poli-
cies. These may include trade restrictions, corporate tax rates and tax 
breaks aimed at encouraging capital investments, policies that support 
local production, and regulations concerning safety, product quality, 
and environmental quality. An example of the influence of government 
policies on production decisions can be seen in the recent overbuilding 
of the solar panel industry in China: government subsidies led to the 
development of a solar panel production capacity that far exceeded 
demand, which in turn drove down the price of solar panels and made 
it difficult for companies outside China to compete in the solar panel 
market (Plumer 2013).
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• Ability to innovate: Particularly for value chains with rapid product 
cycles, in which the company that first brings a product to market has 
a major competitive advantage, the ability to innovate and develop new 
products rapidly is a major factor in a company’s success. These com-
panies prefer to locate in areas with highly developed technological 
capabilities, necessary talent, and access to financing for research and 
development. Here too governments can play a major role by offering 
R&D incentives or funding, promoting higher education and applied 
research, and purchasing newly developed technologies.

Industry-Specific Location Considerations for Facilities across the Value Chain 

The production of lighter-weight commodities such as fabrics and some chemi-
cals can be done almost anywhere, independent of the location of design and 
sales activities. It therefore generally migrates to locations with the lowest 
associated costs for labor, energy, and raw materials. 

For heavier products such as appliances and automobiles, as mentioned 
above, there are advantages to locating production close to market because 
of lower transportation costs (Manyika et al. 2012). Thus, for example, many 
of the vehicles sold in the United States are produced in the United States or 
Mexico. In addition to the location of automotive plants, there are advantages 
to locating the engineering and industrial designers near customers to under-
stand their needs and wants. Designers in the United States can easily interact 
with people that purchase US vehicles and use the products themselves. Toyota, 
among others, has located much of the design and production of its minivans 
and large pickup trucks in the United States because it is home to many of the 
customers of these vehicles.3

In the case of research-intensive products such as those in the biomedical 
industry, research activities drive the location of activities in the latter stages 
of the value chain. The biomedical industry today includes a number of new 
medical devices, therapies, diagnostics, imaging, and medical genomic services 
that are highly research intensive.4 Production, testing, and treatment are best 
located close to the academic and medical center laboratories where the rel-
evant research is done so that the companies can take advantage of their exper-
tise. Biopharmaceutical companies therefore locate their activities in the regions 
where there is close and strong collaboration between the biotech industry 
and academic and clinical research. In particular, much of the production of 

3 Remarks of James Bonini at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value Cre-
ation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the National 
Academies, Irvine, Calif. 

4 The biomedical industry is also a highly regulated industry, requiring careful navigation of many 
regulations. The regulatory environment in different countries is also an important factor influenc-
ing location decisions in this industry.
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biologics, vaccines, and new therapies such as those based on stem cells is based 
in the United States and Europe because these highly innovative products 
require close integration of research, development, testing, and manufacturing. 
In contrast, the production of many older pharmaceutical products—those 
based on small molecules, where the technologies to produce them have been 
established for more than 50–60 years—is largely done in Asia, where produc-
tion costs are lower. However, this is expected to change in the near future as 
research collaborations with academia grow in Shanghai and companies invest 
in facilities there.5 

For products with short development cycles such as consumer electronics, 
it is important to be able to produce large quantities in a short period of time, so 
a significant portion of electronics manufacturing has moved to countries such 
as China that have the ability to scale up production very quickly. For example, 
Apple might be working with a nine- or ten-month product development cycle 
and need a supply of 10 million new iPods available in the month or so before 
Christmas. The rapid and massive scale-up necessary for such a feat requires 
a location with a mass of process engineers, tooling engineers, and production 
workers along with the tools and ability to build a new plant in a couple of 
months. As a result, Apple evolved from a system where manufacturing was 
done in the United States with parts made in Japan to manufacturing done in 
Singapore, Korea, Taiwan, and eventually China. And as more of the manufac-
turing was located in these places, more of the design was moved there as well. 
Today, although the design of products such as the Apple iMac and iPhone is 
still led out of California, the engineering designers there work very closely with 
companies in other countries that are carrying out a significant percentage of 
the design work on these products.6

In short, as value chain activities are distributed around the world, com-
panies can choose to locate their facilities in the country and region that make 
the most business sense, all factors considered. The United States has certain 
advantages, such as a large market, a strong legal system, access to affordable 
and reliable energy, and highly developed R&D and supply chain capabilities 
that attract facilities where labor costs are relatively less important. Some of 
these factors are undergoing significant change. 

The last decade has witnessed a dramatic change in the availability of low-
cost energy in the United States. This is largely due to technological progress 
in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing combined with the unique infra-
structure and industrial ecosystem available to efficiently and cost-effectively 

5 Remarks of Paul McKenzie at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif.

6 Remarks of Jon Rubinstein at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the 
National Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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extract natural gas from shale formations. Coupled with the abundance of shale 
resources and the separation of US natural gas prices from global oil prices, 
the United States has a significant competitive advantage for a potentially long-
term stable source of energy and feedstock for the electricity, manufacturing, 
and petrochemical industries (Krupnick et al. 2013; McCutcheon et al. 2011; 
MIT Energy Initiative 2012). Analyses by the American Chemistry Council 
(ACC) and the International Monetary Fund show that the shale gas boom has 
already reversed the US trade balance for the chemical industry from a $9.4 
billion deficit in 2005 to a $3.4 billion surplus in 2013 and could reach a $30 
billion surplus by 2018 (ACC 2014; IMF 2014). Detailed examination by the 
ACC of 97 chemical industry projects suggests remarkable growth and value 
that will occur for the United States (1) during the 10 -year initial capital invest-
ment phase, when new equipment is purchased and plants constructed, and 
(2) as a result of ongoing increased chemical output, made possible by lower 
natural gas prices and increased availability of ethane. The ACC estimates these 
investments could create 1.2 million temporary jobs and 537,000 permanent 
jobs (ACC 2014).

On the other hand, the globalization of R&D and supply chain capabili-
ties may present a challenge for the United States, which historically has had 
a competitive advantage in these areas. Now, other countries are developing 
research universities, supply chains, and other parts of their R&D and techno-
logical infrastructure. As a result, a number of businesses created in the United 
States are moving abroad to find the resources, supply chains, and capital they 
need to commercialize and manufacture their products (Box 1-1; Berger 2013). 
And as countries around the world continue to develop their capabilities, more 
value chain activities are likely to migrate abroad. If the United States wants to 
both retain and attract facilities along the manufacturing value chain, it needs 
to create an environment that supports continuous development of its innova-
tion, manufacturing, and lifecycle services capabilities.

Emerging Markets as an Opportunity for US Growth

Discussions of the standing of US-based value chains in the global economy 
frequently focus on the challenges presented by other countries, especially a 
rapidly developing country such as China. With this perspective it is easy to fall 
into thinking of the situation as a zero-sum game: other countries “winning” 
the innovation game will inevitably mean that the United States is “losing.” 
But the greatest threat to American prosperity is not that other countries will 
get better and catch up to—or surpass—the United States; it is that the United 
States will fail to keep improving itself and thus fall behind as other countries 
continue to improve.

Charles Kenny, a senior fellow at the Center for Global Development, 
makes essentially this point in his book, The Upside of Down: Why the Rise 
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BOX 1-1 
Do all companies have incentives to  

carefully consider location decisions?

Inasmuch as companies weigh various factors to determine the best place to manu-
facture their products, it is natural to suppose that the United States can make itself 
more attractive to companies. But not all companies go through such a deliberate 
process when making a location decision, and it is important to understand why and 
what factors play a role in their decisions.

Consider, for example, FINsix, a company formed in 2010 to build power elec-
tronics devices that are smaller, lighter weight, and better performing than traditional 
power electronics. The company’s chief executive officer, Vanessa Green, spoke with 
the committee at the conference in February 2014 and had follow-up communications 
with the committee chair. 

FINsix’s first product, the development of which was funded through a success-
ful Kickstarter campaign, is the Dart, an AC/DC power converter for use with laptop 
computers that is smaller and lighter than standard laptop converters.a The Dart 
makes it possible to get rid of the “brick” laptop converters that weigh almost as much 
as some laptops.

At the time of Ms. Green’s communications with the committee, the company, 
headquartered in Menlo Park, California, was on track to deliver the first Darts to 
Kickstarter backers at the end of 2014. When asked whether the Dart would be manu-
factured in the United States, she said no and explained that they did not have the 
time. Companies such as FINsix have an incentive to bring their products to market as 
quickly as possible to satisfy their funders, and as a result it is difficult to devote much 
time to the latter stages of the value chain, such as production. FINsix focused mostly 
on the front end of the value chain, innovating and creating a product that works; once 
that was done it was time to build, ship, and scale—and begin seeing some income. 
In short, the selection of another country for manufacturing the Dart seemed to be a 
default decision: the company did not want to invest the time to determine the best 
place to make the Dart for different markets.

FINsix is now considering making the Dart in the United States for certain mar-
kets, such as laptop converters for the federal government and perhaps for customers 
who would prefer an American-made product. But it is worth asking what it would 
take for other US startups to look more closely at the United States for manufacturing 
their products.

a “Dart: The world’s smallest laptop adapter.” Information available at the Kickstarter web-
site, https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/215201435/dart-the-worlds-smallest-laptop-adapter 
(accessed May 20, 2014).
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of the Rest Is Good for the West (Kenny 2014a). There are more benefits than 
disadvantages to other countries getting wealthier and growing their economies, 
he argues, even if, in the case of China, a country’s economy becomes larger and 
more powerful than that of the United States. If the United States has only the 
world’s second largest economy, for example, the dollar might lose its domi-
nance as the currency that central banks prefer for their reserves, which could 
increase US borrowing costs. But Kenny contends that any negative conse-
quences will be outweighed by the benefits of other countries getting wealthier. 
For instance, US companies will have larger export markets, which will allow 
them to hire more workers and increase their profits. And other countries’ 
advances in innovating and making value will improve lives in the United States:

The rest of the world is also inventing more stuff, from modular building tech-
niques in China to new drug therapies and low-water cement-manufacturing 
processes in India to mobile banking applications in Kenya. We can benefit 
from those inventions as much as we already benefit from foreign innovators 
coming to the United States. Among the patents awarded in 2011 to teams 
at the 10 most innovative American universities, for example, three-quarters 
involved a foreign-born researcher, according to the Partnership for a New 
American Economy. As more people in developing countries go to college and 
as more firms there research and develop new products, there’s a potential for 
increased innovation in both the West and the Rest. That could bring faster 
progress in a number of different areas here at home, from connectivity to 
health. (Kenny 2014b)

Perhaps the best way to think of the challenge facing the United States is 
not in terms of competing with other countries to be the very best in the world, 
although there are certainly consequences to falling too far behind. Instead, the 
challenge is to find an approach to strengthen innovation and value creation 
in the United States, recognizing that the development of other countries can 
serve as a positive force to achieve this goal.

A particularly important fact to keep in mind is that as the rest of the 
world—especially the emerging economies—continues to develop, there will be 
a steadily rising demand for innovative goods and services. This rising demand 
represents a major opportunity for any US company, large or small, that has the 
vision and the capability to take advantage of it.

A 2012 report by the consulting firm McKinsey and Company projects that 
annual consumption in the world’s developing countries will reach $30 trillion 
by 2025 and characterizes this development as “the biggest growth opportunity 
in the history of capitalism” (Atsmon et al. 2012). The report also predicts that 
consumption in emerging markets will by then account for approximately half 
of the world’s total consumption, versus just 32 percent in 2010; that 60 per-
cent of the world’s 1 billion households with total earnings of at least $20,000 
per year will be in developing countries; and that the overwhelming majority 
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of sales of certain types of products, such as electronics and major appliances, 
will take place in emerging markets. Accordingly, the report predicts that the 
preferences of consumers in emerging markets will shape a great deal of the 
world’s innovation:

As e-commerce and mobile-payment systems spread to even the most remote 
hamlets, emerging consumers are shaping, not just participating in, the digital 
revolution and leapfrogging developed-market norms, creating new champi-
ons like Baidu, M-Pesa, and Tencent. The preferences of emerging-market 
consumers also will drive global innovation in product design, manufacturing, 
distribution channels, and supply chain management, to name just a few areas. 
(Atsmon et al. 2012, p. 7)

The authors make the point that these trends indicate crucial opportunities 
that policymakers and others who influence US business and innovation will 
ignore at their peril.

The importance to the United States of making value for the rest of the 
world is nothing new, of course. For example, another McKinsey study dis-
cussed the importance of trade in creating jobs: The increase in US exports 
between 2000 and 2009 supported 2 million more jobs in the US workforce 
than would have existed without the exports (Roxburgh et al. 2012). These jobs 
were mainly in knowledge-intensive sectors, such as high-tech manufacturing 
and business services and their suppliers. Since 2009, US exports have contin-
ued to grow, from $1.58 billion to $2.2 billion in 2012, supporting an additional 
1.3 million jobs (Figure 1-3).

Metropolitan areas in particular have benefited from attention to the 
export market. According to a 2013 report from the Brookings Institution and 
JPMorgan Chase, exports were crucial to postrecession growth in the country’s 
100 largest metropolitan areas (McDearman et al. 2013). Between 2009 and 
2012, exports were responsible for an average 54 percent of the growth in out-
put in those areas, versus only 37 percent for the country as a whole. Growth 
in export intensity was also correlated with growth in overall economic output. 
Between 2003 and 2012, the 10 US metropolitan areas with the greatest growth 
in export intensity saw an average annual growth in economic output of 3 per-
cent, versus 1.7 percent among those with the least growth in export intensity 
(McDearman et al. 2013).

Despite the clear benefits of paying attention to the export market, how-
ever, many US businesses fail to take advantage of the opportunities. There are 
a variety of reasons for this failure. A 2009 OECD study identified the major 
barriers that small and medium-sized businesses face in expanding to foreign 
markets: shortage of working capital to finance exports, difficulty identifying 
foreign business opportunities, limited information with which to locate and 
analyze potential foreign markets, and inability to contact potential overseas 
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customers (OECD 2009). Many of these barriers are simply the result of a lack 
of information and connections to international partners.

In short, emerging markets will offer tremendous potential for US compa-
nies in the coming decades, but only if companies and policymakers recognize 
the potential and then act to develop and maintain the capabilities to take 
advantage of it. 

ADVANCES IN COMPUTING POWER AND AUTOMATION

The ongoing digital revolution is a second major factor driving changes in 
the US and global economy. Characterized by continual growth in comput-
ing power, rapidly improving communication and analytical capabilities, and 
advances in robotics and control systems, this revolution has had reverberations 
in every sector of the economy, from the use of global positioning systems on 
farms and in factories to computer graphics in the entertainment industry. But 
perhaps no segment has been more deeply affected than manufacturing, where 
developments such as automation (the control of routine processes by mechani-
cal and electrical devices) and computer-aided design, engineering, and produc-
tion have dramatically increased productivity and efficiency, reduced lead time, 
and improved responsiveness to customer needs and preferences.
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Technological advances in computing and automation are allowing com-
panies to increase productivity and efficiency, reduce lead times, and 
gain customer insights in their manufacturing, design, and development 
activities along the value chain.

Automobile manufacturing offers a good example of this transforma-
tion. Gary Cowger, former president of General Motors (GM) North America 
and group vice president of GM global manufacturing and labor relations, 
described the company’s experience.7 In the mid-1960s, he said, a typical GM 
assembly plant employed about 5,000 workers and produced around 120,000 
cars a year. Today, the same sort of assembly plant employs only about 1,500 
people to produce the same number of vehicles, but the vehicles are of much 
higher quality and have more—and much more sophisticated—individual com-
ponents. The difference, he explained, lies in the usefulness and effectiveness 
of the manufacturing technology used in the plant.

Greater computing power led to more automation in the assembly plants. 
At first the automation saved little time because the company was using 
machines to put together vehicles that had been designed for manual assem-
bly, but over time the company began designing its vehicles with automated 
assembly in mind, and the automation realized its potential as a mechanism for 
lowering costs, decreasing production time, and increasing quality. 

Implementation of technology throughout the value chain continued, with 
the development of higher-speed computers, much more advanced sensor tech-
nologies, and numerous materials advances. The result: with more advanced 
manufacturing systems and an integrated approach to designing, manufacturing, 
and assembling vehicles, it now takes only 30 percent as many people to run an 
automobile manufacturing plant as it took in 1965, while the quality, sophisti-
cation, timely delivery, and variety of vehicles have all dramatically improved.

Besides improving the quality of design and manufacturing directly, new 
computing tools provide entirely new ways for engineers to get feedback from 
customers. For example, Keith Diefenderfer, principal technology director in 
the advanced technology center at Rockwell Collins, described the use of virtual 
reality immersion labs at the company to let customers try out design variations 
before a design is finalized.8 These labs provide a three-dimensional virtual 
experience of a new technology, making it possible for individuals to “use” the 

7 Remarks of Gary Cowger at “Workshop on Making Value: Integrating Manufacturing, Design, 
and Innovation to Thrive in the Changing Global Economy,” June 11, 2012, Venable LLC Confer-
ence Center, Washington, DC.

8 Presentation by Keith Diefenderfer at meeting of the Foundational Committee on Best Practices 
of the Making Value for America Study, December 3, 2013, National Academies Keck Center, 
Washington, DC.
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technology before it is built and offer their insights into any issues or problems 
with the design. Rockwell Collins can make changes to the virtual environment 
and then refine a design in response to a customer’s comments in as little as an 
hour. It is a modern approach to prototyping that both increases the chances 
of meeting a customer’s needs and improves productivity by reducing the time 
and effort needed to create physical prototypes.9

A number of other companies are also using immersion labs. A recent 
study reported that 14 percent of companies surveyed were using this tool and 
found it highly effective (Booz & Company 2014). For example, Caterpillar, 
the construction and mining equipment maker, brings in customers as well 
as assembly line workers and service technicians to test virtual machines and 
provide feedback on aspects such as usability, ease of manufacturing, and ser-
viceability (Jaruzelski et al. 2013). 

Technological advances in computing and automation are allowing com-
panies to increase productivity and efficiency, reduce lead times, and gain 
customer insights in their manufacturing, design, and development activities 
along the value chain.

The US automotive industry realized that new technologies were not 
paying off as expected in terms of improved productivity and began to 
accept that changes in the processes used in design, testing, manufactur-
ing, and assembly were necessary to achieve the full potential of the new 
technologies.

IMPROVED PROCESSES

A third factor that has been transforming industry in the United States and 
around the world is the development and application of new organizational 
processes, such as lean manufacturing and design for manufacturability that 
improve productivity and decrease lead time. A number of these processes 
started in the automotive industry and then spread to other industries, such as 
aerospace and electronics.

Much of the impetus for new processes over the past few decades has come 
from the development of new technologies, which required different processes 
in order to realize their full benefits. As GM’s Cowger noted, although the 
automotive industry began adopting new computer-driven technologies in 
the 1970s, it was not until the mid-1980s that there were significant changes 
in the operation of the company’s assembly lines. The industry realized that 
the new technologies were not paying off as expected in terms of improved 

9 Ibid.
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productivity and began to accept that a greater degree of integration on the 
enterprise level was necessary to achieve improvements in efficiency. This in 
turn required changes in the processes used in the design, testing, manufactur-
ing, and assembly of vehicles.10

One such change was the growing emphasis on design for manufacturability—
the idea that engineers should pay more attention to manufacturing consider-
ations when designing new products. To do this, engineers needed to work 
more closely with both the people who were assembling the products and the 
engineers who designed the assembly equipment. No longer could product 
engineers simply hand off their designs to the manufacturing engineers and 
forget about them; similarly, the manufacturing engineers could no longer 
pass their designs to the workers on the factory floor and expect them to take 
care of things from there. Instead, people began thinking about the interplay 
between the different components of the process—and transformed the way 
GM designed its products. It became clear that the upfront design, engineering, 
and development of a vehicle account for only about 5 percent of the vehicle’s 
total lifecycle cost but the decisions made during this stage determine nearly 75 
percent of the lifecycle cost. The company thus began paying more attention 
to “designing for manufacturability,” and engineers and factory workers began 
communicating more with each other. 

Adoption of Lean Production

An even more profound change was the transition from mass production to 
lean production. In 1990 three researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology published The Machine That Changed the World, which described 
in detail the lean production system developed by the Toyota Motor Com-
pany and documented its advantages over the system of mass production that 
GM and most other automotive companies had been using since Henry Ford 
popularized the assembly line for constructing cars (Womack et al. 1990). The 
book quickly led many large companies, in the automotive and other industries, 
to reconsider their organizational goals and processes. Cowger reported that 
people began to think of “Big M Manufacturing”—manufacturing in terms of 
the entire system instead of just along the assembly line—and came to recog-
nize that the problems they had experienced in making new technologies pay 
off were not just technology problems but also management problems. Since 
then the lean production system, with its emphasis on a company working col-
laboratively with employees, suppliers, dealers, and customers, has become the 
gold standard for production systems.

10 Remarks of Gary Cowger at “Workshop on Making Value: Integrating Manufacturing, Design, 
and Innovation to Thrive in the Changing Global Economy,” June 11, 2012, Venable LLC Confer-
ence Center, Washington, DC.
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Toyota’s production system involves three interconnected elements: (1) The 
organizational culture puts the customer first, recognizes that the company’s 
most important asset is its employees, and expects continuous improvement. 
(2) Processes allow operations to be both extremely efficient and focused on 
quality and problem solving. An important principle of the processes is “just 
in time,” meaning that people and things move through the operations con-
tinuously, at the exact time they are needed, with very little waiting. A second, 
related principle calls for instant attention to production problems: there is an 
immediate loud signal and a problem solver or team of problem solvers works 
very quickly to diagnose the problem, contain it, and determine what can be 
done to prevent it from happening again. (3) Management focuses on devel-
oping employees to identify and solve problems to improve operations, and 
provides the training and incentives for employees to work together as a team 
to accomplish shared goals. 

The practices and principles of Toyota’s production system were adapted 
and applied to many other industries to improve competitiveness. In aero-
space, companies such as Boeing and Airbus are constantly looking for ways 
to improve their operations by streamlining their supply chains and enhancing 
the efficiency of their factories. Boeing, for example, measures and tracks the 
day-to-day performance of teams and individuals, looking for weaknesses and 
ways to improve, and expects its suppliers to do the same. It encourages self-
directed work teams to devise ways to improve their work, and the teams work 
with their supervisors to implement the suggested changes. That empowerment 
of workers is one of the main reasons that Boeing was able to improve its pro-
duction efficiency by 50 percent over the past 10 years. 

Impacts of Lean Production

A number of studies have reported advantages to the lean production system 
in manufacturing. One found that firms that had adopted most of its practices 
were significantly less energy intensive and more productive (Bloom et al. 
2008): companies in the 75th percentile in performance of these practices were 
17.4 percent less energy intensive than companies in the 25th percentile. The 
conclusions were based on data from more than 300 manufacturing firms in 
the United Kingdom.

According to a more recent study based on data from more than 30,000 
manufacturing establishments in the United States, companies that adopted 
lean production principles were significantly more successful than those that 
did not, according to a variety of measures of success (Bloom et al. 2013). 
Companies that adopted practices related to monitoring performance, set-
ting targets, and offering incentives were significantly more productive, more 
profitable, and more innovative and grew faster than those that did not, and 
the greater the extent to which a company adopted these practices, the more 
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successful it was. This held true after accounting for other factors, such as 
the company’s industry, education level of its workforce, and age of either the 
company or the particular establishment. Moving from the 10th percentile to 
the 90th percentile in the performance of lean production practices is associ-
ated with a 12 percent increase in value added per employee, a 9.4 percent rise 
in productivity, a 6 percent growth in employment, and a 2 percent increase in 
profitability per sale (Bloom et al. 2013).

Between 2005 and 2010 there was a clear increase in the percentage of 
firms implementing lean production practices, particularly practices involving 
data collection and analysis. This trend might be due to more companies adopt-
ing modern information technologies, such as enterprise resource planning 
systems. Because these technologies make it easier and cheaper to collect and 
process data, companies that use them may find that they smooth the way to 
adoption of principles of lean production (Bloom et al. 2013).

THE NATURE OF WORK IN TRANSITION

Pushed by the forces of increasing globalization, technological advances, and 
improved processes, employment across the value chain has changed. The 
manufacturing sector has become more efficient and productive at a faster rate 
than the rest of the economy, reducing the demand for production workers. At 
the same time, the nature of work in jobs across the value chain is changing, 
shifting the education and skills that are in demand. 

Effects on Manufacturing Employment

Globalization of manufacturing and pronounced increases in worker produc-
tivity have dramatically affected US manufacturing employment. According 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics Current Employment Statistics Survey, total 
manufacturing employment in the United States dropped from approximately 
19 million in 1980 to 11.5 million in 2010 (Figure 1-4). It has increased some-
what since then, to 12.1 million in 2014, largely because of growth in three 
sectors—transportation equipment, machinery, and fabricated metals—that 
together accounted for about half a million new manufacturing jobs during 
that period. But it is difficult to know whether this increase marks the start of 
a trend or is just a momentary upswing in a longer trend of declining manufac-
turing employment. 

The overall employment decline over the past three decades is due in 
part to jobs being shipped overseas—as when most US apparel manufacturing 
moved to India and other lower-wage countries—and in part to the increasing 
efficiency that allows 1,500 workers to assemble the same number of auto-
mobiles that took 5,000 workers in 1965. Of course, the push to increase 
efficiency has itself been driven in part by growing competition from overseas. 
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But enhanced efficiency has also made it possible for some companies to move 
their manufacturing operations back to the United States, as lean production 
practices have made them competitive with manufacturers in Korea, China, and 
Japan (Fishman 2012). These companies are thus able to achieve significant cost 
savings while creating jobs in the United States (Box 1-2).

The number of employees in manufacturing without a high school degree 
declined from 10 million to less than 2 million in 1960–2010, and 
manufacturing employment requiring a college or more advanced degree 
increased by more than 2 million jobs.

Changing Nature of Work

The decrease in production jobs does not tell the complete story of employ-
ment in manufacturing or the larger value chain. Examining employment trends 
by level of education shows that manufacturing job losses were concentrated 
in the portion of the workforce without a high school degree (Figure 1-5). 
Indeed, while manufacturing employment in this part of the workforce declined 

FIGURE 1-4 Monthly US manufacturing employment, in millions, 1980–2011. Source: Bureau of 
Labor Statistics Current Employment Statistics survey, available at www.bls.gov/ces/.
Note: Shading indicates recession.
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BOX 1-2 
Return of US production made possible  

by lean manufacturing

Over the past two decades, GE Appliances, a $5 billion manufacturing arm of General 
Electric (GE), had gone through a long period of outsourcing in an effort to remain prof-
itable in the face of global competition and an increasingly commoditized industry. But 
in 2012 GE began making cutting-edge, high-efficiency water heaters and refrigerators 
in its Appliance Park plant in Louisville, Kentucky. In a dramatic example of reshor-
ing—bringing back to the United States manufacturing that had been offshored—the 
company opened the first new assembly lines in 55 years in Appliance Park, which 
at its peak in the 1960s turned out 60,000 appliances a week (Fishman 2012). The 
committee heard from Kevin Nolan, GE’s vice president of technology, who offered 
some insights into why his company chose to resume making appliances in the United 
States that, just a few years earlier, it would have made overseas.a 

GE had been outsourcing its appliance manufacturing to LG and Samsung, 
Nolan said. It was a good model at first, because the cost of labor was three times 
lower than in the United States and the company was still able to bring out new prod-
ucts, designed partly by GE engineers and partly through outsourcing. But shipping 
the products from oversees meant high transportation costs and a lot of cash tied up in 
inventory. More importantly, the company faced concerns that it would lose engineer-
ing and manufacturing skills and that it would become hard to differentiate its products 
from those of its competitors. When the 2009 recession hit and sales dropped, it 
became clear the outsourcing model was not sustainable. After trying unsuccessfully 
to sell the appliance business, GE decided to make a major investment to reshore its 
manufacturing. It spent $1 billion on new product facilities and manufacturing plants, 
tearing down existing lines and rebuilding from the ground up so that its new lines 
are cutting-edge.

In evaluating the reshoring decision, several factors were key, Nolan said. One 
advantage of reshoring was transportation costs: by locating closer to customers—the 
new plants were aimed at the US market—the company would see significant cost 
savings. Shipping a major appliance overseas typically costs about $50 per unit, and 
it is also expensive to ship from Mexico by rail.

Another important factor was the ability to colocate manufacturing with product 
engineering and design. GE still had a great deal of its design and engineering capa-
bilities in the United States, and reshoring made it possible to keep them physically 
near the manufacturing capabilities, especially as GE Appliances is working to create 
a close connection between the two. Much of the design and engineering of the elec-
tronics and software is still done in Korea because the engineers with that expertise 
are there, but if there are US engineers with equivalent or near-equivalent skills, GE 
uses them because of the advantages of colocation. Generally speaking, there must 
be a significant difference in skill sets to do the work in Korea because of the efficiency 
losses of not being colocated.

However, to take advantage of the lower transportation costs and colocation 
benefits of manufacturing in the United States, GE needed to dramatically improve the 
efficiency of its domestic manufacturing for the move to make sense. LG and Samsung 
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have done a much better job of adopting lean manufacturing principles, and they 
have been doing it for a long time. GE learned that in the United States it generally 
took about 9 to 10 hours of labor to assemble a refrigerator, in Mexico approximately 
10 to 11 hours—and in Korea only about 2 hours. Fortunately, from its work with 
LG and Samsung, GE had observed their huge efficiency gains from adopting lean 
manufacturing principles and practices, and it is now working to put those in place at 
its Appliance Park facilities.

One of the most important principles Nolan pointed to was that labor and man-
agement had to work together to develop the manufacturing process. A key factor in 
the effective implementation of lean manufacturing is the role of operators in problem 
solving and continuous improvement. Since operators see problems firsthand, they 
must be empowered to address the problem, with a system in place to support them 
in solving it quickly. That requires a different way of thinking, Nolan said, and is not 
easy to accomplish. 

Both labor and management had to change their approaches to make the opera-
tion a success. Management must recognize the importance of respecting labor and 
view the production operator as the center of the business. The engineers who design 
the appliances now recognize that their job is to make it as easy as possible for the 
operators to do their job. 

Labor has also changed its approach, embracing the need to reimagine how 
manufacturing can be done. In Appliance Park, labor works together with manage-
ment to improve the efficiency of operations. That is a new approach for labor that 
is critical to improving efficiency to allow plants in the United States to compete with 
those anywhere in the world.

On a comparative basis, GE Appliance’s reengineered operations are now com-
petitive with the lowest-price producers around the world. And with a continuous 
focus on production efficiency, their competitiveness continues to improve. Ultimately, 
GE’s bet is that the production line and engineering employees in its new facilities 
are going to innovate and improve productivity and product features faster than any 
other company.

Can lean manufacturing lead more companies to bring production back to the 
United States? Nolan said the potential is great. Companies such as Herman Miller, 
Caterpillar, and Whirlpool are examples. For heavier products—such as the appli-
ances, furniture, and industrial equipment these companies produce—there is a large 
incentive to produce them closer to market to reduce transportation costs. For smaller 
products, manufacturing in the United States will require more automation, Nolan 
said, to reduce labor costs. But it should be possible to produce heavier products in 
the United States at lower total costs even without much automation by implementing 
lean manufacturing practices. 

a Kevin Nolan, interview by Christopher Johnson and Kate S. Whitefoot, May 18, 2014. Since 
the interview, GE announced the sale of its appliances business to Electrolux for $3.3 billion, follow-
ing a string of divestments in plastics, insurance, and financial services so as to concentrate on 
infrastructure and technology products and services. GE credits the reshoring of the appliances 
division and implementation of lean principles as the reason the business was sold at a high price. 
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FIGURE 1-5 Trends in employment in the manufacturing sector by level of education, 1960–2012. 
Data source: Integrated Public Use Microdata Series database (IPUMS-USA; Ruggles et al. 2010).
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from 10 million to less than 2 million between 1960 and 2010, manufacturing 
employment requiring at least a college degree increased by more than 2 million 
jobs (Figure 1-5).

Changing Skill and Education Requirements

Production work in the United States is shifting to require more specialized 
skills. At Boeing’s plant in Everett, Washington, for example, workers con-
trol high-tech machines that use indoor GPS and laser-positioning systems 
to assemble the 787’s advanced composite parts, and Boeing expects more 
automation in its facilities over the next 20 years. There will be increasing 
emphasis on workers with specialty skills for robotics-controlled maintenance, 
composites work, precision craftsmanship, computer operations, and radio-
frequency identification of parts. Conversely, there will be a significant decline 
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in the subset of manufacturing jobs that consist of repetitive manual skills. Boe-
ing expects that current jobs involving simple tasks such as drilling aluminum 
and riveting with a bucking bar will continue to decrease and be replaced with 
higher-skill jobs as new technologies come online.

The shift in the skills needed for production jobs is indicative of a larger 
transformation across all aspects of the value chain and all sectors of the US 
economy. In particular, less-educated workers are likely to see declining job 
prospects and lower wages. Workers without an associate’s degree already face 
much higher unemployment rates—in 2013, 7.5 percent of workers with a high 
school diploma but no college degree and 11 percent of high school dropouts 
were unemployed compared to an average of 6.1 percent (Figure 1-6). Wages 
of men without a college degree have declined 11 percent since 1980 and those 
of male high school dropouts declined 22 percent, whereas wages of men with a 
college or advanced degree increased between 20 percent and 56 percent, with 
the largest gains among those with advanced degrees (Autor 2014). The con-
trast was less extreme for women, but real earnings growth for women without 
at least some college education was relatively modest (Figure 1-7). 

Many middle-skill jobs are repetitive and procedural and therefore com-
paratively easy to automate, whereas workers whose jobs depend on 
manual tasks, such as truck drivers and home health aides, have been 
more challenging to automate. But this is likely to change in the near 
future.

Impacts of Automation

The workers who have been hit the hardest are those in so-called middle-skill 
jobs such as production, operator, clerical, and sales positions, while those in 
lower-skill jobs such as personal services have actually seen increases in employ-
ment and wages. Several economists have attributed this polarization of jobs 
to increasing automation (e.g., Autor 2010; Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2011). 

Many middle-skill jobs are repetitive and procedural and therefore com-
paratively easy to automate, whereas jobs that depend on manual tasks, such 
as those of truck drivers and home health aides, have been more challenging 
to automate. But this is likely to change in the near future. Advances in com-
puting power, machine learning, and robotics are enabling machines to scan a 
scene, discover patterns, and manipulate objects, enabling innovations such as 
Google’s self-driving car. These trends suggest that in the next 20 years innova-
tions such as truck-packing robots will start to displace the jobs of workers who 
perform this and other manual tasks. Unless these workers advance their skills, 
they are likely to see lower wages and declining job prospects.
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The displacement of middle-skill jobs poses serious concerns for the United 
States. Jobs at this level of pay were important to the growth of the US middle 
class in the 20th century: many of them were manufacturing jobs, generally at 
unionized factories, and available to workers without a college degree; they 
allowed for enough advancement that a worker could stay on a single career 
path for much of his or her life. The downward pressure on these middle-skill 
jobs and on lower-skill jobs in areas such as transportation and sales is likely to 
have a dramatic impact on a large portion of the US workforce. According to 
one study, almost 50 percent of US jobs are at risk of disruption by advances 
in computerization (Frey and Osborne 2013).

Growing Skill Mismatches

In addition to—and somewhat related to—the decline of middle-skill jobs, 
many employers believe there is a growing mismatch between the skills of 
potential workers and the skills required. An increasing number of jobs—
particularly high-wage jobs—require high skills in particular areas, such as 
engineering and computer programming, and not enough people are acquiring 
these skills. A Global Talent Management and Rewards Survey of more than 
1,600 companies around the world found that 72 percent of them reported 
that they had trouble finding and hiring critical-skill employees. The situation 
was only slightly better in the United States, where 61 percent of the respond-
ing companies said they had problems recruiting employees with critical skills 
(Towers Watson 2012). The problem is particularly apparent in the information 
technology (IT) sector, where as of December 2013 there were some 580,000 
vacant positions in the United States (Partovi 2014), and one estimate projected 
1.4 million new computing jobs in the United States by 2020 but only 400,000 
computer science graduates to fill them (Kuranda 2013). 

One major reason that so many jobs are going unfilled is that employers 
are looking for increasingly specialized capabilities in their new hires. It is not 
enough, for instance, for an IT worker to be proficient in technical issues; 
because of the ever more integrated and collaborative nature of jobs and com-
panies, employers would like their IT workers to understand the analytical and 
business development side of their jobs as well, and such employees are much 
harder to find than workers who can do just one or the other (Kuranda 2013). 

The apparent paradox of employers claiming great difficulty filling engi-
neering jobs and the large number of unemployed engineers in the United 
States seems to be due to the increasingly specific skills employers expect in 
their hires (Begley 2005). The result is that workers with the right combination 
of skills are in high demand and get paid exceptionally well (McBride 2013), 
while those with skills that do not fit the particular demands of the marketplace 
often cannot find jobs.
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These job market issues, if not resolved, may seriously challenge efforts to 
create value in the United States.
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Opportunities for Value Creation 
Presented by Digital Technologies 

and Distributed Tools

The 21st century is ushering in digital and distributed tools that will fur-
ther transform the way value is created and the job opportunities that 
result. In particular, emerging digital technologies, such as advanced 

sensors, and distributed capabilities, such as digital manufacturing and crowd-
funding, are changing the process of value creation, the types of products and 
services that can be made, and the types of people who can commercialize 
them. It is not possible, of course, to predict exactly how these tools and tech-
nologies will evolve in coming decades, or what new tools may emerge, but it 
is clear that digital and distributed tools, broadly speaking, will become even 
more important to enable value creation. We offer some extrapolations and 
speculations based on some of the most dramatic changes so far. 

Advances in software and data collection have opened up a wealth of 
possibilities for companies to better understand customers’ needs, optimize 
design and production processes, and discover new market opportunities. The 
rise of distributed approaches to everything from raising funds to hiring work-
ers is changing the ways businesses operate. These capabilities are allowing 
companies to integrate systems of hardware and software and leverage data to 
provide new and improved solutions all along the value chain. They are making 
it cheaper and easier for entrepreneurs to develop new products and services 
and bring them to market.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Advanced Sensors and Cloud Computing

Developments in advanced sensors and cloud computing are allowing compa-
nies to collect vast amounts of information to monitor the performance of their 
products, provide new services to customers, and monitor their supply chains.

Advanced sensors promise to revolutionize a large number of fields. A 
traditional sensor—such as a thermometer, an accelerometer, or a detector 
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that senses the presence of a particular gas or chemical compound—produces 
an electrical signal that can be read by an observer or instrument. Today’s 
advanced sensors can be equipped with onboard computing capabilities that 
enable them to process the signal, carry out diagnostics, and even take interven-
ing actions (e.g., triggering a warning or adjusting the system controls). They 
often have the capacity to communicate wirelessly, and tend to be both small 
and inexpensive to manufacture so that many can be used in concert (Spencer 
et al. 2004).

These advanced sensors are being used to monitor the structural health of 
buildings, bridges, and aircraft for signs of fatigue or impending failure. The 
ultimate goal is to create “smart structures” that not only monitor their status 
and report needed repairs but also, in some situations, make their own adjust-
ments in real time in response to problems (Spencer et al. 2004).

Alongside the emergence of advanced sensors, cloud computing—the use 
of remote computing resources (typically accessed over the Internet) for com-
puting, digital storage, and software programs—is also enabling “smarter” 
products and systems. With cloud computing an individual or business is not 
restricted to onsite computing resources: it is possible to store data and run 
software on remote computers. Thanks to the economies of scale enabled by 
sharing computing resources with millions of users and devices through the 
Internet, cloud computing has begun to provide better performance and more 
flexibility at a lower cost than can be achieved with a captive computer system. 

The existence of large numbers of advanced sensors with computing and 
wireless communication capabilities raises the possibility of developing net-
works of thousands or millions of sensors that monitor large systems—such 
as a factory floor, a city transportation system, or a supply chain—to provide a 
real-time global picture of what is happening and respond automatically to a 
situation. At the same time, networking of the computing capabilities of vari-
ous sensors could provide the systems with tremendous amounts of comput-
ing power. According to a report by the National Research Council, “These 
networked systems of embedded computers…have the potential to change 
radically the way people interact with their environment by linking together a 
range of devices and sensors that will allow information to be collected, shared, 
and processed in unprecedented ways” (NRC 2001, p. 1). 

Digital and Additive Manufacturing

Developments such as digital simulation and additive manufacturing are enabling 
closer integration of design and production. Improved modeling and simula-
tion are used to digitally represent and analyze prototypes, referred to as digital 
manufacturing, which saves time and money on the testing of physical models 
and specimens. Boeing, for example, has cut in half the amount of wind tunnel 
testing that it does by using simulations based on computational fluid dynamics. 
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Additive manufacturing, or 3-D printing (the process of producing parts by 
depositing and joining layers of material based on a digital model), is reducing 
prototyping costs by enabling production in smaller runs for lower costs. As a 
result, it has the potential to dramatically reduce production times and costs for 
full-scale production (Wohlers Associates 2011). It is also becoming important 
for the rapid and affordable manufacture of custom tools required for conven-
tional high-rate manufacturing processes, such as casting cores and drill jigs 
(Cotteleer et al. 2014), the production of which requires considerable time and 
cost. Producing them with additive manufacturing can both significantly reduce 
costs and allow products to get to market much faster. 

Distributed and Disintermediated Capabilities

New Internet-based capabilities enable new ways to solve problems and 
run businesses. For example, electronic communication methods distribute 
functions—such as raising capital, finding workers, creating products, solv-
ing problems—over a large number of entities, increasing the participation of 
people and businesses throughout the value chain. And they allow individuals 
to carry out these activities without the need for an intermediary institution. 
These approaches are already changing how companies form and operate, and 
the changes will accelerate in the coming years.

Crowdsourced Funding

One important use of the emerging distributed and disintermediated capabili-
ties is to raise capital for businesses and projects. Raising capital has always 
been one of the most difficult hurdles for startup companies or for existing 
companies with a new product or approach because they have no track record 
to convince backers of their likely success. Online crowdfunding sites now 
make it possible for individuals and businesses to seek funding for projects 
from anyone who would like to provide support. Perhaps the best known 
of these sites is Kickstarter, a platform for individuals seeking donations for 
creative projects; in March 2014 it announced that it had surpassed $1 billion 
in funding, provided by 5.7 million people.1 A number of other crowdfunding 
sites—Tilt, Crowdfunder, Somolend, appbackr, AngelList, and Quirky—have 
been created to raise funds for businesses.

There are two basic types of crowdfunding sites. One type (e.g., Kickstarter) 
relies on donations, although many recipients promise something in return 
for the donation—a copy of the resulting record or digital album in the case 

1 “OMG. On March 3, 2014, Kickstarter passed $1 billion in pledges.” Kickstarter website, 
at www.kickstarter.com/1billion?ref=promo&ref=PromoNewsletterMar0314 (accessed April 21, 
2014).
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of funding for a music project, for example. These sites have funded new 
businesses developing consumer and technology products, designers offering 
custom fashion items, retail stores seeking to expand or open new locations, 
and many more projects. The appbackr site also relies on donations for, as its 
name implies, the development of mobile apps. The second model is “invest-
ment crowdfunding,” in which funds are provided either as loans or to acquire 
an equity position in the company. Somolend, for instance, provides loans to 
businesses that may have difficulty acquiring funding in more traditional ways. 
AngelList uses crowdfunding to provide angel investing to tech startups. And 
Quirky brings together people interested in invention to provide the funding 
and other support necessary to bring inventions to market (Barnett 2013). 

In 2012 crowdfunding raised $2.7 billion for more than 1 million projects 
worldwide (the vast majority of the funding was for projects in the United 
States), and the total for 2013 was projected to be $5.1 billion—an increase 
of 81 percent (Massolution 2013). Thanks to this broad new array of potential 
funding sources, inventors and startup companies have many options for secur-
ing funding. It is still too early to know how widespread this phenomenon will 
become, but it illustrates the sorts of changes that the Internet is ushering in.

Uses of Social Media

In addition to funding, crowdsourcing has been used to provide businesses with 
various products and capabilities. Many businesses are using “social media” (a 
broad and somewhat amorphous term that refers to the group of technologies 
that enable people to interact remotely, generally in virtual communities or 
networks) to connect with their users and generate ideas for new innovations. 
The biotech company Genentech, for example, is using social media to collect 
information about the experiences of patients receiving cancer treatments. The 
information helps patients learn more about clinical trials while allowing the 
company to better integrate patient insights into its decision making for devel-
oping new medicines. It is likely that other uses of social media will emerge to 
assist companies in developing new products and services that people value. 

Another example of an approach to crowdsourcing is TopCoder, a cloud-
based community of computer programmers that companies can call on to pro-
duce software and algorithms for use in computer programs. Companies bring a 
programming problem to TopCoder, which puts it in the form of an open com-
petition. Winning designs are licensed to the companies by TopCoder, which 
in turn pays royalties to the individuals who developed the designs.  TopCoder 
also offers regular competitions in which programmers are given specific tasks 
to solve in a fixed period of time. These competitions allow programmers to 
sharpen their skills and allow TopCoder to identify talented programmers 
from around the world, and often the resulting programming solutions are 
valuable for use in various types of software. In April 2014  TopCoder reported 
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on its website (www.topcoder.com) that more than 600,000 people worldwide 
had registered at the site (although only a fraction had actually submitted 
programs or algorithms). TopCoder can be thought of as a global program-
ming marketplace where companies find computer programmers to help them 
develop software and algorithms and computer programmers find jobs and 
career development. 

oDesk, a third example of a novel use of distributed capabilities, connects 
businesses with freelance workers from around the world. It is the best known 
of a growing group of “online staffing platforms” where “contingent workers, 
contractors, freelancers can offer their skills and services for limited projects 
or even on-going assignments and where organizations and individuals can 
post their requirements or put tasks/projects out to bid” (Karpie 2012). oDesk 
provides online workspaces and communication channels for contractors and 
workers and handles payments for work done. Its website lists freelancers avail-
able in areas such as Web development, software development, writing and 
translation, administrative support, design and multimedia, customer service, 
and sales and marketing.

Cloud Computing Services

The emergence of cloud computing is important not only because it enables 
large amounts of data collection and analytics, but also because it is dramati-
cally reducing the time and costs needed to scale up an organization’s comput-
ing resources. A number of companies, such as Amazon, Google, IBM, and 
several startups, have begun offering cloud computing services that allow indi-
viduals and organizations to rent “elastic” computing capacity—meaning that 
they can scale the capacity up or down in minutes—allowing them to acquire 
exactly the right amount of computing resources that are needed at any one 
time. This ability eliminates the need to purchase computing capacity for the 
maximum requirements needed at any time and radically reduces the time and 
costs required to scale up. For example, large pharmaceutical companies that 
want to acquire the computing infrastructure to support the development of 
a new drug can now gain almost immediate access to a 30,000-core cluster for 
$10,000, whereas previously it would have cost $5–10 million and taken about 
six months to build (McKendrick 2011).

Convergence of These Distributed Capabilities

The common thread among the emerging distributed capabilities is a broad-
ening of opportunities along the value chain, both for businesses and entre-
preneurs that can take advantage of them and for skilled individuals who can 
contribute to them. Together, these tools are significantly lowering the barriers 
to entry for entrepreneurship. 
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Launching a startup traditionally requires considerable capital and time to 
search for talent, acquire technology, and establish marketing and promotion. 
The convergence of crowdsourcing, cloud computing, and social media now 
allows potential entrepreneurs to easily access these capabilities at very low 
costs. And with the advent of digital manufacturing tools that improve product 
design, visualization, and analysis, as well as low-cost prototyping equipment 
such as 3-D printers, hardware startups can also build and test their product 
concepts more quickly and cheaply (Bradshaw 2013). As a result, startups such 
as Babybe, which develops products to improve the rehabilitation of prema-
ture babies, are able to reduce total development costs to less than $150,000 
(Economist 2014). 

A NEW SWEET SPOT FOR VALUE CREATION

As illustrated in the examples above, technological advances are giving rise to 
new opportunities for innovation and value creation. The committee refers to 
these opportunities as sweet spots and believes that many of the most promis-
ing such opportunities in the coming decade will arise from the integration of 
hardware, software, data, and people.

Recognizing that sweet spot opportunities are always a product of time 
and place—a sweet spot now would not likely have been one 10 years ago, nor 
is it likely to be one 10 years from now, and a sweet spot for the United States 
is not likely to be one for Brazil or China—the committee asked, Where can 
the United States focus its efforts over the next decade or so that will offer the 
greatest rewards in terms of creating value? The answer depends both on the 
directions that technology is taking now and on the particular comparative 
strengths (and weaknesses) of the United States now and in the near future. 

Integrating Hardware and Software

One of the most powerful ways to create value in the emerging technological 
milieu is to integrate hardware and software to create products and services that 
are much greater than the sum of their parts. A good example of this is Apple’s 
development of the iPod.

The iPod: A Case Study

Introduced in October 2001, the iPod became one of the most successful 
consumer products in recent history. To create it, Apple combined innovations 
in hardware and software, integrating Toshiba’s 5-gigabyte hard drive, the 
FireWire serial bus, and software developed specifically for the iPod. The first 
iPod was simply a personal music player and, as such, just one more in a line of 
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devices that allowed individuals to listen to their music wherever they went, like 
the Sony Walkman and the Rio PMP300 MP3 player. But the iPod did its job 
in a way that was far beyond what other portable music players were capable 
of, and in a few years it completely dominated its market.

The iPod’s first and most noticeable advantage was the amount of music 
it could hold. Where the Sony Walkman played a single CD (or, in earlier ver-
sions, cassette tape) and the Rio held about 30 minutes of music, the iPod’s five 
gigabytes of storage were enough for about 1,000 songs. And FireWire made it 
possible to transfer music onto the iPod much faster than could be done with 
the Rio, which used the slower USB 1.1. But the real advantages were much 
broader and more lasting. 

Other portable music players eventually caught up with the iPod on storage 
capacity and transfer speed, but the iPod had other characteristics that were 
not so easily matched (LePage 2006). The most important were Apple’s design 
of the iPod for ease of use, integration with its computers, and the software for 
the two. Suddenly it was simple to load music onto the player and organize it. 
Music transferred from a CD onto one’s computer would automatically load 
onto the iPod as well. Indeed, the music library on the iPod was automatically 
synced with the music library on the computer just by connecting the two 
devices. No one had seen anything like this before—it seemed almost magi-
cal. In addition, the design of the iPod was revolutionary. Apple had thought 
carefully about what was most important for listening to music and created a 
simple, intuitive interface that made it easy for users to hear exactly the music 
they wanted. The only controls on the first iPod were a click wheel and five 
buttons for navigating a simple menu that provided access to the music library. 
To people used to having many options on their music players, it might seem 
too simple, but the designers had created value by finding a way to connect 
users with their music in a way that was almost primal.

Yet another key to the iPod’s success was the development of the iTunes 
Music Store. By integrating the music player with a music listening and buying 
service, Apple amplified the iPod’s usefulness considerably. Now users could 
browse through thousands of songs, find the ones they liked, and easily load 
them onto the iPod. It was a totally new way of browsing and buying songs, 
and it changed people’s music buying habits.

Over time the iPod evolved, adding features and modifying the ways users 
controlled it. The hard drive was replaced with flash memory, the maximum 
amount of memory grew to 160 gigabytes, the ability to store and play videos 
was added, as were a video camera, a spoken menu, a touch screen, more 
powerful processors that increased speed and even allowed users to play video 
games, and so on. And every component was integrated seamlessly, not only in 
the iPod but across all the systems that interface with it. 
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By September 2010 some 275 million iPods had been sold.2 Simply put, 
Apple created tremendous value by integrating hardware, software, and ser-
vices to allow people to listen to music and watch videos in a way that was far 
superior to anything that had come before.

Wearable Tech

Such integration is becoming increasingly common. A more recent example is 
the Pebble, a smart watch released in 2013. Funded by Kickstarter, the Pebble 
developers originally sought $100,000 but eventually received more than $10 
million, making it the most successful Kickstarter project ever (Kosner 2012; 
Newman 2012). 

The success of the Pebble watch was, again, due to the way it integrated 
hardware and software in a simple, appealing package that performed a number 
of tasks that people found useful. The watch has an “e-paper” display, a vibrat-
ing motor, a magnetometer, and a three-axis accelerometer, and it connects 
with iPhone and Android smart phones wirelessly via Bluetooth. Apps can be 
loaded onto the watch that take advantage of the different pieces of hardware 
to offer various capabilities, such as displaying emails, providing notifications 
of incoming calls on the smart phone, keeping track of pace and mileage while 
running or biking, and even providing a golf range finder that tells a golfer how 
far it is to a hole on any of 25,000 golf courses worldwide.

As Jon Rubinstein, former CEO of Palm, commented, the value is not 
so much in the hardware or even the software in such a device, but rather 
in the integration of the two to create services for people and the ecosystem 
around the device.3 He pointed to self-driving cars as another example of value 
that can be created through such integration. These vehicles will require the 
development of new hardware and, especially, new software, but their success 
will ultimately depend on the creation of systems in which cars communicate 
with each other in a way that smoothes traffic flow and avoids accidents while 
getting individual travelers to their destinations as quickly and efficiently as 
possible.

2 Information from the Apple iPod + iTunes timeline, available at www.apple.com/pr/products/
ipodhistory/ (accessed April 20, 2014).

3 Remarks of Jon Rubinstein at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the 
National Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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Putting Data to Work

Consumer Products

One way to enhance value with devices that integrate hardware and software is 
to add large amounts of data to the mix. This is the approach taken, for exam-
ple, by Fitbit, a company that makes devices that keep track of users’ activity 
throughout the day and communicate that information using smart phones to a 
website where the activity data are analyzed. The devices integrate hardware (a 
3-D accelerometer to measure movement, an altimeter to detect when a user is 
going up or down stairs, a clock, a display, and Bluetooth to connect wirelessly 
with a smart phone) with software (programs to calculate distance traveled and 
calories burned, various apps), but their real value arises from the data they 
collect. A user’s activity data are uploaded to Fitbit’s website, where they are 
analyzed to help the user track progress toward fitness goals, quality of nightly 
sleep, and even, with additional data, diet and nutritional plans. At least these 
are the initial uses of the data; as more and more users deposit data on activity 
patterns and related factors, it will be possible to use the information in new 
and unplanned ways, which will in turn increase the value of the data.

A less readily apparent example emerged from Google’s purchase in Janu-
ary 2014 of Nest Labs, a maker of smart thermostats and smoke detectors, for 
$3.2 billion. The purchase surprised many observers and had people asking why 
Google was interested in a company that made thermostats and why it would 
pay so much for a company whose annual revenues were probably only about 
$200–300 million (Rogowsky 2014). As Rubinstein pointed out, the answer 
seems to lie in the fact that these smart thermostats, when hooked up in mil-
lions of homes, produce a tremendous amount of data.4 Indeed, it is probably 
more accurate to think of Nest not as a manufacturer of thermostats and smoke 
detectors but as a data collection business. Its thermostats collect a large variety 
of data—not just a home’s temperature but information such as when people 
enter and leave a room, when the lights in a room are turned on or off, and the 
pattern of energy use throughout the day (Roose 2014).

Nest Labs cofounder and chief executive officer Tony Fadell previously 
worked for Rubinstein at Apple, where he was a major figure in the develop-
ment of both the iPod and the iPhone. In an interview with the New York Times 
he described Nest’s philosophy this way:

We are a company that communicates to you, not just to your building con-
tractors, about what you put in your home and why it’s important. It’s not just 
about turning up or down the heat, it’s about the other experiences that come 
with turning up or down the heat—what are we doing about energy, what are 
we doing about your health and safety. (Hardy 2013)

4 Ibid.
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In particular, Fadell said, Nest’s smart thermostats and smart smoke detec-
tors are very different from the traditional forms of these devices. They are no 
longer just for setting the temperature or detecting smoke; the way they collect, 
analyze, and communicate data opens up a world of new possibilities.

We came from the world of connected smart phones and apps. We don’t just 
see a thermostat with a better user interface; we see a smartphone that has 
thermostat functions. That is a very different thing. We don’t see a smoke 
alarm; we see a smartphone with a fire sensor. When you redefine the world 
that way, it opens it up to many more possibilities. (Hardy 2013)

The fact that Fadell and Nest see the world in terms of data and information, 
rather than in terms of devices, is likely at least part of the reason why Google—
itself an information rather than a device company—valued Nest so highly. 

Fadell went on to describe a future in which most household devices are 
smart and able to communicate with one another:

Every time I turn on the TV, that’s information that someone is home. When 
the refrigerator door opens, that’s another sensor, more information. Before, it 
was about one little brain and one little sensor, very tightly programmed. Now 
we have disparate things with an interconnection network, a brain that can 
evolve and sensor networks that can evolve, all interacting with these learning 
patterns. (Hardy 2013)

In short, these interconnected systems of hardware, software, and data 
offer a whole new area in which innovation can grow and evolve, presenting 
countless opportunities for creating value.

Automotive Industry

In addition to consumer and household goods, other sources are being explored 
for the use of integrated systems of devices and information. A great deal of 
data are already being collected and used for automobiles, as James Bonini of 
Toyota observed at a conference held by the committee. “It is already hap-
pening where personal devices are connected to automobiles,” he said. “The 
automobiles will collect a lot of information about how they are used. That will 
go back to manufacturers. It will go back to dealers.” Much of that information 
will end up in the cloud, where it will be processed and the results will be used 
for new types of innovation.5

5 Remarks of James Bonini at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value Cre-
ation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the National 
Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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One car that is already collecting a tremendous amount of data about its 
use is the Nissan Leaf, which has been described as a “veritable smartphone on 
wheels” (Svarcas 2012, p. 169). Many of the data collected by the Leaf relate 
to use of the car’s battery and electric functions, such as the battery’s charging 
history, use management, and deterioration, and the functioning of the car’s 
electrical system. But the car can also collect many other data; it keeps track 
of the use of the headlights and air conditioning, for instance, and the GPS 
system tracks the vehicle’s position, speed, and distance traveled. The Leaf’s 
electronic data recorders (EDRs), the automotive version of the black boxes 
used in airplanes to provide information in case of a crash, are programmed to 
begin operation whenever the car’s airbags deploy and to record the vehicle’s 
speed, braking or acceleration, and the status of the airbags. The Leaf also has 
electronic modules that keep track of idling, acceleration, and braking and can 
be used to provide information about an owner’s driving habits (Svarcas 2012). 
Nissan’s warranty for the Leaf requires that customers visit a certified dealer 
annually to download information about the use of their vehicle and install soft-
ware updates that improve performance based on aggregated customer data.6 
Experts in the industry expect this sort of data collection and use to become 
more common.7

Another impetus for collecting data from cars is the push to develop self-
driving cars. As automation plays an increasing role in the driving of cars—from 
systems that automatically apply the brakes when a car gets too close to another 
to full-fledged self-driving systems that require little or no input from the driver 
other than the destination—more and more data will need to be collected from 
the vehicles. In the beginning the data will likely be used for such purposes as 
analyzing drivers’ habits in order to develop ways to make cars and driving safer 
and more efficient, but as more cars become self-driving, roads and highways 
could become systems of cars interacting through the cloud. This is clearly an 
area in which there is tremendous value to be created.8

Healthcare Value Chains 

The amount and types of health-related data are growing rapidly. Clinical trials 
for drugs and devices generate great volumes of data on responses to treatment, 
side effects, patient adherence to treatment, dropout rates, and the progress 
of diseases and other conditions in patients who are given placebos as well as 
those undergoing treatment. Basic research provides information on a broad 

6 According to the 2013 Nissan Leaf Warranty Information Booklet.
7 Ibid.
8 Remarks of Jon Rubinstein at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 

Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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range of scientific and medical issues, from the biochemical pathways affected 
by different drugs to details on the mechanisms of various diseases. There is 
a tremendous amount of—mostly untapped—data in medical records in the 
offices of individual doctors and medical practices, and the growing use of 
electronic medical records promises to make these data widely accessible once 
methods have been devised to address privacy concerns. 

Other types of health-related data can be collected from less organized 
sources such as social media and Internet searches on health-related topics. And 
the growing amount of genetic health-related data is opening up an entirely new 
front in the understanding, treatment, and prevention of disease. Genetic infor-
mation is already used to determine which patients are most likely to benefit 
from treatment with a particular drug—an area known as genomic medicine—
and as clinical researchers have access to more genomic data to combine with 
clinical and other health data, more applications will become possible.

In short, the healthcare industry is an area where it should be possible to 
create tremendous value by integrating hardware, software, and data to cre-
ate new applications that promote health and the treatment of disease. For 
example, medicine is likely to become increasingly personalized as doctors and 
medical researchers become better able to analyze the effectiveness of treat-
ments in terms of the individual characteristics of patients. 

Paul McKenzie of Johnson & Johnson offered another example.9 The 
pharmaceutical industry, he said, is trying to move away from the simple model 
where a doctor provides a medical treatment along with instructions to the 
patient and leaves it up the patient to follow them: “Here is your pill; come 
back in 30 days and get another pill.” The focus is changing to a systems inte-
gration view of the patient, care providers, treatments, and their interactions. 
For instance, there is an effort to develop apps that help people understand 
when they should take their medicine in an effort in enhance their adherence 
to a treatment. 

It is a matter of understanding where the source of value is. If it is seen as 
the discovery and manufacture of better drugs, then the effort will be placed 
there. But if one understands that patient adherence to medication schedules 
is a major problem—in neuroscience, adherence from 60 percent of patients 
is considered good, meaning 40 percent are not getting the prescribed treat-
ment—then it becomes clear that value can also be gained by increasing the 
percentage of patients who adhere to the treatment schedule. What sort of 
system—of integrated medicine, software, and information services—would 
be necessary to get adherence rates of near 100 percent? How might apps and 

9 Remarks of Paul McKenzie at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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social interactions be used to help people make the right choices for them-
selves? Answers to questions like these can create a great deal of value.10

Efforts to create value in the healthcare system in this way will require 
a very different mindset from the traditional one. Medicine has always been a 
very reductive field, with the focus on finding the cause of a disease or condi-
tion and treating that cause. And the way medical care costs are itemized and 
reimbursed in this country—with a specific code for each diagnosis and each 
individual action—only reinforces that approach. But a great deal of value can 
be created in the United States by integrating across medical records, clinical 
trial data, medical devices, pharmaceutical goods, apps, and social media to 
zero in on the best treatments for individual patients more quickly and more 
accurately and to help those patients (and perhaps their healthcare providers 
as well) adhere to those treatments. 

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunities accrue to the individuals, companies, and countries that have 
the capabilities to take advantage of them. If the United States is to continue 
to excel at creating value, it will have to recognize and promote the necessary 
skills and capabilities most applicable to the emerging sweet spots. 

Individuals

Individuals with certain skills will be most able to benefit from the integration 
of software, hardware, and data. Because software will be a core element of 
the sorts of integrated products described above, individuals who know how 
to design software and write code will particularly find their skills in heavy 
demand. Indeed, there are already shortages of computer engineers who can 
design apps for mobile devices, among others (Omojola 2013). Similarly, engi-
neers who can design the devices to run this software, and those that can design 
the sensors and control systems necessary to operate machinery, will have little 
difficulty finding jobs. And people who know how to deal with large amounts of 
data—how to organize, analyze, and gain insights from it—will be increasingly 
in demand, as the amounts of data available for use continue to grow.

But perhaps the individuals who will be best positioned to take advantage 
of the coming sweet spots will be those who can work at the various intersec-
tions. For example, designers of user interfaces, both hardware and software, 
work at the intersection between technology and user and, to be successful, 
must understand user psychology as well as the engineering and design aspects 
of the product. 

10 Ibid.
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Another skill set likely to be in high demand is machine learning—the 
ability to design software and systems that can “learn” from the data collected. 
Software designers familiar with the challenges of dealing with large amounts 
of data and with the analytical skills necessary to extract meaning from the 
data likely will be increasingly valuable in coming years. In addition, systems 
designers—and, more generally, “systems thinkers”—will be needed to find 
ways to bring together the various interacting pieces in ways that extract the 
most value from the agglomeration.11

Companies

As with individuals, companies with skill sets most suited for dealing with 
the integration of hardware, software, and data will be the most likely to 
thrive. They will have the necessary skills among their employees—hardware 
 designers, software engineers, data experts, and so on—and will be able to 
integrate across these domains, enabling disparate groups of people to work 
together in bringing integrated products to market. Apple set the standard, and 
many companies are following in its footsteps—Samsung, Google, Amazon, 
and Tesla, for example. 

But few companies can afford to maintain all the capabilities needed for 
a major integrated project. Companies that thrive will be those most able to 
effectively coordinate with and take advantage of the expertise and capabilities 
of outside sources and actors along the value chain. For example, optimizing 
the system of pharmaceutical goods, medical devices, services, health monitor-
ing apps, and information flow between doctors and patients to improve health 
outcomes requires aligning the activities of hundreds of companies. Businesses 
that are able to manage systems of this scale and coordinate across many stake-
holders will have an advantage.

In addition, companies that can take advantage of emerging distributed 
capabilities will likely have an edge over those that cannot. For example, 
crowd-sourced data offer a nontraditional but very powerful source of infor-
mation whose potential is just beginning to be tapped. With hundreds of mil-
lions or even billions of individuals posting information on Twitter, Facebook, 
 LinkedIn, Pinterest, Instagram, Tumblr, Flickr, Google Plus, and multiple 
blogs, discussion boards, and rating and review sites, companies with the vision 
and know-how to take advantage of this information should be able to create 
value in ways not yet imagined. 

There will also be opportunities to take advantage of more directed and 
deliberate contributions from individuals, such as the writing of software (an 

11 Remarks of Jon Rubinstein at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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area that TopCoder is already exploiting) and the development of apps for 
valuable specialized tasks. As the world becomes increasingly interconnected, 
companies will be able to create great value by harnessing the creativity of indi-
viduals or groups of individuals who may have no connection with the company 
except a common interest in a subject or in solving a particular problem.

Advantages and Disadvantages for the United States

How well prepared is the United States to take advantage of digital technolo-
gies to make value? 

Advantages

One advantage that the United States has is that companies located here can 
generally find all the components needed for an integrated product or sys-
tem without going out of the country. Paul McKenzie of Johnson & Johnson 
made this point when he spoke about his company’s decisions about where to 
locate production of biopharmaceutical products.12 In the case of older small-
molecule compounds, where the science is well understood and manufactur-
ing involves well-known processes, these are essentially commodities, so price 
dominates location decisions and the company looks for lower-cost sites. But 
the company is also involved in developing products that require a great deal 
of innovation, such as the use of stem cells to treat retinal degeneration. The 
process of making these products available to patients requires research and 
development; production; administration of the product, which involves sur-
gery and must generally be done very soon after production; and then monitor-
ing and feedback. The tight integration of these processes means that colocation 
takes precedence over cost in the selection of a site. Johnson & Johnson prod-
ucts such as biologics, vaccines, and stem cells require collaboration between 
research and development, clinical centers, and manufacturing, and so tend to 
be produced mainly in the United States and Europe.

More generally, McKenzie told the committee, the United States has an 
advantage in the way companies are able to collaborate with academia in both 
basic and clinical research. However, he added, at least in the pharmaceutical 
industry, he sees other parts of the world—China in particular—catching up 
with the United States in collaborations between academia and industry.

The United States has a similar advantage in the production of cutting-edge 
digital devices and services that integrate hardware, software, and data. Between 
academia and industry, the country has all the necessary skills and capabilities 

12 Remarks of Paul McKenzie at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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to conceptualize, design, and operate these new technologies. Once the design 
has been tested and finalized, the manufacturing of the hardware may be done 
overseas at less cost, but the bulk of the value added will be in what the pieces 
have been designed to do and their integration with the software in a way that 
allows users to do things they had never been able to do before. As explained 
above, the value of the first iPod was not in its five-gigabyte hard drive or its 
FireWire components or any other of its individual components but rather 
in their integration, with the appropriate software, to create a music listening 
experience unlike anything anyone had seen (or heard) before.

The advantage of collaboration between academia and industry should also 
apply in areas such as software development, the design of user experiences 
with physical and graphical interfaces, new approaches to gaining insights from 
large amounts of data, and other areas that require thinking and integrating 
across multiple fields. The United States has the skills and capabilities required, 
as well as many companies with experience in integrating different components 
to create a useful, unified whole.

Yet another US advantage is difficult to quantify but nonetheless consid-
ered important by many businesses: Americans have a great, and deserved, 
reputation for being innovative. Innovators in the United States seem to be 
more creative, or at least more able—and perhaps more encouraged—to fol-
low their creativity. For the past half century, US academics have dominated 
the recipients of Nobel prizes for physics, chemistry, medicine, and economics 
(see, for example, Bruner 2011). Similarly, over the past 40 years at least, the 
technologies that have been most transformative, from the personal computer 
and the Internet to smart phones and Google, have been mostly developed in 
the United States. 

To the extent that its creative dominance can be maintained, the United 
States will have an advantage in areas of technological development that involve 
the creation of value through fundamentally new and creative innovations.

Disadvantages

Yet certain disadvantages hinder the United States’ ability to take advantage 
of the opportunities posed by digital technologies. One notable shortcoming, 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, is the poor condition of US infrastructure 
for wireless communications. The infrastructure to connect novel products to 
digital networks and transfer data between them is critical to enable innovation 
in digital technologies and the benefits they can provide across the value chain. 
If the United States improves its digital infrastructure, especially in regions that 
have poor connectivity, it may be able to stimulate additional innovation and 
productivity gains. 

Another concern is whether the US workforce is prepared to take advan-
tage of digital capabilities and further develop them. The advent of open-source 
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software and the emerging development of open-source designs for objects 
through 3-D printing have created myriad possibilities to develop new products 
from building blocks that are readily available. Arguably, there are far more 
opportunities than people who know how to exploit them. Jon Rubinstein, 
who works with companies such as Amazon, Qualcomm, and many startups, 
commented that even in Silicon Valley there are not enough people with the 
right skills to do all of the work that should be done.13 

With respect to the potential of data collection and analysis, another dis-
advantage is that, in some cases at least, it is more difficult to share data in the 
United States than in many other countries. In his comments to the commit-
tee, Paul McKenzie of Johnson & Johnson noted that, in large part because of 
privacy concerns in the United States, it is much easier to access clinical data 
in places such as China or India than it is in this country. At clinical sites in 
China every patient has an electronic medical record, which allows collection 
of clinical data much more quickly and with much less effort than if the records 
are on paper or in nonstandardized digital form. Although the technology for 
creating electronic medical records for all patients exists in the United States 
just as it does in China, there is a lack of collaboration between the healthcare 
system, industry, and the regulatory agencies. And broad concerns about pri-
vacy, and associated legal protections, have hampered such collaboration and 
prevented the implementation of standardized electronic medical records in 
the United States.

The result, McKenzie said, is that companies like Johnson & Johnson are 
more likely to conduct clinical trials in places where access to information in 
medical records is faster and easier. He explained that it is critical to have 
access to real-time data on clinical trial patients to be able to change the course 
of therapy during treatment if necessary, and the United States is at a clear 
disadvantage in this area.14
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An Ecosystem for Creating Value

The challenges presented by increasing competition and the changing 
nature of work, and the opportunities presented by digital technologies, 
will require US companies and communities to strengthen their ability 

to innovate and create value. New prospects will be available to the people and 
organizations that can identify market opportunities and execute the business 
models and resources needed to commercialize solutions. Businesses will likely 
face increasing pressure to improve productivity and speed to market and will 
need to continue to reinvent their operations. Jobs along the value chain and 
the broader economy will be disrupted as advances in robotics and software 
enable machines to perform more complex tasks. In this environment, the best 
bet to aid the workforce that has been displaced by these changes is to advance 
their skills and ensure that the United States has an “innovative ecosystem” that 
can continuously attract and create jobs along the value chain and in all sectors 
of the economy.

This chapter presents five areas fundamental to an effective value creation 
ecosystem that will support US-based value chains: (1) widespread adoption 
of best business practices, (2) an innovative workforce, (3) local innovation 
networks, (4) flow of capital investments, and (5) infrastructure that enables 
value creation. It concludes with a discussion of federal programs that monitor 
the condition of various activities in US-based manufacturing and high-tech 
service value chains.

WIDESPREAD BEST BUSINESS PRACTICES

There are different forms of innovation, from improving processes to produce 
and deliver existing products to developing radically new products and services. 
Along this spectrum of innovation, different best practices are needed.

65
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The techniques and approaches used to reduce lead times are quite 
sophisticated, and the people who know how to do it well have learned 
by applying the techniques for 25–30 years.

Best Practices for Improved Productivity, Quality, and Lead Time

There is a dramatic difference in performance between the best- and worst-
managed companies in the United States. By improving their practices and 
management systems, underperforming firms can dramatically improve their 
productivity, quality of output, and lead time.

Larry Burns, former head of research at General Motors (GM), recounted 
his experience with GM’s supplier recognition program. He noted that many 
of the top suppliers remained the same from year to year, indicating that some 
companies are consistently, significantly better than most of their competitors.1 
Research supports Burns’ observation. Even in narrowly defined industries in 
the United States—manufacturers of ready-mix concrete, for example, or of 
chewing gum—the differences in productivity between companies are enor-
mous. An efficient producer can get twice as much output from the same inputs 
as another in the same industry during the same period (Syverson 2011). The 
clear implication is that significant industrywide gains in productivity are pos-
sible if the least efficient firms improve their efficiency. Closing the gap between 
the least and most efficient firms is not essential, however; reducing it by even 
25 percent would greatly increase efficiency and growth—and value.

What accounts for productivity differences between companies? Research 
suggests that management practices based on lean manufacturing play an 
important role. Levels of management skill associated with these practices are 
strongly correlated with differences in productivity. This might seem an obvi-
ous conclusion, but until 10 or 15 years ago there were few systematic data to 
show that this is indeed the case. Now such data are starting to be collected. For 
instance, the US Census Bureau has added a management survey to its annual 
survey of manufacturers, which supplies data on more than 30,000 manufactur-
ing establishments in the United States. The first year of these data showed that 
27 percent of the companies had adopted less than half of a group of manage-
ment practices involving performance monitoring, targets, and incentives. At 
the other end of the spectrum, just 18 percent of companies had adopted at 
least 75 percent of those practices (Bloom et al. 2013). Since these practices 
are central to lean manufacturing (Womack et al. 1990), the extent to which 

1 Comments by Larry Burns at meeting of the Foundational Committee on Best Practices for the 
Making Value for America Study, September 23, 2013, the National Academies, Washington, DC.
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a company follows them offers a good measure of its commitment to the lean 
production system.

Similarly, the World Management Survey (WMS) has been gathering data 
since 2004 on the same management practices from more than 10,000 compa-
nies in 21 countries. The data show that well-managed companies “massively 
outperform” competitors that are not well managed: “They make more money, 
grow faster, have far higher stock market values, and survive for longer” (Bloom 
et al. 2011). 

According to the WMS survey, US firms are, on average, the best man-
aged in the world, although they are not much ahead of companies in Japan, 
Germany, and Sweden. The countries with the lowest scores were Brazil, India, 
China, and Greece (Bloom and Van Reenen 2010). But the gap between the 
bottom and top performers in any country trumps the differences between 
countries. Several companies in India and Brazil perform just as well as the 
top performers in the United States, and the bottom 15 percent of companies 
in the United States rank below the average for firms in China or India, two 
countries that have the most poorly managed firms, on average, among the 
nations surveyed.

For US companies to maintain—or increase—their competitive advantage, 
best practices will have to be widely adopted, especially at the most poorly 
managed companies. This does not presume that all businesses will apply 
these management practices exactly the same way, but companies of all sizes 
and in all industries deal with many of the same problems, such as redundancy 
of work and the need for continuous improvement, that can be addressed by 
implementing these practices. Since these practices improve a company’s per-
formance, it may seem that it would be easy to encourage companies to adopt 
them, but in reality it is very challenging. 

Toyota’s James Bonini, who helps other companies apply the Japanese 
automaker’s lean production system to their own production efforts, articulated 
some of the challenges. First, he said, is blindness about how much operations 
can improve. Many companies say they need to reduce their costs by 10 percent 
or they will have to move to another country or shut down. They are convinced 
that it is impossible to reduce costs this much while operating in the United 
States. After working with these companies to implement lean manufacturing, 
Bonini has found that they can reduce costs by as much as 40 or 50 percent. 

Second, the system must be learned by doing. The techniques and 
approaches used to reduce lead times, for example, are quite sophisticated, 
and the people who know how to do it well have learned by applying these 
techniques for 25–30 years and thus have developed very high levels of exper-
tise in achieving the seemingly basic principle of “just in time.” When Toyota 
teaches its methods to another company, it focuses on a particular area in which 
lean production will be implemented. It instructs the people in the company 
on the conceptual underpinnings of lean production—the philosophy, technical 
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tools, role of management, and so on—but it also picks two or three company 
employees to work side by side with the people from Toyota in the implementa-
tion. Working with the more experienced Toyota representatives, the company 
workers learn how to put the principles into practice, and can then share their 
understanding with other company employees. This process of learning by 
doing in a company can take as much as two years.2

Often, best practices are transferred to new companies through partner-
ships. GM first learned how to implement the Toyota Production System 
through a joint venture with the New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc. 
(NUMMI) plant in Fremont, California. Through this cooperative venture, GM 
managers learned the principles and practices of the system first-hand and after 
expending considerable effort spread the knowledge throughout the company 
(Inkpen 2005). The same was true for GE when it outsourced the production of 
its appliances to LG and Samsung; Kevin Nolan of GE reported to the commit-
tee that the company was able to see firsthand how LG and Samsung operated 
through these partnerships. These companies have embraced lean production, 
he explained, and have been doing it for a very long time. “In the US, everyone 
talks about lean manufacturing but very few people actually know how to do 
it,” he said. Once GE workers were familiar with the lean operations at these 
companies, they understood how to implement them at GE.

Best Practices for New Product and Service Innovation

Developing new solutions requires the ability to identify market opportunities, 
the creative skills to formulate new business models, and the acumen to imple-
ment the resources needed to create and deliver new products and services that 
customers value. Many experts have proposed best practices for innovation 
and new product and service delivery (Kelley 2001; Carlson et al. 2006; Brown 
2009; Christensen and Raynor 2003). Several of these practices emphasize the 
need for businesses to improve their abilities to both (1) understand customers 
and identify their needs and desires, and (2) repeatedly innovate in distinctive 
ways to gain a competitive advantage. These two capabilities are becoming 
increasingly important as competition intensifies and the pace of technological 
change increases. 

Larry Burns spoke with the committee about the necessity of these capabil-
ities: “To succeed in today’s hyper-competitive world, companies must explicitly 
design for positive experiences with their products and services, and con-
stantly innovate around every facet of these customer experiences.” An itera-
tive process of understanding customer experiences, building and trying out 

2 Remarks of James Bonini at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value Cre-
ation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the National 
Academies, Irvine, Calif. See also Manyika et al. (2012).
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a prototype, improving the solution, and applying lessons learned to the next 
innovation are all critical to maintaining a competitive advantage. Companies 
that follow these principles—such as Apple, Google, and IBM—are considered 
among the most valuable brands by consumer and financial rankings, Burns 
observed.3 

The concept of design thinking exemplifies how businesses can gain insights 
about their customers and explicitly design for positive customer experiences 
with their products and services (Brown 2009; Martin 2009). A number of 
businesses have implemented this approach. Kaiser Permanente, with the help 
of the consulting firm IDEO, used design thinking to improve its custom-
ers’ ability to get medical treatment (Brown 2008). IDEO’s study of Kaiser’s 
patients revealed that they often became annoyed long before they saw a doc-
tor because of poor experiences checking in and waiting in the receiving room 
before they were able to meet with a medical professional, especially during 
nurse shift changes. The study found that wait times were particularly long 
because nurses routinely spent the first 45 minutes of their shift debriefing the 
departing shift about the status of patients. IDEO developed simple software 
and new procedures so nurses could input data throughout a shift and call up 
previous shift-change notes. As a result, the time between a nurse’s arrival and 
first interaction with the patient was cut in half.

Additional sets of best practices emphasize how businesses can innovate 
in various ways to differentiate their offerings from competitors and give them 
a competitive advantage. For example, the innovation strategy firm Doblin 
has identified “Ten Types of Innovation” that businesses have used to gain 
competitive advantage. The accompanying case studies suggest that companies 
improve their advantage by combining different modes of innovation along the 
value chain—in product performance, services, method of delivering offerings 
to customers, and other areas (Keeley et al. 2013). 

Empirical research has provided some support for a number of the prin-
ciples promoted by the approaches described above. Many studies have tested 
the driving forces of successful product or process innovation by analyzing the 
characteristics of large businesses and their propensity for innovation. While 
these studies have conflicting results regarding the influence of some factors, 
they largely agree on the importance of differentiation, monitoring of customer 
needs, and company culture (Becheikh et al. 2006). Companies that adopt a dif-
ferentiation strategy—developing products that meet customer needs in unique 
ways and are difficult to replicate—tend to innovate intensively and achieve a 
greater competitive advantage. Monitoring customer behavior to understand 
the evolution of buyers’ needs and desires has been shown to be beneficial 
for innovation. And businesses that have a CEO who sets challenging goals, 

3 Remarks of Larry Burns at meeting of the Foundational Committee on Best Practices for the 
Making Value for America Study, September 23, 2013, the National Academies, Washington, DC.
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employees who are empowered to take on new projects, and a structure that 
encourages interaction between functional units—in other words, a company 
culture of innovation—tend to deliver more innovative products and services.

With respect to monitoring customer needs, several methods center on 
“customer-led” practices, involving customers directly in business decisions 
and responding quickly to their feedback. These practices may entail customer 
focus groups, customer interviews, or ethnographic studies of customers using 
a product. For example, the software company Intuit assembled a 6,000-per-
son “inner circle” of customers to serve as a standing focus group (Allen 
et al. 2005). A company with even greater customer involvement is Quirky, 
which solicits ideas from inventors and posts them to its online community 
for feedback. The ideas with the most positive feedback get turned into pro-
totypes, which are then further reviewed by users, who make suggestions for 
improvements, packaging, and marketing and also play a role in setting the 
price (Economist 2012). The lean startup method applies similar customer-led 
principles to business startups, to learn from customers and get feedback from 
the market (Ries 2011).

Exactly which set of best practices is best suited for a particular firm will 
depend on various factors: whether the company is new or established, its size, 
location, industry, and so on. Best practices can be identified for widespread 
use by further investigating businesses with excellent innovation performance 
across a wide variety of industries and contexts and determining the practices 
they have in common. 

Spreading Best Practices

An important way to improve the US capacity to create value will be to spread 
recognized best practices to as many companies as possible, making the best a 
little better and the worst a lot better.

Partnerships are a well-known means of spreading operational best prac-
tices such as lean production, perhaps best exemplified by the GM–Toyota 
NUMMI plant. Several government programs have also developed to help 
facilitate the transfer of best practices across businesses and industry sectors. 
For example, the Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) administered 
by the Department of Commerce collaborates with manufacturers to help them 
adopt lean production, formulate export plans, and reduce energy use, among 
other services. These partnerships have successfully spread lean production 
best practices and are generally considered worthy of investment (NRC 2013c); 
according to the partnership’s website, “since 1988, MEP has worked with 
nearly 80,000 manufacturers, leading to $88 billion in sales and $14 billion in 
cost savings, and it has helped create more than 729,000 jobs.”4 

4 More information at http://nist.gov/mep/about/index.cfm (accessed February 5, 2015).
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Could comparable partnerships be used to spread best practices for iden-
tifying market opportunities and commercializing solutions? A number of 
biotech and pharmaceutical companies have recently established research part-
nerships to analyze open databases of clinical and genetic information, with 
the aim of collaboratively developing new drugs and diagnostics (Lund et al. 
2013a). These partnerships benefit the participating companies by expanding 
involvement in problem solving and testing and reducing licensing and trans-
action costs when firms can access knowledge produced by the collaborative 
network (Battelle 2012; David et al. 2010). Experience with similar partnerships 
shows that networks with private sector leadership and funding are more likely 
to be associated with higher business outcomes (Kingsley and Klein 1998). 
Other important considerations are the compatibility of participating busi-
nesses in terms of creating a cooperative environment and achieving a critical 
mass of individuals who are both sufficiently knowledgeable and empowered to 
make decisions on behalf of their companies (Welch et al. 1997; Huggins 2001). 

AN INNOVATIVE WORKFORCE

At the heart of innovation are the innovators themselves—the people who 
generate new ideas for creating value and who, with help, turn those ideas into 
reality. The first step in encouraging innovation, therefore, is to ensure a steady 
supply of innovators. 

The most basic incubator of such talent is the education system, which 
should develop students’ skills in science, technology, engineering, and math-
ematics (STEM) and real-world problem solving from kindergarten through 
college, continued education, and training in the workplace. Improving the 
participation of women and people of diverse races and socioeconomic back-
grounds in STEM education and hiring is also important to create innovative 
teams in businesses. 

There is a need to give more students access to hands-on experiences 
designing and making, and to nurture the urge to innovate. 

Education and Training

Critical Skills and Experience

Innovation requires scientists, engineers, technicians, operators, managers, 
analysts, and many others with the skills to conceive of an innovation and 
then develop it from idea to reality. Perhaps the most fundamental skills for 
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innovation along the value chain are those in the STEM disciplines, from soft-
ware engineering to tooling operations and from molecular biology to social 
psychology. 

US competitiveness depends on improving STEM education and increas-
ing the number of students who pursue it (NRC 2011). By many accounts, 
the US system of higher education remains the best in the world. However, a 
number of concerns persist about US STEM education, particularly K–12 sci-
ence and math education and the quantity of science and engineering college 
graduates, and these concerns negatively affect the perception of the country 
as an attractive place to locate activities along the value chain. (The Appendix 
discusses these concerns in detail.) 

Critical thinking and creativity are as important as technical skills. It is not 
enough to learn facts and procedures by rote; students need to learn to evaluate 
a situation by asking questions, observing, collecting further information, and 
subjecting the collected data to a thoughtful analysis to identify mistakes and 
weaknesses and come up with alternative possibilities. Creative critical thinkers 
constantly probe and evolve their own interpretations and ideas. 

It is therefore important that schools and other educational programs 
nurture the urge to innovate. Experience in various STEM programs around 
the country has demonstrated that opportunities for students to innovate solu-
tions to real-world problems can be an effective way of teaching principles of 
engineering, science, and mathematics (NRC 2011), the fundamentals of inno-
vation in a hands-on way, and the role of innovation in improving the world 
around them.

Students are gaining experiences developing real-world solutions through 
a variety of formal learning and extracurricular programs, but these opportuni-
ties are not yet widespread. The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) 
identify engineering design content and practices that all K–12 students should 
learn (NRC 2013a). The supporting framework for these standards had been 
adopted by eleven states as of August 2014. In addition, “Maker Spaces,” com-
munity spaces with the parts and equipment necessary to build mechanical and 
electronic devices, and programs such as FIRST (For Inspiration and Recogni-
tion of Science and Technology), which offers design and build competitions 
for K–12 students, offer students opportunities to create and make real-world 
products. But many schools and communities do not yet have similar opportu-
nities in place. More students need access to hands-on experiences designing 
and making things (NRC 2013a).

Some colleges and universities are providing their students with opportuni-
ties for such experiences. UC Davis started the Engineering Student Startup 
Center (ESSC) and the Engineering Fabrication Laboratory (EFL) to provide 
all undergraduates and graduates with the resources to develop and prototype 
new ideas and experience what it is like to be an entrepreneur. The extensive 
ESSC and EFL facilities include a machine shop and a rapid prototyping 
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machine that allows students to 3-D print their designs.5 Stanford University 
also has a number of programs to encourage design and real-world experi-
ence. For example, Stanford Biodesign involves students and faculty from over 
40 departments and provides innovation classes, mentoring, fellowships, and 
career services.6 

Access to higher education and training is especially important for lower-
skilled workers, who are most affected by technological developments 
and changing business models.

Higher Education

As the nature of work changes across the value chain, access to higher educa-
tion and training is especially important for lower-skilled workers, who are most 
affected by technological developments and changing business models. 

Unfortunately, this part of the workforce also faces greater barriers to 
higher education. The rising costs of college attendance put greater strain on 
low-income families, and students from these families lack the social supports 
to help them complete degree programs (Haskins et al. 2009). Only 30 percent 
of college students from families in the lowest quartile of the income distribu-
tion complete their degrees, less than half the completion rate of the average 
student (Holzer and Dunlop 2013).

Higher education organizations are experimenting with new models to 
reduce costs and improve access. One basic approach toward accomplishing 
this goal is to track the cost-effectiveness of university and college programs. 
Measuring the productivity of these programs, taking account of outcomes and 
costs, is seen as the most promising strategy for improving the affordability of a 
quality higher education (NRC 2012b, p. 1). Metrics that show the productiv-
ity of university and college programs are needed to enable students to make 
informed decisions about the value of enrolling in a particular program, and to 
support decisions about ways to improve cost-effectiveness. 

Organizations are also reducing the costs of higher education and improv-
ing access by creating more flexible pathways to enter and exit degree programs, 
particularly with community colleges, which offer low-cost pathways to transfer 
to bachelor’s degree programs. Almost one half of Americans with bachelor’s 
degrees in science or engineering attended a community college at some point 

5 Information is available at http://engineering.ucdavis.edu/undergraduate/engineering-student-
startup-center/ (accessed February 5, 2015).

6 Information is available at http://biodesign.stanford.edu/bdn/index.jsp (accessed February 5, 
2015).
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(Tsapogas 2004). Unfortunately, students, especially from low-income families, 
often face barriers that prevent them from successfully transferring from com-
munity colleges to university programs. These include a lack of advising services 
to help them choose appropriate courses, insufficient information about the 
transfer process and financial aid options, and a lack of alignment of curricula 
content at community colleges with university programs (ACSFA 2008). Several 
state and national initiatives have sought to reduce these barriers; for example, 
the National Articulation and Transfer Network and the Kentucky Council 
on Postsecondary Education have implemented programs to help institutions 
 better align their course requirements, provide students and advisors with more 
information about transfer guidelines, and offer mentoring services to support 
the transfer process (ACSFA 2008). 

In addition to transfer programs, organizations are establishing methods 
to recognize knowledge and skills gained without a completed degree (Lund 
et al. 2013b). The Manufacturing Institute, for example, has developed the 
Manufacturing Skills Standard Certification System, which recognizes specific 
production skills applicable to all manufacturing industries. Nationally rec-
ognized certification systems also exist in energy and information technology 
fields. Such certifications allow students without a bachelor’s degree to gain 
higher-paying jobs—on average, workers with certificates earn 20 percent more 
than high school graduates do (Carnevale et al. 2012). Moreover, some of these 
credentials are “stackable,” meaning that they are part of a series that can be 
accumulated over time and count toward a degree-granting program. This 
structure is particularly important for lower-income students and dislocated 
workers, who often have family and work responsibilities that prevent them 
from completing a continuous degree program (Ganzglass 2014). Widespread 
recognition of these types of certifications by degree-granting programs and 
employers has the potential to significantly improve employment and career 
outcomes (Ganzglass et al. 2011).

Preparing the workforce with the education and skills needed to succeed 
in the face of changing technologies and business models requires shared 
responsibility among educators and employers—and both parties can 
share the benefits. 

Some colleges are experimenting with online education and computer-
based tools to reduce costs and boost retention. These tools enable person-
alized learning and rapid feedback that improve student learning. A study 
at Carnegie Mellon University found that college students studying statistics 
through an online environment, supplemented with weekly face-to-face meet-
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ings with an instructor, learned a full semester’s worth of content in half the 
time of equivalent classroom instruction (Lovett et al. 2008). Online tools can 
also reduce education costs (Bakia et al. 2012): once online course materials are 
developed, they can be reused at a relatively low cost and distributed to large 
numbers of students. Further cost reductions can be achieved by redesigning 
courses to allow for more effective use of an instructor’s time and transferring 
some activities to computers. 

Preparing the workforce with the education and skills needed to succeed 
in the face of changing technologies and business models requires shared 
responsibility among educators and employers—and both parties can share 
the benefits. Recent partnerships between schools and employers combine 
classroom-based learning with work experiences, many of which target students 
who are at higher risk of dropping out of high school and put them on a track 
to a college degree and a skilled job. For example, several schools in Chicago 
and New York follow the Pathways in Technology Early College High School 
(P-TECH) model, in which employers partner with high schools and com-
munity colleges to design a curriculum that meets state learning standards and 
leads students to higher degrees and entry-level jobs in areas such as computer 
science, biotechnology, electromechanical engineering technology, and robotics. 
One particularly valuable aspect of P-TECH schools is that they can help disad-
vantaged students—often members of underrepresented minorities—transition 
to college and to a well-paying job and career (Dossani 2014). Students attend 
high school for six years, with the chance to earn an associate’s degree along 
the way. They are paired with mentors from the school’s corporate sponsor and 
given opportunities to participate in summer internships and job shadowing. 
Graduates gain skills that are attractive to the corporate partner and are given 
priority consideration for jobs at these companies (see, for example, Foroohar 
2014).

Chicago’s Austin Polytechnical Academy is another example of an 
employer-education partnership that leads lower-income students to higher 
degrees and skilled jobs. The school provides an advanced manufacturing 
curriculum that was jointly developed with local manufacturers, providing 
instruction in manufacturing, design, engineering, and business skills such 
as networking, in addition to standard courses in math, science, English, and 
social studies. The partnership with employers enables students to participate 
in internships and job shadowing experiences over the summer and be men-
tored by experienced professionals, all of which can give them the skills and 
social supports necessary for a college degree and career. 

Nationwide, there are over 660 schools like this in 36 states, Washington, 
DC, and the US Virgin Islands7 and they are showing very promising results. 

7 Information about these programs is available from the National Academy Foundation (http://
naf.org/statistics-and-research; accessed February 5, 2015).
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Their students are substantially more likely to complete high school—90 per-
cent receive a diploma, compared to a national average of 78 percent—and 
are better prepared than their counterparts to earn a higher degree (Webb and 
Gerwin 2014). 

Governments at all levels share responsibility for providing access to high-
quality education. But the committee is concerned that local, state, and federal 
investments in education are not adequate to ensure that all American students 
have access to an effective, rigorous education. In fact, according to a study 
from the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, at least 34 states provided less 
funding per student in the 2013–14 school year than in 2007–08 (Leachman 
and Mai 2014), and 13 of those states cut student spending by more than 10 
percent during that period. 

If the United States is to retain international strength and leadership in 
value creation, committed support for the education of all its current and future 
workers must be a priority.

Employer Training Programs

In addition to partnerships with high schools and higher education institu-
tions, employer training for both lower-skilled and professional employees 
is an important component of advancing workforce skills. Employer training 
programs raise the earnings potential of low-skilled as well as professional 
workers and can substantially increase productivity, benefiting both employer 
and employees (Bartel 1994; Veum 1995; Ichniowski et al. 1995; Krueger and 
Rouse 1998; Hansson 2007). A review of employers’ return on investment from 
training programs indicates that returns may be much larger than previously 
believed, in some cases as high as 100–200 percent (Bartel 2000). For example, 
a team-building training program provided by Garrett Engine to randomly 
assigned maintenance teams led to faster maintenance response and completion 
times by the teams that received the training, reducing total downtime by 14 
percent. The company calculated the return on investment of the training at 
125 percent (Pine and Tingley 1993).

Despite the sizable returns employers can receive from training programs, 
both employers and employees report that the current level of employee training, 
especially in small businesses, is not adequate (Lynch 2004). Small businesses in 
particular face a number of barriers that prevent them from delivering adequate 
training programs (Lynch 2004; Panagiotakopoulos 2011; Dutta et al. 2012). The 
costs of training programs per employee are higher in smaller businesses because 
they cannot spread fixed costs over a large group of employees. Turnover rates 
are often higher, discouraging employers from investing in the skills of workers 
lest they leave the company. And small businesses struggle more with the time 
and short-term productivity losses required for employees to receive training.
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Policies and partnerships can address many of the barriers to training. 
Government-provided training subsidies for employers are one option (Lynch 
2004), as are partnerships or mediating organizations that coordinate between 
employers, labor, and government to provide workforce training. These part-
nerships entail co-investment by employers, employees, and government; the 
training curriculum is jointly determined by these three sets of stakeholders; and 
the skills learned in training are certified to ensure uniform quality standards 
and portability between employers (Lynch 2004). Examples of these types of 
partnership training programs geared toward particular sectors—information 
technology in New York and manufacturing and health care in Milwaukee—
have improved job outcomes for employees and low-income adults struggling 
in the labor market, with almost a 30 percent increase in earnings attributed to 
the training (Greenstone and Looney 2011).

Teams

The Importance of Teams for Innovation

Despite the popular image of a lone inventor, successful innovation is almost 
always the result of teams working together on a problem. Innovation requires 
talented people all along the value chain: engineers, scientists, and business 
leaders who develop inventions and create jobs; tooling engineers and others 
who create processes to produce goods faster and more efficiently; market-
ing and business analysts who gain insights on customer needs and market 
opportunities; and technical support and retail personnel who deliver positive 
customer experiences.

Individuals and individualism do play an important role in innovation, 
particularly in the discovery or inventive stage (Černe et al. 2013; Ramamoorthy 
et al. 2005). Indeed, nations with more individualistic cultures tend to have 
more patents and highly cited scientific publications (Taylor and Wilson 2012; 
Gorodnichenko and Roland 2011; Shane 1993). However, effective teamwork 
is necessary for successful innovation, and collectivism and collaboration are 
linked to higher rates of commercialized innovations (Černe et al. 2013; Tiessen 
1997). 

Thomas Malone, a professor in the Sloan School of Management at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and director of the MIT Center 
for Collective Intelligence, suggested that in the United States there is a “cul-
tural illusion” about the importance of individuals. There are certainly occa-
sions when individuals make a big difference, but that happens much less often 
than most people think, he said. In general, success in innovation and other 
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business areas is due to groups of people and how well they work together 
rather than to the contributions of one or a few singular individuals.8

Team Performance

Even when individuals set aside their personal goals and work as a team, put-
ting together an effective team is more complicated than simply assembling 
competent individuals. There has been a great deal of research into what makes 
an effective team, but there is still much that remains unknown. Malone and his 
colleagues have demonstrated a group intelligence that is analogous to the IQ of 
individuals (Woolley et al. 2010): it is not a function of the intelligence of the 
individual members but rather of the way they interact. In other words, putting 
the smartest people in a group will not necessarily result in the smartest team. 

Experiments conducted by researchers at MIT and Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity have shown that the average intelligence of group members and the high-
est intelligence level of any individual in the group are not very good predictors 
of a group’s performance (Woolley et al. 2010). Rather, the research shows that 
a team’s performance is strongly associated with the social and cognitive char-
acteristics of its members: their ability to interpret each other’s emotions and to 
speak in turns rather than dominating discussions is strongly correlated with the 
group’s effective performance on a large variety of tasks such as brainstorming, 
solving puzzles, building objects with a complicated set of constraints, making 
moral judgments, and negotiating over limited resources. Cognitive styles are 
also an important aspect of group intelligence, which increases as cognitive 
diversity increases—but only to a point; if a group becomes too cognitively 
diverse, the collective intelligence tends to drop (Aggarwal et al. 2013).

Multiple studies on collective intelligence have found that group perfor-
mance is strongly associated with the percentage of women, leveling off at about 
75–80 percent of the group (Woolley and Malone 2011; Aggarwal et al. 2013). 
Women tend to score higher on tests of social perceptiveness—the ability to 
read team members’ emotions in their facial expressions and the ability to listen 
to others. Since these abilities are important factors of collective intelligence, 
the number of women in a group is a good indicator, on average, of the team’s 
performance. This finding has intriguing implications for the makeup of teams 
in businesses, and is especially important for manufacturing, high-tech services, 
and entrepreneurship groups of all types, where women are substantially under-
represented (Khanna 2013; Klobuchar 2013; Mitchell 2011). 

8 Remarks of Thomas Malone at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif. 
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Any effort to increase the nation’s ability to create value should have, 
as one of its core principles, a commitment to making sure that all 
 individuals have an equal opportunity to take part in that effort.

Diversity

Beyond the number of women on a team, it is important to take the overall 
diversity of a team into account, for both practical and ethical reasons. The 
practical reason is that greater diversity of thought generally leads to more 
and better innovation: The more perspectives and life experiences and ways of 
thinking a team brings to a problem, the more ideas are likely to be generated. 
Furthermore, teams that include people of different gender, race, cultural or 
socioeconomic background, sexual orientation, and other characteristics are 
more likely to produce solutions that will appeal to a broad array of customers. 

There is widespread belief among business executives that diversity among 
employees and managers is a competitive advantage for their company and that 
diversity is actually a key factor in successful innovation. A survey of more than 
300 senior executives worldwide found that 85 percent of them believed that 
a diverse workforce, offering different perspectives, leads to greater innova-
tiveness (Forbes 2011). A growing body of evidence supports the notion that 
diversity of demographic characteristics, thought, and culture is important 
for team performance and overall business outcomes (Hong and Page 2004; 
 Hoogendoorn et al. 2013; Johansson 2004; Barta et al. 2012). One study ana-
lyzed data from the National Organizations Survey, which samples for-profit 
businesses across the United States, and found that racially diverse businesses 
had, on average, greater sales revenue, more customers, and greater market 
share than businesses that were not racially diverse; the same was true of busi-
nesses with a relatively even mix of male and female employees compared to 
those that were less gender diverse (Herring 2009). 

Research has shown that cultural diversity also is linked to innovation per-
formance and economic growth. Regions with more cultural diversity, in terms 
of the share of their foreign-born population, tend to have higher productivity, 
R&D output, and entrepreneurship (Niebuhr 2010; Ottaviano and Peri 2006).9 
In fact, over 25 percent of engineering and technology companies in the United 
States had at least one foreign-born member on their founding team (Wadhwa 
et al. 2007). The benefits of cultural diversity are also evident in patenting rates 
(Parrotta et al. 2012; Chellaraj et al. 2005): In 2011, 76 percent of patents from 

9 As one might expect, the benefits of cultural diversity are strongest when all team members are 
fluent in the same language; otherwise, the positive effects of cultural diversity on innovation are 
counteracted by communication difficulties (Parrotta et al. 2012).
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the top ten patent-granting universities had at least one foreign-born inventor 
(PNAE 2012). By some estimates, increasing the share of immigrant college 
graduates by 1 percent increases the per capita patenting rate by as much as 18 
percent (Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle 2010).

The ability to attract talented students and workers from diverse cultures 
around the world has historically been a great strength of the United States. 
Since 2000 foreign students with temporary visas have earned 39–48 percent 
of US doctoral degrees in the natural sciences and engineering (NSB 2012). In 
the past, a large percentage of these foreign nationals remained in the United 
States after graduation and started new businesses or otherwise contributed to 
the economy. But there is evidence that many are now choosing to return to 
their home countries. It also appears that students from the top programs are 
somewhat more likely to choose their home countries over staying in the United 
States compared to students from less high-ranking programs (NSB 2012). The 
loss of this cultural diversity, especially from such highly trained graduates, is 
not favorable for the US economy. 

Apart from the practical benefits of diversity, there is also a clear ethical 
argument to be made for diversity. Creating value is not an end in itself. It 
improves life by making it possible for people to have more of the things they 
need and want. A variety of historical, social, and psychological barriers, includ-
ing innate biases, have prevented many underrepresented groups from gaining 
equal access to value creation opportunities (Steele 2010; Kahneman 2011; 
Banaji and Greenwald 2013). If this portion of the population is deprived of 
the opportunity to take part in the creation of value, they will also be denied the 
opportunity to partake of many of its benefits. The people most intimately con-
nected with the creation of value are also those who tend to have the highest-
paying jobs and thus the greatest ability to enjoy the benefits of innovation and 
a growing economy. Moreover, they enjoy not only the financial benefits of value 
creation but also the psychological benefits of knowing they are contributing 
value to their fellow human beings. Conversely, individuals who are left out 
of value creation find themselves not only at the bottom of the socioeconomic 
ladder but also deprived of the chance to contribute in this important way. 

A country that is truly successful in making value will leave none of its 
citizens behind. Thus any effort to increase the nation’s ability to create value 
should have, as one of its core principles, a commitment to making sure that all 
individuals have an equal opportunity to take part in that effort.

Some companies have recognized the importance of diversity and have 
implemented programs that have successfully increased recruitment and reten-
tion of women and underrepresented minorities. Deloitte & Touche, for exam-
ple, instituted an effort to track the progress of women in the company, ensure 
transparency of mentorship and promotions, and promote better work-life 
balance for all employees (Harrington and Ladge 2009). Through this initiative, 
the company was able to close the gap in turnover between women and men 
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and achieve a higher number of women in top positions than at any of its com-
petitors. In the early 1990s Xerox established a goal of becoming the employer 
of choice for women and minorities. The company created an internship pro-
gram for women and minorities and revised its hiring and promotion practices 
to create more lateral promotion opportunities and publicize the criteria for 
these promotions to all employees (NRC 1994). By 2010, 50 percent of manag-
ers at Xerox were women and 23 percent were minorities, up from 23 percent 
and 19 percent, respectively, in 1991 (Butterfield 1991; Xerox 2013). The per-
centage of all employees that were women rose from 32 percent to 52 percent 
over that period and minorities increased from 26 percent to 39 percent.

In addition to corporate initiatives, several universities have implemented 
successful efforts to improve the recruitment and retention of women and 
underrepresented minorities. The University of California, Berkeley redesigned 
its introductory computer science courses and eliminated aspects that studies 
showed deterred women. It reoriented the courses to emphasize the relevance 
of computing to real-world problems, beginning each class with a discussion 
of a recent tech-related news article, and added team exercises. Enrollment 
of women in introductory computer science classes significantly increased as 
a result, reaching just over 50 percent—the highest percent in the history of 
Berkeley’s digital records. Although the overall share of female computer sci-
ence majors at UC Berkeley and Stanford is still only 21 percent, the shift in 
introductory computer science classes is a good first step in the right direc-
tion (Brown 2014). Other exemplary higher education programs include the 
 University of Michigan Women in Science and Engineering Residence Program 
(WISE-RP), the multi-university Gateway Engineering Education Coalition, 
and the Meyerhoff Scholars Program at the University of Maryland, Baltimore 
County (UMBC). All of these programs demonstrate eight characteristics that 
contribute to their success: (1) institutional leadership, (2) targeted recruitment, 
(3) engaged faculty, (4) personal attention (such as mentoring for individual 
students), (5) peer support, (6) enriched research opportunities outside the 
classroom, (7) bridges to the next level (for example, through connections with 
industry), and (8) continuous evaluation (BEST 2004).

LOCAL INNOVATION NETWORKS

Innovation does not happen in a vacuum. The old stereotype of a lone inventor 
working heroically and single-handedly to come up with new creations never 
was accurate—Thomas Edison had an entire “invention factory” devoted to 
innovation. In today’s increasingly complex and interconnected world, inno-
vation efforts are most likely to be successful in the context of innovation 
networks that connect innovators, investors, customers, workers with appropri-
ate skills and talents, industry, academia, policymakers, regulators, and other 
stakeholders. Innovators in academia benefit from links to industry, and vice 
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versa, and both benefit from links to policymakers and regulators since govern-
ment policies and regulations can have a tremendous effect on the prospects 
of innovations.

Elements of Innovation Networks

Innovators need access to a variety of resources if they are to develop their ideas 
into marketable products. They need access to low-cost capital, for instance—
from investors who are willing to provide funding for projects that carry a cer-
tain amount of risk. Such investors are quite different from those who invest in 
established firms with less perceived risk, and they are not found everywhere.

Innovators need access to people in a broad range of disciplines. When 
they come up against a problem that requires a particular talent to solve—say, 
a machine-learning problem—they need someone who has that talent. And 
because most innovation today is interdisciplinary, innovators generally need 
people with a wide variety of skills. As Frans Johansson (2004) explained in 
his book The Medici Effect, a great deal of innovation is created by bringing 
together people with different experiences, competencies, and ideas, enabling 
the application of concepts or tools from one area to a totally different area, 
resulting in new insights and inventions.

It is also helpful for innovators to establish links with customers. As dis-
cussed above and in Chapter 2, feedback from potential customers is one of the 
best ways to hone an innovation and maximize its chances for success.

The ideal innovation network has all of these components, the players 
know what their contribution points are, and there are communication and 
information flows between the components. Investors should interact with 
academic contributors, the talent pool should interact with industry, and so on. 
Most successful innovation networks are local—the majority of the components 
are within a relatively small region—with connections to the broader global 
innovation ecosystem. The local network facilitates interaction—innovators do 
not have to look far afield to find what they need—and the outside connections 
provide links to resources that may not be available locally.

A highly effective example of an innovation network is Silicon Valley, 
where the synergy among participants has led to decades of innovation. The 
development of Silicon Valley in the region between San Francisco and San Jose 
can be traced to two main factors: the presence of Stanford University, with its 
graduates in the physical sciences and engineering, and a significant amount of 
military spending in the area on research and development. Once the innova-
tion network got started with early players such as Hewlett-Packard (founded 
by two Stanford graduates) and Lockheed (located there because of military 
tie-ins), success built on success, and increasing numbers of innovators chose 
the area to pursue their dreams.

Outside of Silicon Valley, a number of other local innovation networks 
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have developed—in the area around Boston, the Research Triangle in North 
Carolina, the area around Austin, Texas, and the Seattle-Tacoma area in Wash-
ington. There are also well-established local innovation networks in Israel and 
Taiwan, among other places.

These networks are typically in areas with a large number of young people 
with scientific and technical skills, often associated with one or more upper-tier 
research universities in the area. There are examples of the formation of these 
networks in more rural areas such as Mondragon, Spain (MacLeod 1997) and 
Flanders, Belgium (NRC 2008) as well as the more typical urban setting. In 
Troy, New York, for example, there is a cluster of gaming companies because 
students and graduates from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) with an 
interest in gaming decided to stay in town and follow their passion. But, as 
Heather Briccetti, CEO of the Business Council of New York State, pointed 
out, the presence of a university is not enough. In the case of one RPI student 
who decided to turn his interest in gaming into a company, his innovation was 
supported by an incubator, which provided him with advisors and people with 
the necessary expertise to transform his idea into reality—a company that now 
employs 75 people.10

Innovation networks in metro areas can be facilitated by urban develop-
ment decisions. Urban assets such as public and private spaces for stakeholder 
collaboration and transportation systems can facilitate the connections that 
stimulate innovation (Katz and Wagner 2014). Unfortunately, the structure 
of decision making at the state and local levels can make it difficult to sup-
port innovation networks. Christopher Cabaldon, mayor of West Sacramento, 
explained that coordination of local decisions on housing, transportation, zon-
ing, and other urban development issues is needed to attract a critical mass of 
stakeholders and facilitate connections between them. But the way governments 
are organized, each department has its own specific mission that it won’t or 
can’t compromise even if it is in the state’s or locale’s interest to make tradeoffs 
among various objectives. The only way to change that, Cabaldon said, is to 
change how decisions are made, from this “functional approach” to a “place-
based approach” in which decisions are coordinated to optimize a broad set of 
outcomes, such as quality of life, environmental sustainability, and economic 
growth, not just how many people are moved or housed. This coordination can 
allow state and metro area governments to ensure that the urban resources to 
enable innovation networks are present in the same location. 

Coordinated decision making across metropolitan government silos has 
been implemented in Chicago and Denver (ICF 2009). In 2005 the Illinois state 
legislature merged the regional planning and transportation planning agencies 

10 Remarks of Heather Briccetti at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif. 
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in the metropolitan Chicago area and the consolidated agency developed the 
area’s first regional comprehensive plan for land use, transportation, hous-
ing, human services, environment, and economic development. Going beyond 
traditional performance metrics of functional planning agencies, the agency is 
developing performance indicators focused on issues of quality of life, sustain-
ability, and innovation.11 

Developing Effective Innovation Networks

The development of a local innovation network requires more than the pres-
ence of a university, businesses, and a supportive local government. It requires 
intentional collaboration and assets to take advantage of the strengths of the 
local area in a deliberate way.

An example of the purposeful development of a local innovation network 
can be found in the efforts of New York State to create a network of chip 
manufacturing companies. It began with a suggestion by IBM, which is head-
quartered in Armonk, that the state work to attract cutting-edge semiconductor 
manufacturing capabilities. Because of its high taxes, New York is not generally 
seen as friendly to businesses, but with IBM’s prodding the state decided to try 
to attract the new business. The state does have a number of assets that make it 
attractive to companies—excellent universities, good infrastructure, proximity 
to markets, and a large amount of undeveloped land in the northern part of the 
state—and by offering subsidies it was able to offset the otherwise high cost of 
doing business there. The state convinced GlobalFoundries to build a major 
semiconductor factory in Saratoga County, and it now employs 4,000 people. 
The partnership between New York State, IBM, and GlobalFoundries, along 
with other actors such as SEMATECH and RPI, jumpstarted a New York–
based innovation network centered on semiconductor chips (NRC 2013b).

In her presentation to the committee, Heather Briccetti offered some les-
sons about how best to develop innovation networks based on her experience 
with the development in New York State, citing three necessary components: 

(1) The private sector must be involved in identifying where the oppor-
tunities lie and in creating local ecosystem value. Governments are 
generally not good at identifying local strengths and opportunities 
on their own; once a government starts choosing winners and losers, 
politics inevitably becomes involved and skews the process.

(2) There must be a strong educational system, both primary and second-
ary, to both attract over the near term and prepare over the longer term 
people who can contribute to the innovation network. Recognizing 
that, IBM has become a partner in a New York State project encourag-

11 More information is available at www.cmap.illinois.gov/about (accessed March 26, 2014).
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ing local companies to become involved in K–12 education in order to 
help fill their workforce needs.

(3) There must be partnerships between the private sector and govern-
ment at the local level. It is not enough to get involved at the state or 
national levels: companies must work with local governments on local 
policies, such as education and infrastructure. 

Unfortunately, these components are often lacking in many regions around the 
United States. In particular, larger companies seldom get involved in govern-
ment partnerships at the local level.12 

These key components have been instrumental in the development of effec-
tive innovation partnerships across the United States. Successful partnerships 
tend to be characterized by industry initiation and leadership and public com-
mitments that are limited and defined (NRC 2002). In addition, it is important 
for these partnerships to have clear objectives, cost sharing arrangements, 
and sustained evaluations of measurable outcomes to support learning and 
improvement.

Networking among various innovation stakeholders—entrepreneurs, inves-
tors, researchers, federal laboratories, local government actors, and others—is 
critical to innovation networks. Effective leadership and professional man-
agement to facilitate this networking have underpinned the development of 
innovation networks in the Research Triangle, the Sandia National Laborato-
ries region in New Mexico, and the NASA Research Park in California (NRC 
2009). Successful networks have been developed abroad as well by leveraging 
this type of networking. For example, an initiative spurred by the federal state 
of Brandenburg, Germany, in 1999 provides young entrepreneurs with a mix 
of individual face-to-face support by a business advisor, group learning work-
shops, and experience in a business incubator—and led to the support of over 
300 startups by 2009 (OECD 2009).

More recently, the US government has begun investing in a series of insti-
tutes for manufacturing innovation with the goal of creating a network of 
regional manufacturing hubs. These institutes, coordinated by the Advanced 
Manufacturing National Program Office, serve as a point of private-public col-
laboration for suppliers, schools, colleges, and other organizations to develop 
and scale particular manufacturing technologies and processes (EOP 2014).13 
As of January 2015, six institutes have been launched in different regions of the 
country focusing on additive manufacturing, digital manufacturing and design, 

12 Remarks of Heather Briccetti at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value 
Creation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the Na-
tional Academies, Irvine, Calif.

13 The AMNPO (http://manufacturing.gov/amnpo.html) is hosted by the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. 
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lightweight materials, next-generation power electronics, integrated photonics, 
and advanced composites.

The ultimate goal of a local innovation network is to link companies, inves-
tors, academia, workers, and government to work together in supporting the 
creation of new value.

FLOW OF CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

Innovation requires investment. Companies need funding for research and 
development, capital investments, marketing, and other costs associated with 
creating value. Yet the evidence indicates that, although many promising oppor-
tunities for value creation are opening up, several factors are preventing corpo-
rate and venture capital investments in these ideas.

Corporate Investments

The rate of corporate investments has slowed in recent years. One way to gauge 
corporate spending on investment is to calculate the value of corporate profits 
minus current investment. For many decades that number was approximately 
zero, meaning that, on average, corporate investments were about equal to 
corporate profits. In the past decade, however, the number rose above zero as 
corporations spent less on investments relative to their profits. Corporate cash 
balances have risen to record highs, exceeding $2 trillion in domestic reserves 
by September 2014 (Carfang 2014).

This situation has led some researchers to wonder whether corporations 
have run out of ideas to invest in. In The Great Stagnation, Tyler Cowen (2011), 
an economist at George Mason University, argued that for centuries the US 
economy advanced by taking advantage of “low-hanging fruit”—a continent’s 
worth of land to expand into, the labor and contributions of immigrants, and 
powerful new technologies such as agricultural machinery, the locomotive, and 
electrical power. With little low-hanging fruit left to harvest, the United States is 
now in a decades-long economic stagnation, Cowen says, and future innovation 
will require a very different approach than sufficed in the past.

But many of the largest US companies argue that there is no shortage of 
problems to solve or of ideas for solutions to them. IBM, GE, Boeing, Apple, 
and others have a wealth of ideas for potentially valuable innovations—far more 
than they actually pursue. Why aren’t they pursuing them? Why have corporate 
investments dropped relative to corporate profits? Why are companies sitting 
on record amounts of cash? 

Chris Johnson from GE Global Research pointed to two factors in par-
ticular that can slow very large investments: regulatory risk and preferences for 
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short-term returns, especially in the face of stockholder expectations.14 The 
first factor relates to uncertainty about future regulations, such as environmen-
tal, tax, and fiscal policies, that affect longer-term transactions. For example, 
the tax credits businesses receive for qualified research expenses expire every 
two years and must be renewed by Congress, adding significant uncertainty to 
long-term research expenditures. Regulatory uncertainties increase the risks of 
investments, and so businesses tend to hold cash as a precautionary measure 
(Bates et al. 2009).

The second factor relates to a preference for investments that lead to short-
term gains over those that pay off in the longer term. In today’s financial market, 
stockholders demand steadily improving performance each quarter. The cur-
rent tax structure encourages stockholders to hold their assets at least one year 
by providing a lower tax rate for these investments, but there are no incentives 
for holding stocks over longer periods. As a result, managers feel pressure to 
produce short-term earnings to boost their quarterly financial reports, leading 
to myopic behavior (Bhojraj and Libby 2005; Stein 1989).

The combination of these factors has led businesses to limit the risk associ-
ated with investing in transformational “bets” and thus to refrain from pursuing 
potentially profitable projects that would produce new factories and new jobs. 
The companies have the cash and financing to invest in these projects but often 
choose to focus on incremental improvements and short-term projects instead.

The focus on short-term returns has impacted investments not only in 
today’s products but also in emerging technologies that could lead to entirely 
new industries. A vivid example of earlier long-term research and development, 
with a horizon on the scale of decades, was the work done at AT&T Bell Labs 
that led to the invention of the transistor in 1947—and was the basis for the 
digital industry that exploded over the past 30 years. There were other exam-
ples of forward-looking research after World War II at a number of industrial 
laboratories—for example, IBM’s research labs and Xerox’s Palo Alto Research 
Center—as well as national laboratories. Although businesses are still investing 
in long-term applied research and development, the commitments may not be 
robust enough to support the explosion of innovation needed to lead US value 
creation in the coming decades. Moreover, there are concerns that the shift in 
industrial R&D investments away from fundamental research, such as the work 
carried out in Bell Labs that led to unexpected transformative discoveries, in 
favor of applied research with foreseeable results threatens the United States’ 
technological strength (Narayanamurti 2013; NAE 2005).

14 Comments by Chris Johnson at a meeting of the Foundational Committee on Best Practices for 
the Making Value for America Study, September 23, 2013, the National Academies, Washington, 
DC.
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Long-Term Decline of New Business Activity

Given concerns that large corporations are underinvesting in long-term 
research, one might turn to new businesses to look for emerging technologies 
that could drive innovation in the 21st century. Unfortunately, the rate of new 
business creation has been in a longstanding decline in the United States and 
the ability of these businesses to access the capital required to commercialize 
innovations is in short supply. 

Entrepreneurial activity in the United States has been declining for the 
past 30 years, a worrisome trend for jobs because new businesses (startups) 
are critical for job creation. Older businesses are a key part of the economy—
they employ most Americans and are important contributors to productivity 
growth—but historically they have tended to eliminate as many jobs as they 
create (Decker et al. 2012). New businesses, on the other hand, create jobs. 
In fact, businesses as young as five years or less accounted for all job growth 
between 1982 and 2011 (Haltiwanger et al. 2013). Although many startups 
don’t survive, among those that do are a small group of very fast growing busi-
nesses that account for an outsized portion of the job creation and innovative 
effort taking place in the economy (Decker et al. 2014). 

One way to assess the level of US business creation is to look at the number 
of startups launched each year with at least one paid employee and compare it 
to the total number of workers in the United States. In 1980, there were more 
than 35 startups created for every 10,000 workers. By 2010, the number had 
been cut in half to only 17 (Lynn and Khan 2012).15 Another important mea-
sure of business creation is the share of businesses in the United States that are 
younger than five years old. This share declined from almost 50 percent in 1980 
to less than 35 percent in 2010 (Haltiwanger et al. 2012). This decline is occur-
ring across the value chain, in manufacturing operations, services, and retail.

Considering the important role of new businesses in creating jobs, the decline 
of business creation in the United States raises concerns about the pace of job cre-
ation. The number of jobs created by businesses less than one year old decreased 
from 4.1 million in 1994 to 2.5 million in 2010.16 It is important to note that the 
causes of this slowdown are not known. While not all possible explanations imply 
severe consequences for the US economy, research has linked the slowdown 

15 These statistics do not include the creation of businesses without any paid employees and have 
been criticized as inappropriate measures of entrepreneurship because they include individuals who 
claim self-employment because of a lack of job opportunities (Earle and Sakova 2000). Measures 
of all new businesses, with and without employees, show that the number established each year 
has been roughly constant; the Kauffman Index of Entrepreneurial Activity shows that the share 
of people who established either an employer or nonemployer business has fluctuated around 0.3 
percent since 1996 (Fairlie 2014).

16 Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics website, Employment Dynamics, Entrepreneurship 
and the US Economy (www.bls.gov/bdm/entrepreneurship/entrepreneurship.htm; accessed August 
12, 2014).
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in business creation and, more generally, business dynamism—the process by 
which businesses continually are born, fail, grow, and contract—to declines in 
productivity growth, innovation, and employment, especially for younger and 
less educated workers (Acemoglu et al. 2013; Davis and Haltiwanger 2014). John 
Haltiwanger and his colleagues (2012), using Census Bureau statistics to analyze 
the role of startups in US job creation, attribute the slowdown of business dyna-
mism to the combination of a long-run secular decline and a short-term acceler-
ated decline caused by the recent recession. The authors explain the important 
role of new businesses in job creation and the consequences of allowing the 
current decline to continue (Haltiwanger et al. 2012, p. 2): 

In 2010, 394,000 startups created 2.3 million jobs (these were not simply 
establishment openings but new firms whose establishments also were new to 
the economy). This reflects substantial job creation in a time of anemic overall 
economic activity. Over the same period from March 2009 to March 2010, the 
net job creation from all US private sector firms was −1.8 million jobs. Without 
the contribution of business startups, the net employment loss would have 
been substantially greater.

These are longer-term trends than the recent economic recession, and they 
are likely to continue even after economic recovery unless actions are taken to 
ensure that the United States establishes new ways to make value. 

Lacking access to long-term, low-cost capital, many potential startup 
companies with valuable technologies originating in universities and 
laboratories cannot bring them to market.

Lack of Capital for New Startups

MIT researchers examined the availability of capital for early and later-stage 
startups in the United States in a 2014 report, Production in the Innovation 
Economy. They found that entrepreneurs face a critical stage of growth once 
they are ready to move into the pilot phase and early commercialization, when 
significant capital investments are needed but not available in the United States. 
In many cases, strategic partnerships of multinational corporations and foreign 
governments provide the necessary capital and acquire the startup or pull it 
overseas. The authors identify this lack of capital in the United States as “the 
critical juncture where innovations developed in the United States are lost,” 
which hinders the creation of significant downstream activities such as manu-
facturing (Locke and Wellhausen 2014, p. 10). 

Researchers in universities and federal laboratories across the United States 
face this difficulty in accessing financial support to commercialize their innova-
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tions. While it is somewhat easier for researchers at a few major universities 
(Stanford and MIT, for example) that have good connections to investors to 
find the financial support to develop their technologies into viable businesses, 
most do not have access to these resources. Chris Silva of Allied Minds, a com-
pany that commercializes discoveries from university and federal laboratories, 
described the impacts of this reality to the committee.17 

Lacking long-term capital, many potential startup companies with valuable 
technologies originating in universities and laboratories cannot bring them to 
market. Silva estimated that at the 40 universities and 40 federal government 
labs that Allied Minds works with, there are at least 2,000 inventions a year that 
are potentially commercializable, but Allied Minds has the resources to help 
launch only six to ten companies a year. And, unfortunately, it has very few 
peers in the United States that focus on supporting startups to commercialize 
these technologies from universities and federal labs (Ford and Nelsen 2013). 
Similar companies, such as IP Group and Imperial Innovations, exist in the 
United Kingdom, but nowhere else (Moran 2007).

The lack of capital for researchers and entrepreneurs interested in com-
mercializing a new technology is exacerbated by a transition in venture capital 
in the United States. During the 1990s venture capital provided much of the 
funding for the countless startups and early-stage companies that yielded dra-
matic growth in high-tech innovations in Silicon Valley and other regions of 
the country. Since then, however, venture capitalists have largely abandoned 
longer-term areas such as biotechnology in favor of funding businesses that are 
much further along, have less risk, and go up in value every year, if not every 
quarter (NVCA 2013). 

Capital shortage is particularly damaging for innovation in areas such 
as energy, biotechnology, and materials science. Companies in these capital-
intensive long-term fields require patient capital investments with longer time 
horizons. It may be eight, ten, even twelve years before they begin to fully 
realize their value, and with the current emphasis on short-term profits that 
is simply too long. Thus in biotechnology and energy, for example, the money 
flowing into early-stage companies has essentially collapsed, creating a hole in 
the innovation pipeline (Margolis and Kammen 1999; NVCA 2013). 

Federal programs such as loan and investment programs in the Department 
of Commerce’s Small Business Administration (SBA) have acted to provide 
some funding for longer-term research and commercialization projects that may 
not otherwise be supported by venture capital (NRC 2009). However, while this 
financing was previously directed primarily at startups, it has shifted to fund 

17 Remarks of Chris Silva at “Making Value for America: A National Conference on Value Cre-
ation and Opportunity in the United States,” February 27, 2014, Beckman Center of the National 
Academies, Irvine, Calif.
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older companies, which are less likely to generate significant growth in employ-
ment or sales compared to younger companies (Brash and Gallagher 2008).18 

To operate efficiently, businesses across the value chain must have access 
to reliable energy and natural resources, transportation, and communica-
tion systems. Increasingly, many businesses also need access to compu-
tational and digital resources such as high-performance computing grids 
and information storage.

INFRASTRUCTURE THAT ENABLES VALUE CREATION

In addition to an innovative workforce, capital, and best practices, creating 
value requires a suitable infrastructure. Without access to appropriate energy 
sources, transportation, and reliable communications, any type of business will 
be at a disadvantage. Poor infrastructure hinders value creation.

Contributions of Infrastructure to Innovation

History has shown that the creation of new infrastructure generally leads to 
technological disruption and massive innovation. The creation of the Internet is 
one of the best-known examples from recent decades: it has enabled everything 
from email and Internet shopping to social media sites and home appliances 
that can be controlled from a distance. The 19th century saw the develop-
ment of a nationwide railroad system, and the early 20th the distribution of 
electricity, telephony, the national highway system, and the availability of clean 
water, which kept the populace healthy. Thus the construction or upgrading of 
infrastructure can be an important and effective way to encourage innovation 
and value creation. 

To operate efficiently, businesses across the value chain must have access 
to reliable energy and natural resources (electricity, water, gas, etc.), transporta-
tion (via roads, rail, air, and water), and communication (telecommunications, 
Internet, etc.). Increasingly, many businesses also need access to computational 
and digital resources such as high-performance computing grids and informa-
tion storage. 

From an economics perspective, the development of infrastructure is often 
best planned and paid for by government because of positive externalities—
public benefits that accrue to those who did not pay for it. Thus one govern-
ment policy that is most likely to improve the nation’s ability to create value 
in coming years is to support the development of infrastructure. Government 

18 Information is also available from the SBA (www.sba.gov/advo) (accessed March 24, 2014).
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should think of infrastructure in broad terms—not just the physical infrastruc-
ture but also education to produce more skilled workers and the establishment 
of networks that encourage communication and linkages among the people and 
institutions involved in innovation.19 

The United States has many infrastructure assets that facilitate innovation 
and value creation. Its research infrastructure—the universities, laboratory 
facilities, and high-performance computing resources that enable cutting-edge 
research—is widely considered the best in the world (NRC 2012a). Compared 
to many other countries, the United States also has plentiful access to energy 
that is relatively cheap and available almost anywhere in the country, especially 
with the recent surge in the supply of domestic natural gas from shale deposits 
(although several other countries are considered to have a more reliable electric-
ity supply) (WEF 2013). However, several areas need significant improvement.

The American Society of Civil Engineers issued a “report card” in 2013 
that gave the overall state of US infrastructure a D+, based on poor perfor-
mance across almost all infrastructure categories covering transportation, water, 
waste, energy, and schools. Only solid waste management received a grade as 
high as B−. Roads, water, aviation, transit, and levees all received a D or D− 
(ASCE 2013). 

In 2014 the World Economic Forum (WEF), in its report on global com-
petitiveness, scored countries around the world on the quality of their trans-
portation, electrification, and telephony (Schwab and Sala-i-Martín 2014). The 
infrastructure factor on which the United States scored highest was the number 
of available airline seats, for which it was ranked best in the world (although its 
overall air transport infrastructure was ranked 18th). On the other hand, it was 
30th in quality of electricity supply, and 18th in both landline telephone com-
munications and quality of roads. The picture is substantially worse for modern 
communications infrastructure in the United States: WEF ranks the country 
95th in mobile communications and 35th in Internet bandwidth, behind Aus-
tralia, Barbados, Hong Kong, and much of Western and Eastern Europe. 

Improvements in Traditional Infrastructure

One of the best ways that the United States can encourage the creation of 
value is to upgrade key aspects of its infrastructure. Limitations to the US 
transportation infrastructure, for example, hurt productivity and result in large 
costs to the economy. The economy lost an estimated $22 billion from airport 
congestion and delays in 2012, $90 billion from deficient transit systems, and 
$101 billion of wasted time and fuel from traffic congestion (ASCE 2013). The 

19 Comments by Chad Syverson at meeting of the Foundational Committee on Best Practices for 
the Making Value for America Study, September 23, 2013, the National Academies, Washington, 
DC.
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nation’s port systems, which are critical for the transportation of goods, are also 
in need of improvement.

Another area that is attracting attention is improvement of the reliability 
and efficiency of the electricity system. There is work being done, for instance, 
on the development of smart microgrids; these are much smaller versions of 
the current centralized systems for generating and transmitting electricity, and 
they are “smart” in the sense that electrical supply and demand are constantly 
monitored and regulated to maximize efficiency (Berkeley Lab 2014). To the 
extent that these microgrids lead to a supply of electricity that is more reliable, 
more efficient, and greener than the traditional electrical supply, their develop-
ment could be a competitive advantage for the United States.

Improvements in Information, Communications, and Computing 
Infrastructure

Generally speaking, any infrastructure improvements that increase the ability 
of people to communicate and interact are likely to improve the nation’s ability 
to create value. 

The committee concluded that one of the most important infrastructure 
improvements that would enable future value creation in the United States is 
access to high-speed Internet—particularly wireless—and high-performance 
computing. As described in Chapter 2, advances in computing power are 
driving improvements across manufacturing value chains: computer modeling 
and simulation capabilities increase production efficiency, reduce the need for 
expensive physical prototyping and testing, and increase quality and reliabil-
ity along the value chain. Advanced computing capabilities are also enabling 
entirely new types of products and services. Many of the emerging technolo-
gies and capabilities described in Chapter 2—such as data collection, social 
media analysis, and autonomous vehicles—depend on sophisticated computing 
capabilities. 

Companies and communities are starting to invest in measures to enhance 
access to high-speed computing capacity. Google operates ultra-high-speed 
“fiber” services in three US cities—Kansas City, Provo, and Austin—and is 
considering building such networks in nine more cities (Finley 2014). These 
services carry data at a gigabit per second, or about 100 times faster than 
today’s typical Internet connections, through a fiber-optic connection directly to 
customers’ homes. Other US municipalities have also installed or are planning 
to install such ultra-high-speed networks, either themselves or by enlisting a 
company to build them (Kopytoff 2013). And Google is working on technology 
that will make it possible to send data across a network at 10 gigabits per sec-
ond, 1,000 times faster than the typical Internet connection today (Wilke 2014). 

One of the most important changes needed to improve wireless is the mod-
ernization of spectrum allocation. Use of mobile devices that rely on wireless 
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data and calls has been growing rapidly, but the capacity for these transmis-
sions has not increased because there is little available spectrum to carry them 
(Rosston 2013). There is, however, significant opportunity to more efficiently 
allocate spectrum. Spectrum allocation has historically been assigned in an 
ad hoc manner and could be improved by repurposing the pool of spectrum 
to make more capacity available for use by high-demand applications such as 
mobile broadband (Bennett 2012). 

Access to reliable, high-speed networks and high-performance computing 
is essential to improve connectivity and ensure reliable production and service, 
cornerstones of innovation and value creation.

FEDERAL PROGRAMS THAT MONITOR THE VALUE CHAIN

A variety of federal agencies and programs track the performance of various 
activities in US-based manufacturing and high-tech service value chains. Two 
of the most prominent statistical agencies are the Department of Labor (DOL) 
and Department of Commerce (DOC). The DOL’s Bureau of Labor Statistics 
collects and publicizes labor market information such as employment, pay 
and benefits, and labor productivity. The DOC’s Bureau of Economic Analy-
sis publicizes economic accounts statistics such as gross domestic product, 
input-output tables, and trade in goods and services. Also housed in DOC, the 
Census Bureau collects additional information on trade, employment, wages, 
and a variety of industrial operations, including best management practices. 
Each of these statistical agencies conforms to the North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS), which divides the economy into manufactur-
ing, transportation and warehousing, wholesale trade, retail, professional and 
business services, information, and ten other industry sectors. 

NAICS is particularly important because many datasets, such as the census 
and economic accounts, rely on this classification system to support govern-
ment policymaking and inform the American public about the condition of 
US industries and the overall economy. These datasets are the lens through 
which policymakers and economists view industrial activity and therefore have 
a profound influence on the government’s and public’s understanding of the 
economy (Dalziel 2007). Statistics based on NAICS are used to monitor the 
economic status of the United States, determine businesses’ eligibility for par-
ticular tax exemptions and government contracts, and determine which busi-
nesses are subject to certain regulations.

NAICS organizes economic activity based on how establishments carry 
out their activities, rather than the purpose for those activities, and thus has 
the advantage of grouping activities that have similar production processes. 
But it ignores relationships among activities along the same value chain, which 
traverses the production of goods, services, and software. For example, the 
system groups automotive and pharmaceutical manufacturers together and 
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the production of automotive electronics with electronic medical equipment, 
while ignoring the relationship between automotive manufacturers, vehicle 
electronic component suppliers, dealers, and automotive repair shops. 

The fact that the industry classification systems do not account for value 
chains is increasingly a problem as the use of software, electronic components, 
and services is becoming more important across a variety of industries, as 
discussed in chapter 2. The types of goods and services required to meet a 
particular demand, and how they are produced, have changed enormously 
since NAICS was established in the 1990s, but the convention of organizing 
economic metrics by means of production is not flexible to these changes. As a 
result, a large portion of US economic activity is accounted for by “unmeasur-
able sectors” (such as the app economy), which are not monitored (Mandel 
2012).

Arranging economic statistics instead by the systems of activities along 
value chains would allow a representation of the economy that reflects the 
ways companies organize themselves into clusters and sectors (Dalziel 2007). 
Moreover, it would be less vulnerable to changes in technology than the current 
approach. Such a classification would also facilitate an understanding of how 
regulations, economic forces, and other stimuli propagate through interrelated 
segments of the economy. 
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4 

Creating a Prosperous Path Forward:  
Recommended Actions

To prosper in the 21st century, US companies and communities must 
take action to strengthen the country’s capacity for innovation along 
the manufacturing value chain. Businesses have opportunities to take 

individual action to improve their competitiveness. A variety of stakeholders 
also have important roles to play to ensure that the United States has a robust 
innovation ecosystem to support manufacturing value chains and the broader 
economy; these stakeholders include federal, state, and local governments; eco-
nomic development organizations; educational institutions; and research orga-
nizations. This chapter presents the committee’s recommendations of specific 
actions for the various stakeholders in each of the fundamental areas described 
in Chapter 3 to ensure US leadership in making value along the manufacturing 
value chain. 

ACTIONS TO FACILITATE THE ADOPTION 
OF BUSINESS BEST PRACTICES

Individual businesses can create value by coordinating  
their value chains and optimizing their operations.

Businesses across the value chain need to reengineer their operations and 
adopt best practices to improve innovation, productivity, and speed to market. 
While every business aims to optimize its operations for productivity, very few 
have implemented the advanced practices necessary to achieve world-leading 
productive operations. Businesses also need to leverage technology and talent 
to ensure a sustainable stream of new products and services, better under-
stand customer needs, and identify value creation opportunities. To accomplish 
these aims, companies should actively encourage their employees to continually 
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improve operations, identify new market opportunities, and implement the 
resources needed to commercialize solutions. 

Recommendations

• Businesses should establish training programs to prepare workers for 
modernized operations and invest in advancing the education of their 
low- and middle-skilled workforce. Employee training programs raise earn-
ings potential and substantially increase productivity, profits, and innova-
tion across businesses. Employers gain large returns from investing in the 
development of their low- and middle-skilled workforce, in some cases as 
high as 100–200 percent. 

• Companies should examine their business models to search for missed 
opportunities to leverage distributed tools and coordinate manufacturing 
and product lifecycle services. Radical gains come from producing new 
solutions not provided by others. The ability to provide such solutions 
requires understanding customer needs and desires and developing an 
innovation strategy that differentiates a business’s offerings from those of 
its competitors. Organizations will attain a competitive advantage if they 
understand how economic forces are shifting and can both coordinate 
capabilities across value chains and leverage digital and distributed tools 
to generate innovative solutions. 

• Manufacturers should implement principles and practices such as Lean 
Production that enable employees to improve productivity and achieve 
continuous improvement. Systems of best practices for production, such 
as lean manufacturing, have been shown to improve productivity, decrease 
time from customer order to delivery, and reduce costs. Best practices such 
as lean manufacturing can directly benefit a manufacturer’s bottom line and 
create a significant competitive advantage. They can also reduce energy 
and resource consumption and in some cases make domestic production 
for the US market more cost-effective than producing abroad. 

• Researchers should further investigate and codify best practices for 
innovation and develop effective methods of teaching them. Additional 
research is needed to identify best practices for identifying unmet needs 
and commercializing solutions that apply to a wide range of companies and 
industries. Creating teachable systems of best practices and encouraging 
their widespread adoption will be important to value creation.
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ACTIONS TO ENSURE AMERICA HAS AN 
INNOVATIVE WORKFORCE 

The education and skills of the US workforce must be improved.  
Higher education and training are increasingly important  

to create an effective ecosystem for value creation. 

Maximizing the ability of the United States to create value requires maximizing 
the development of its talent. The following actions can promote the education 
needed to prepare US students and workers to compete effectively in innova-
tion and value creation.

Recommendations

• Businesses, local school districts, labor, community colleges, and universi-
ties should form partnerships to help students graduate from high school, 
earn an associate’s or bachelor’s degree, and take part in continuing 
education in the workplace. More needs to be done to advance the skills 
of lower-income Americans, and these partnerships can provide students 
from these families with the guidance, social supports, and education 
 necessary to complete a college degree. State governments should facilitate 
connections between school districts, businesses, and other actors to form 
these partnerships.

There are a number of successful public-private partnerships that can 
serve as examples to those interested in establishing others. The model 
that the committee believes is particularly promising is a collaboration of 
employers and school districts combining classroom-based learning with 
work experiences to help students graduate from high school and put them 
on track to a college degree and a skilled job.

• Congress and state legislatures should create incentives for businesses 
to invest and be involved in education programs. Congress and state 
governments should create tax credits or other incentives to encourage 
investments in educational partnerships involving businesses, community 
colleges, and universities to provide students and displaced workers with 
the knowledge and skills needed for higher-paying careers.

• Middle schools, high schools, universities, and local communities should 
provide opportunities for students to participate in team-based engineer-
ing design experiences and learn to use emerging digital and distrib-
uted tools. Students exposed to such team-based experiences are better 
prepared to contribute to today’s innovation workforce. Efforts to teach 
team-based engineering design skills, such as in the framework provided 
by the Next Generation Science Standards, should be widely adopted. 
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Extracurricular programs that allow students to participate in team-based 
design experiences and use emerging tools that enable new business cre-
ation should also be expanded. 

• Universities and community colleges should improve the cost-effectiveness 
of higher education. Reducing financial barriers for lower-income students 
will increase the level of talent across the workforce and thus stimulate 
value creation. Universities and colleges should facilitate students’ transfer 
from two-year community college programs to reduce the costs of a four-
year degree. They should also seek opportunities to adopt new methods 
of teaching—such as online tutorials, computer-based instant feedback 
on homework assignments, open-access course materials for instructors, 
and credit-by-examination approaches (which allow students to test out of 
courses)—to support learning while reducing students’ costs.

• University rating organizations should track and make transparent the 
cost-effectiveness of degrees at higher education institutions. Students 
should have access to information comparing the cost-effectiveness of 
particular degrees at different universities and colleges along such metrics 
as the debt and earnings of graduates, attrition rates, and average time 
to degree.  Colleges and universities should be encouraged to use these 
data to assess and, as appropriate, improve the cost-effectiveness of their 
degrees.

• Businesses, industry associations, and higher education institutions 
should work together to (1) establish national skills certifications that 
are widely recognized by employers and count toward degree programs, 
and (2) improve access for students and workers to acquire these certifi-
cations. Standard skills certifications will allow employers to identify the 
skills of job candidates using a consistent baseline. Credentials are also 
important to students who may not have completed all the requirements 
for a college degree but have acquired skills along the way. “Stackable” cre-
dentials (those that can be accumulated serially over time) provide an alter-
native qualification for such students to apply for higher-paying jobs; the 
Manufacturing Institute has developed a Manufacturing Skills  Standard 
Certification System that recognizes stackable credentials. Manufacturers 
should recognize these credentials and education institutions should work 
with manufacturers to both provide access for students and workers to 
obtain these credentials and recognize them as counting toward a formal 
degree. 

National skills certifications can and should be established in other 
areas along the value chain, such as for software specialists. Businesses, 
industry associations, and education institutions should work together 
to define stackable credentials and skills certifications in new areas and 
establish methods of evaluating competencies.
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In today’s globalized economy, US companies need the best 
teams in the world to stay competitive. Such teams will 

depend on not only creating and attracting top talent but also 
leveraging diversity to achieve better team performance.

The nation’s ability to create value will be enhanced by innovative teams that 
create new and improved products, services, and processes and bring them to 
market. The inclusion of diverse individuals and the attraction and retention of 
talent from around the world are critical to ensure that the best teams assemble 
in the United States. Some groups—particularly women, racial minorities, and 
people from low-income families—remain significantly less able than others to 
take advantage of value creation opportunities, whether because of unequal 
educational opportunities, the lingering effects of historical inequity, or dis-
crimination. This inequity negatively impacts the nation’s prosperity, not only 
because fewer people can become the innovators that create economic growth 
and jobs but also because teams of people that have more women and people 
with diverse characteristics have been shown to be more innovative. 

In addition to leveraging the strengths of its diverse population, America 
can improve its ability to create value by attracting and retaining talented 
people from other countries. The United States already attracts students from 
all over the world for postgraduate education in the STEM disciplines, but 
because of current US immigration policies not all of the graduates who wish to 
stay and work are allowed that option. Making it easier for them to stay could 
greatly increase the number of people who can contribute to value creation in 
this country, thus improving the economy for all. 

Recommendations

• Businesses should implement programs to attract and retain diverse 
workers, including along gender, race, and socioeconomic background. 
Increasing this diversity is not only ethical; it is good for innovation and 
business success. Businesses should implement programs to improve equi-
table access in hiring and promotions. Efforts to encourage managers to 
support the career development of their employees and to ensure transpar-
ency in internal job opportunities and promotion criteria have significantly 
improved recruitment and retention of women and underrepresented 
groups.

• Universities and community colleges should act to improve the inclusion 
of traditionally underrepresented groups in science, technology, engineer-
ing, and mathematics (STEM) fields as well as other disciplines required 
for value creation, such as market analysis and design. Educational insti-
tutions should study and learn from approaches that have been successful 
in attracting these groups to university programs and businesses. STEM 
programs such as those at the University of California, Berkeley, Carnegie 
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Mellon University, and Harvey Mudd College, all of which have achieved 
high enrollment of women and other underrepresented groups, can be 
used to guide others. All programs should implement known practices 
that help attract these groups, such as redesigning courses to emphasize 
the real-world relevance of the material.

• Congress must reform immigration policy to welcome and retain high-
skilled individuals with advanced STEM degrees, especially those educated 
in the United States. Many of these individuals become entrepreneurs and 
the United States should ensure that their businesses are in this country. 
Unfortunately, however, these potential innovators are being turned away 
by a counterproductive immigration system. In both 2013 and 2014, the 
allotment of H-1B visas was filled the first week they were made available. 

ACTIONS TO STRENGTHEN LOCAL INNOVATION NETWORKS

The United States needs to encourage new business creation across 
the value chain to stimulate innovation and job creation.

Business creation across the value chain and the broader economy is critical 
for the US economy. Statistics indicating that the rate of business creation has 
been declining in the United States for the past three decades are worrisome. 

Recommendation

• Researchers, the National Science Foundation, and other research funders 
should put a priority on understanding the declining rate of new business 
creation. Data suggest that the rate of new business creation is declining. 
If so, researchers need to investigate the causes. They should examine 
whether barriers have increased for new business creation or whether the 
current environment favors established businesses. Researchers should also 
investigate the factors that encourage the formation of new businesses and 
increase their likelihood of success.

Local innovation networks are needed across the United States to 
foster the creation of new businesses and connect entrepreneurs and 
new businesses to the individuals, investors, tools, and institutions 

in their region and around the world that they need to grow.

For the greatest chance of success, potential innovators need to be able to 
connect with a wide variety of people and organizations, including other inno-
vators, scientists and engineers, investors, workers with useful skills, organi-
zational and management advisors, market analysts and marketing specialists, 
policymakers, and potential customers. They also need access to the tools, such 
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as prototyping or testing equipment, that enable value creation. The places 
most supportive of innovators—and thus most likely to see innovation-driven 
growth—are those that have well-developed networks of investors, academia, 
industry, sources of financing, sources of business advice, access to required 
tools, government agencies, nongovernmental organizations, and customers.

Recommendations

• Metro area and state governments, industry, higher education, investors, 
and economic development organizations should partner to create local 
innovation networks. Any one of these stakeholders can spearhead the 
creation of such a network. Innovation networks in Silicon Valley, the 
Boston-Cambridge area, the San Francisco Bay area, Seattle, New York 
state, Israel, and Singapore can inform efforts to create others. In addition 
to providing resources for innovators, these networks should support them 
by, for example, facilitating the sharing of best practices and helping small 
businesses learn how to export. 

• Metro area and state governments should optimize their decision-making 
process for urban development investments and siting to facilitate the 
creation of innovation networks. In most metro areas, decisions on urban 
development investment and siting are the responsibility of individual units 
with different functional missions (e.g., housing, transportation) without 
the coordinating oversight of a single body. These units need to coordi-
nate their decisions to nurture innovation networks. Cities, surrounding 
counties, and states should identify opportunities to better structure these 
decisions to serve the welfare of the entire area.

US programs that contribute to innovation should be directed 
and optimized as appropriate to facilitate the adoption of 

best practices and help young businesses to grow.

Recommendations

• Federal agencies and interagency offices such as the Advanced Manufac-
turing National Program Office should convene stakeholders to identify 
and spread best practices for value creation. AMNPO and other federal 
agencies should use their convening power to support collaborations that 
can help identify and spread best practices for 21st century value creation, 
particularly for software, user interfaces, and high-tech services, where 
best practices are less developed than production. Companies should be 
encouraged to collaborate in sharing and sharpening best practices and 
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solving common problems, spreading the cost of finding solutions, and 
stimulating the movement of ideas across industries.

• The Small Business Administration should help more young businesses 
become globally competitive. The SBA should continue to help busi-
nesses become globally competitive, recognizing that young businesses in 
particular are some of the fastest-growing companies and are potentially 
the most responsive to influxes of financial capital. In particular, it should 
help young businesses connect with a local innovation network, and if one 
does not exist it should encourage the formation of one.

ACTIONS TO FACILITATE THE FLOW OF CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

US fiscal policy must incentivize long-term capital investments.

Increasing emphasis on short-term returns on investment has led to a decrease 
in the long-term planning and funding necessary to support many promising 
innovations. New models are needed to ensure the long-term investments nec-
essary to develop groundbreaking innovations.

Recommendations

• Congress should modify the capital gains tax rates to incentivize hold-
ing stocks for five years, ten years, and longer. The current tax structure 
encourages a preference for quicker returns over the long-term investments 
needed to create new products and businesses. Capital gains tax rates do 
not provide incentives for investments longer than one year. Congress 
should create favorable tax treatment for stocks held for five years, ten 
years, and longer. It should also identify and implement additional oppor-
tunities in the tax code to enable access to both short- and long-term low-
cost capital.

• Congress should make the research-and-development tax credit perma-
nent to encourage businesses toward longer-term horizons in their invest-
ment decisions. The tendency of Congress to renew the tax credit for 
only two years discourages businesses from investing in longer-term R&D 
projects. A permanent tax credit would stimulate R&D spending, thereby 
increasing economic growth and fostering innovation.

• Federal agencies should facilitate industry and government cooperation 
to identify shared opportunities to invest in precompetitive research in 
long-term, capital-intensive fields such as next-generation batteries and 
biotechnologies, for which capital availability is scarce.
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ACTIONS TO PROVIDE AN INFRASTRUCTURE 
THAT ENABLES VALUE CREATION

US infrastructure must be upgraded for both traditional systems 
(e.g., electricity, ports) and modern information systems. 
A world-leading infrastructure will attract businesses and 
facilitate the creation of new ones in the United States.

Infrastructure is crucial to innovation and value creation. Countries whose 
infrastructure is deficient (or even lacking) with respect to objective bench-
marks with the rest of the world will find it more difficult to innovate and create 
value. A country that hopes to be at the forefront of innovation must be at the 
forefront in terms of its infrastructure.

Recommendations

• Local governments, state legislatures, and Congress should invest in a 
world-leading wireless infrastructure. Infrastructure that makes it easier 
for individuals and machines to communicate and process information 
is essential for innovation along the value chain. Innovation is almost 
always a team effort, which requires the seamless ability to exchange ideas 
and information. Furthermore, many emerging technologies and service 
improvements rely on real-time information collection, processing, and 
transmission. 

• Federal information technology and computing programs should facilitate 
access to a world-leading infrastructure for high-performance computing. 
High-performance computing capabilities can drive improvements across 
the value chain and enable entirely new types of products and services. 
These resources require substantial investment and are therefore not always 
accessible, especially to small businesses. Federal agencies should work to 
improve access to high-performance computing. 

ACTIONS TO IMPROVE METHODS OF MONITORING 
MANUFACTURING VALUE CHAINS

Federal programs and statistics should be modernized to account 
for the diminishing distinction and complex relationships 

between manufacturing, information, and services.

Modern value chains often involve a complex network of activities that span 
the classic economic sectors. The production of raw materials, goods, services, 
and software are interconnected along these value chains, and often carried out 
within the same business or even a single establishment. As businesses tradition-
ally known for manufacturing move into software and service production, and 
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companies known for creating software and online services produce manufac-
tured goods, it is increasingly difficult to meaningfully delineate operations as 
providing mainly goods or services. 

Recommendations

• Federal agencies should develop methods of accounting for the com-
plex relationships between manufacturing, services, and information and 
consider multiple ways of collecting and organizing national statistics. 
 Agencies that collect economic statistics, such as the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics and the Bureau of Economic Analysis, should identify methods 
to (1) capture the complex relationships between industry sectors and 
(2) organize national statistics in a way that complements the current clas-
sification. The current method of organizing national economic statistics—
classifying manufacturing, services, and information activities in distinct 
industries based on the primary activity at an establishment—is an increas-
ingly unrealistic depiction. Such a system does not provide any information 
about services and information activities undertaken by manufacturers or 
production operations that are primarily carried out to support a software 
or service provider. It also does not allow for an understanding of value 
chains, such as the manufacturing, service, and information operations 
devoted to improving health outcomes or providing personal transporta-
tion. This is particularly problematic because these statistics influence 
policy decisions that affect innovation and education that would benefit 
from an understanding of these nuances. 

• Federal programs that contribute to innovation should be directed and 
optimized as appropriate to assist software and service providers as well 
as manufacturers. Federal programs to revitalize manufacturing in the 
United States, such as the Advanced Manufacturing National Program 
Office (AMNPO), the Manufacturing Extension Partnership, and the 
Advanced Manufacturing Partnership, should not lose sight of the impor-
tance of software and service providers. Software and services are integral 
to manufacturing value chains and increasingly important to businesses’ 
capacity to take advantage of emerging digital technologies. The admin-
istration and federal agencies should review and optimize current pro-
grams to ensure that all activities across the value chain are appropriately 
supported. 

Table 4-1 compiles the committee’s recommendations directed to businesses, 
the federal government, state governments, localities, education institutions, 
and other actors.
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TABLE 4-1 Recommendations organized by actor

Actor Recommendations

Businesses • Companies should examine their business models to search 
for missed opportunities to leverage distributed tools and 
coordinate manufacturing and product lifecycle services.

• Businesses should establish training programs to prepare 
workers for modernized operations and invest in advancing the 
education of their low- and middle-skilled workforce.

• Manufacturers should implement principles and practices 
such as Lean Manufacturing that enable employees to improve 
productivity and achieve continuous improvement.

• Businesses should work with local school districts, community 
colleges, and universities to form partnerships to help students 
graduate from high school, earn an associate’s or bachelor’s 
degree, and take part in continuing education in the workplace.

• Businesses should work with industry associations and 
higher education institutions to (1) establish national skills 
certifications that are widely recognized by employers and 
count toward degree programs, and (2) improve access for 
students and workers to gain these certifications.

• Businesses should attract and implement programs to 
retain diverse workers, including along gender, race, and 
socioeconomic background.

Federal 
government

• Federal agencies and interagency offices such as the Advanced 
Manufacturing National Program Office should convene 
stakeholders to identify and spread best practices for value 
creation.

• Congress should establish incentives for businesses to invest 
and be involved in education programs.

• Congress must reform immigration policy to welcome and 
retain high-skilled individuals with advanced STEM degrees, 
especially those educated in the United States.

• The Small Business Administration should focus on helping 
young businesses become globally competitive as opposed to 
focusing on older, established small businesses.

• The National Science Foundation and other research funders 
should put a priority on research to understand the declining 
rate of new business creation.

• Federal programs that contribute to innovation should be 
directed and optimized as appropriate to assist software and 
service providers as well as manufacturers.

• Congress should modify the capital gains tax rates to 
incentivize holding stocks for five years, ten years, and longer.
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continued

Actor Recommendations

Federal 
government 
(continued)

• Congress should make the research-and-development tax 
credit permanent to encourage businesses to adopt longer-term 
horizons in their investment decisions.

• Federal agencies should facilitate industry and government 
cooperation to identify shared opportunities to invest in 
precompetitive research in long-term, capital-intensive fields.

• Congress should support state legislatures and local 
governments to invest in a world-leading wireless 
infrastructure.

• Federal information technology and computing programs 
should facilitate access to a world-leading infrastructure for 
high-performance computing.

• Federal agencies should develop methods of accounting for 
the complex relationships between manufacturing, services, 
and information and consider multiple ways of collecting and 
organizing national statistics.

State 
governments

• State governments should establish incentives for businesses to 
invest and be involved in education programs.

• State governments should partner with local governments, 
industry, higher education, investors, and economic 
development organizations to create local innovation networks.

• State governments should work with local governments to 
optimize the decision-making process for urban development 
investments and siting to facilitate the creation of innovation 
networks.

• State legislatures, with local government and Congressional 
support, should invest in a world-leading wireless 
infrastructure.

TABLE 4-1 Continued
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Actor Recommendations

Local 
governments

• Local school districts should work with businesses and 
community colleges to form partnerships to help students 
graduate from high school, earn an associate’s or bachelor’s 
degree, and take part in continuing education in the workplace.

• Metro area governments should partner with state governments, 
industry, higher education, investors, and economic 
development organizations to create local innovation networks.

• Metro area governments should work with state governments 
to optimize the decision-making process for urban 
development investments and siting in order to facilitate the 
creation of innovation networks.

• Local governments, with state government and Congressional 
support, should invest in a world-leading wireless 
infrastructure.

Education 
institutions

• Community colleges and universities should partner with local 
school districts and businesses to help students graduate from 
high school, earn an associate’s or bachelor’s degree, and take 
part in continuing education in the workplace.

• Middle schools, high schools, and local communities should 
provide opportunities for students to participate in team-based 
engineering design experiences and learn how to use emerging 
tools that enable new business creation.

• Universities and community colleges should improve the cost-
effectiveness of higher education.

• Higher education institutions should work together with 
businesses and industry associations to (1) establish national 
skills certifications that are widely recognized by employers 
and count toward degree programs, and (2) improve access for 
students and workers to gain these certifications.

• Universities and community colleges should act to improve the 
inclusion of traditionally underrepresented groups in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields as 
well as other disciplines required for value creation, such as 
market analysis and design.

Other actors • Researchers should further investigate and codify best 
practices for innovation and develop effective methods of 
teaching them.

• University rating organizations should track and make 
transparent the cost-effectiveness of degrees at higher 
education institutions.

TABLE 4-1 Continued
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Appendix

The Big Picture

The changes affecting manufacturing value chains underscore the impor-
tance of creating an environment in the United States that continuously 
attracts and creates businesses and jobs. If the nation is to replace jobs 

that have been disrupted along the value chain, it will need to be in a strong 
position for its businesses to compete globally. Looking at the current state of 
activities in US-based value chains in the context of the global economy and the 
country’s ability to attract and create businesses and jobs, three challenges are 
apparent. First, there is growing competition from countries around the world. 
Second, there are concerns that the United States is falling behind in some of 
the critical inputs for value creation, such as capital investments and student 
learning in science, technology, engineering, and math. Last, the birth rate of 
new businesses across the value chain—in production, retail, and services—has 
been declining in the United States.

While the development of economies around the world has intensified 
competition, it also presents enormous opportunities to expand demand for 
US goods and services. Emerging markets offer tremendous potential for US 
companies in the coming decades, but only if companies and policymakers rec-
ognize the potential and develop and maintain the capabilities to take advantage 
of it. 

US POSITION IN GLOBAL INNOVATION AND VALUE CREATION

Although it is difficult to get a good, direct measure of the level of innova-
tion and value creation in a country, there are a number of indirect measures 
and indicators, which suggest that while the United States remains among the 
world’s leaders in activities along the value chain, other countries are advanc-
ing rapidly. The following sections review evidence from several perspectives: 
US performance in the production of manufactured goods and high-tech ser-
vices, invention, and the country’s attractiveness to innovative companies. 
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How Is the United States Doing in Manufacturing and High-Tech Services?

A useful way to start examining the ability of a country to create value is to 
look at “value added.” This measure captures the amount that a country, com-
pany, or other entity contributes to the value of a good or service through the 
contribution of labor and/or capital inputs. Basically, it represents the price of 
the good or service produced discounting all (domestic or imported) purchased 
materials or other external inputs needed to produce it. 

Every two years the US National Science Board publishes a report on Sci-
ence and Engineering Indicators that includes value added across industries. The 
most recent report indicates that the United States’ global share of value added 
in several important industry categories has significantly declined since the early 
2000s (NSB 2014). Specifically, the US share of high-tech manufacturing—
aircraft, spacecraft, communication products, computers, pharmaceuticals, 
semiconductors, and technical instruments—dropped from 34 percent in 2002 
to 27 percent in 2012. The United States increased the absolute value it contrib-
utes in high-tech manufacturing during this period, but not nearly as quickly 
as China, which increased the value it contributes by more than seven times. It 
outpaced the United States in computer and office machinery in 2005 and has 
continued to accelerate in these areas while the corresponding US contributions 
have stagnated. 

Other countries are also starting to surpass the United States in high-tech 
manufacturing. In 2010 the United States ranked behind Japan in communi-
cations equipment and behind the European Union (EU) in technical instru-
ments, and tied with the EU in pharmaceuticals. It remains the world leader 
in aerospace manufacturing, but there are serious concerns that multiple Asian 
and Middle East countries will emerge as significant competitors in the near 
future.

Although US performance in high-tech services has fared better than in 
high-tech manufacturing, the nation’s share of global contributions has declined 
in this area as well. The United States remains the global leader in business, 
financial, and communication services, but its share of global value added in 
these areas fell almost 12 points, from approximately 44 percent to 32 per-
cent in 2001–2012. The value contributed by developing countries, and even 
developed countries outside of the European Union or Japan (e.g., South 
Korea,  Taiwan, Canada, and Australia), has significantly increased over the past 
decade, albeit from a lower baseline—from approximately 20 percent in 2001 
to 34 percent in 2012 (NSB 2014).

How Is the United States Doing in Invention?

One rough measure of a country’s level of value creation is its rate of inven-
tion, which can be determined by the number of patents that it applies for or 
is granted. Again, this is far from an ideal measure—for a number of reasons, 
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including the fact that patents reflect only one aspect of creating value—but it 
does offer some insights into trends in invention, which is an important part of 
value creation. US inventors have consistently accounted for roughly half of the 
patents granted by the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), but since 
2003 have gone from just over 50 percent to under 50 percent, with non-US 
inventors making up the difference (Figure A-1). 

A similar picture emerges from a look at “triadic” patents—inventions 
patented in the United States, the European Union, and Japan. Because it is 
expensive to apply for patents, inventions patented in all three of these markets 
are likely to be the most important innovations, economically speaking. From 
1999 through 2008 inventors from the each of the three markets accounted for 
about 30 percent of the total number of triadic patent applications, although 
their percentages dropped slightly (e.g., from about 32 percent to about 30 
percent for the United States) as the percentage of triadic patent applications 
from the “Asia 8”—India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, 
South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand—rose from about 2 percent to about 4 
percent of the total (NSB 2012).

China’s contributions are relatively small in these measures because Chinese 
inventors have made relatively few patent applications in the United States, 
Europe, or Japan. This does not tell the whole story, however. The number of 
patents filed by Chinese inventors has risen dramatically over the past decade, 
but so far primarily in China. In 2012 residents of China accounted for the larg-
est number of patents filed throughout the world and the Chinese Intellectual 
Property Office accounted for the largest number of applications received by 
any single IP office (WIPO 2013).

The rapidly growing number of patents filed by Chinese inventors and 
China’s rise in R&D suggest that Chinese patent filings may grow much faster 
than US patent filings in the coming years and that they may be increasingly for 
higher-value inventions that rival those from the developed world. 

Are the Most Innovative Companies Based in the United States?

Various organizations have attempted to identify the world’s most innovative 
companies using a variety of criteria that yield a broad range of answers. Not-
withstanding the diversity of results, it is instructive to examine them to look 
for trends in the global distribution of these businesses. It is interesting to note 
that, although the rankings considered all types of companies, those that ranked 
at the top of each are in manufacturing or high-tech service value chains.

Several rankings simply count the number of patents awarded in a given 
year to different companies. By that standard, IBM was the world’s most 
innovative company in 2013—for the 21st year in a row (Barinka 2014): it was 
granted 6,809 US patents, almost 50 percent more than the second-place com-
pany, Samsung. Two other US-based companies—Microsoft and Qualcomm—
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were in the top ten, which were dominated by Asian companies. The same was 
true in 2012, when IBM, Microsoft, and GE were the only US companies in 
the top ten. The number of US-based companies in the top ten has slowly but 
steadily declined from four in 2010 and five in 1985.1 

Innovativeness rankings published by Forbes magazine took a completely 
different tack: they are based on investors’ judgments about companies’ abilities 
to create value. This approach draws on work by Hal Gregerson of the inter-
national graduate business school INSEAD and Jeff Dyer at Brigham Young 
University (Gregerson and Dyer 2013). The two researchers calculated what 
they call an innovation premium, a measure of how much investors push up the 
stock price of a company in anticipation of the company’s creating additional 
value—that is, beyond its current value and what might be projected if the 
company were not going to innovate further. 

The method shows that investors are willing to pay more for companies 
they expect to be above average in creating value. Based on this criterion 
Forbes ranks the US companies Salesforce.com and Alexion Pharma ceuticals 
as the two most innovative companies in the world, with four other US 
 companies— Regeneron Pharmaceuticals (5), Amazon.com (6), BioMarin Phar-
maceutical (7), and VMware (9)—in the top ten (Forbes 2014).

The Boston Consulting Group develops a yearly list of the world’s 50 most 
innovative companies by surveying more than 1,500 senior executives from 
companies around the world and then combining the executives’ ratings with 
data on revenue growth, three-year shareholder growth, and margin growth. 
According to the BCG rankings, Apple is the most innovative company in the 
world, followed by Samsung, Google, Microsoft, Toyota, IBM, Amazon, Ford, 
BMW, and General Electric, meaning six of the top ten are American compa-
nies. A total of 24 US companies made the list of the top 50 (Nisen 2013). This 
is down from 33 in 2008 (Andrew et al. 2008). 

None of these ways of identifying the most innovative companies is ideal. 
Counting patents tends to tilt the list toward companies in industries that are 
most patent-heavy, particularly companies in information and communication 
technology. The method of looking at a company’s “innovation premium” 
relies on investors’ perceptions of companies and ends up tilting the list toward 
smaller, newer companies because it is easier for innovation to make a large 
difference in their bottom line. The survey method picks out larger companies 
because those are the ones that more business executives are familiar with. 
Still, a look at these different lists does suggest a general conclusion: While US 
companies remain among the most innovative in the world, companies in other 
countries are catching up. 

1 Data available at www.ipo.org (accessed January 23, 2014).
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KEY INNOVATION INPUTS IN THE UNITED STATES

The ability of a country to attract and retain businesses along the value chain is 
influenced by the condition of various inputs that are necessary for innovation. 
Countries invest in three main categories of these inputs: research and develop-
ment, education, and infrastructure. 

How Is the United States Doing in Research and Development 
Investments?

In 1999 the United States accounted for 38 percent of all R&D spending around 
the world. The European Union accounted for 27 percent, and Asia—China, 
India, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand—represented 24 
percent. Thus the United States, European Union, and Asia were doing almost 
90 percent of the world’s research and development (NSB 2012).

Since then the US share of world R&D investment has steadily declined, 
mainly because China has been ramping up its R&D spending so quickly. 
According to statistics from the National Science Foundation, by 2009 the US 
share of the $1.28 trillion in global R&D spending had fallen to 31 percent—a 
drop of 7 percent in a decade—while the Asian share had risen to 32 percent. 
The European Union share had also declined, to 23 percent. Much of the 
growth in the Asian R&D spending came from China, which increased its 
spending by about 20 percent each year, several times the US rate of growth, 
albeit from a much lower base. By 2009 China’s R&D spending was 12 percent 
of the world total, and it had surpassed Japan to become the world’s second 
largest investor in research and development (NSB 2012).

The trend has continued. It is estimated that in 2014, $1.62 trillion will be 
spent on research and development worldwide, of which the United States will 
account for 31.1 percent, China an estimated 17.5 percent, and all of Asia 39.1 
percent. Japan has fallen further behind China, and in 2014 its R&D spending 
will be 10.2 percent of the world total. Europe will account for 21.7 percent 
of worldwide R&D spending; Germany, at 5.7 percent, will be the largest 
European investor in research and development (Figure A-2).

These changes are occurring quickly. In just five years the US share of 
global R&D dropped from 34 to 31 percent, and the European share from 26 
to 22 percent, while the Asian share increased from 33 to nearly 40 percent, 
and China alone jumped from 10 percent to nearly 18 percent (Grueber and 
Studt 2013).

These trends are expected to continue through at least 2020. While US 
R&D spending is expected to increase modestly, Chinese R&D spending is 
projected to continue its double-digit growth. Assuming the current rates of 
growth and investment continue, China’s total R&D funding is projected to 
exceed US funding by about 2022 (Grueber and Studt 2013). This is in line 
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with the country’s announced goal of transitioning from an imitation-driven 
economy to an innovation-driven economy by 2020.

Given the different sizes of countries’ economies, perhaps a better way 
to compare R&D spending is to examine it as a percentage of gross domestic 
product (GDP). This measure offers a sense of R&D spending intensity—how 
much a country focuses its spending on research and development.

For several decades the United States has consistently spent 2.4–2.8 per-
cent of its GDP on research and development. Over the past decade it gener-
ally stayed above 2.6 percent, and in the past few years it remained close to 2.8 
percent.

Generally speaking, developed countries spend a much greater percentage 
of their GDP on research and development than developing countries, but 
even among developed countries there is large variation. For example, in 2011 
South Korea’s R&D spending represented 4.0 percent of its total economic 
output, and Japan’s was 3.4 percent. Although the economies of both countries 
are much smaller than the US economy, they rank high in terms of total R&D 
expenditures; South Korea’s is the fourth largest with $45 billion and Japan’s 
the second largest, after the United States, with $149 billion (OECD 2010). 

In 2011 China spent a significantly smaller percentage (about 1.7 percent) 
of its GDP on research and development (Figure A-3), but that number is 
growing steadily. The country’s R&D spending was only 0.8 percent in 1999 
(NSB 2014), it is projected to be 2.0 in 2014, and it seems poised to meet the 
current five-year plan goal of 2.2 percent by 2015 (Grueber and Studt 2013). 
As China continues its push to transition to an innovation-driven economy, this 
number can be expected to increase further, with the result that shortly after 
2020 China will devote a greater percentage of its economy to research and 
development than the United States.

How Is the United States Doing in Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Math Education?

An effective system of education in science, technology, engineering, and math-
ematics (STEM) is crucial for maintaining a country’s ability to innovate and 
create value (see, e.g., NRC 2007). As Atkinson and Mayo (2010, p. 22) wrote 
in Refueling the US Innovation Economy, 

Science- and technology-based innovation is impossible without a workforce 
educated in science, technology, engineering, and math. As a result, it be-
hooves the United States to support strong science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) education, especially as our competitors recognize 
the links between STEM education, greater research, and increased innova-
tion.

By many accounts, the US system of higher education remains the best in 
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FIGURE A-3 Gross expenditures on research and development as a share of gross domestic 
product (GDP) for selected countries, 1981–2011. Source: NSB (2014).
Notes: EU = European Union. Data are not available for all countries in all years. Figure shows the 
top seven R&D-performing countries. Data for the United States reflect international standards for 
calculating gross expenditures on R&D, which differ slightly from the National Science Founda-
tion’s protocol for tallying US total R&D expenditures. Data for Japan since 1996 may not be 
consistent with earlier data because of changes in methodology.
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the world. Universities in the United States typically dominate global rankings 
of prestigious higher education institutions: in 2011–2012, 18 of the highest-
ranking 25 universities and 30 of the top 50 were in the United States (OECD 
2011). 

Unfortunately, a number of concerns persist about US STEM education 
among business leaders and negatively affect the perception of the country as 
an attractive place to locate activities along the value chain. In particular, the 
quantity of STEM graduates and the quality of K–12 education are cited as 
leading concerns. These issues are discussed below. 

Quantity of Science and Engineering Graduates

The 2012 Science and Engineering Indicators show a dramatic increase in the 
number of students in China earning university degrees in engineering and 
the natural sciences that are broadly comparable to US baccalaureate degrees. 
The number of these graduates rose from about 280,000 in 2000 to 1 million 
in 2008 (Figure A-4). These numbers dwarf the quantity of US graduates in 
such fields, especially in engineering: In 2008 the number of US natural science 
degrees awarded was 175,000 and the number of engineering degrees 60,000.

What’s more, in the United States, unlike China, a significant percentage 
of these degrees, especially advanced degrees, are awarded to foreign nation-
als who may leave the country (Figure A-5). Since 2000, foreign students with 
temporary visas have earned 39 percent to 48 percent of US doctoral degrees 
in the natural sciences and engineering. More than half of these students are 
from China, India, and South Korea (NSB 2012).

Alongside the total number of science and engineering graduates, it is 
useful to look at their percentage of a country’s total population of univer-
sity graduates. Because China has a much larger population than the United 
States, it is no surprise that it graduates more students in these fields. However, 
the United States trails behind not only China but also Japan, South Korea, 
Germany, and the United Kingdom. The fraction of US university degrees in 
science or engineering—at 32 percent—pales in comparison to Japan’s nearly 
60 percent and China’s 50 percent. 

Ranking of US K–12 Education

Another significant factor affecting the ability of the United States to attract 
businesses is its K–12 education system. Perceptions of a poor-quality K–12 
system are cited as one of America’s greatest competitive weaknesses when 
businesses are considering location decisions (Porter and Rivkin 2012). For 
example, the OECD Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
ranks the United States 36th out of 65 countries in students’ performance in 
math, 28th in science, and 24th in reading (OECD 2012). Another assessment, 
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the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), shows 
US fourth-graders ranked behind seven other countries, most of them in Asia: 
Singapore, South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Northern Ireland, and 
Belgium. In science, US fourth-graders lagged behind their counterparts in six 
other countries: South Korea, Singapore, Finland, Japan, the Russian Federa-
tion, and Taiwan (Provasnik et al. 2012).

In 1992 the National Center for Education Statistics released International 
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FIGURE A-5 Internationally mobile students enrolled in tertiary education, by selected country, 
2010. Source: NSB (2014).
Note: “Mobile students” are defined as those who moved to another country in 2010 with the 
objective of studying. Data for Canada and the Russian Federation correspond to 2009. Data for 
Germany exclude advanced research (e.g., doctoral) programs.
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Mathematics and Science Assessment: What Have We Learned? (Medrich and 
Griffith 1992), which reported international assessments of students’ perfor-
mance in science and mathematics since the 1960s. The tests painted a uni-
formly grim picture of the achievement of US students (Medrich and Griffith 
1992, p. viii): “The evidence suggests, in general, that students from the United 
States have fared quite poorly on these assessments, with their scores lagging 
behind those of students from other developed countries…. Generally the ‘best 
students’ in the United States do less well on the international surveys when 
compared with the ‘best students’ from other countries.” 

International STEM Assessments in Context

It is clear that the United States is not doing as well as many other countries, 
particularly those in Asia, in teaching science and mathematics to students in 
primary and secondary schools, at least not in terms of producing students who 
score well on these standardized tests. Many observers have suggested that this 
comparatively poor performance poses a threat to US competitiveness and 
prosperity. Indeed, this argument has been made at least since the publication 
of A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education 1983) 
more than 30 years ago. 

A look at the evidence, however, suggests that there is no straightforward 
connection between performance on these tests and economic competitiveness. 
The use of international education statistics such as those of PISA does not 
necessarily represent a fair comparison across countries. It has been noted, for 
example, that Shanghai has an “economically and culturally elite population 
with systems in place to make sure that students who may perform poorly are 
not allowed into public schools” (Loveless 2013, p. x). This skews Shanghai’s 
PISA scores because they do not represent average performance across the 
population. In contrast, because the United States emphasizes universal pri-
mary and secondary education, the US scores may present a somewhat more 
representative average across the population.2 

What Is the Condition of US Infrastructure Needed for Value Creation?

In 2014 the World Economic Forum (WEF), in its report on global competi-
tiveness, scored countries around the world on the quality of their transpor-
tation, electrification, and telephony (Schwab and Sala-i-Martín 2014). The 
United States was ranked 19th out of 148 economies. Switzerland, Hong Kong, 
and Finland were judged to have the best overall infrastructure; the United 
Arab Emirates was 4th, and Singapore 5th.

2 US scores exclude a not insignificant number of students who drop out of high school before 
the 9th grade.
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Final Observations about US Innovation Inputs

If there is any common trend in these innovation inputs, it is that the United 
States has serious competition in all of these areas. Several other countries 
spend more per capita on research and development, for example, and China 
may soon outspend the United States in terms of total R&D funding. Many 
other countries score better on multiple measures of science and mathematics 
education in primary and secondary schools, although comparison of a coun-
try as diverse and populous as the United States with homogeneous and small 
countries is somewhat problematic. And many other countries have higher-
quality infrastructure—for telecommunications, Internet, electricity, roads, 
railroads, and air transportation—than the United States. 

All of these factors play a critical role in how well a country can create 
value, so the United States can no longer take for granted that it will remain 
the best in the world in this area.

JOBS AND PRODUCTIVITY

As the US Department of Commerce reported in The Competitiveness and 
Innovative Capacity of the United States (DOC 2012, p. 1-4):

The United States’ ability to create jobs has deteriorated during the past 
 decade. Employment increased at an annual rate of just 0.6 percent between 
the February 2001 and January 2008 employment peaks…. This rate is one-
third as fast as the 1.8 annual rate of employment growth between the June 
1990 and February 2001 employment peaks. A recent study by McKinsey 
Global Institute found that the United States has been experiencing increas-
ingly lengthy jobless recoveries [Manyika et al. 2011, p. 1]: “it took roughly 
6 months for employment to recover to its prerecession level after each post-
war recession through the 1980s, but it took 15 months after the 1990–91 
recession and 39 months after the 2001 recession.”

Whether or not the decay of employment growth over the past two decades 
is a direct result of a relative weakening of the United States’ ability to cre-
ate value, the fact remains that the only way to create economic growth is to 
innovate—either by developing a novel product, service, or process that adds 
value or by putting innovations into widespread practice to improve produc-
tivity (Schumpeter 1934). The only way for businesses to stay competitive and 
provide employment is to continue to create valuable products. Simply put, the 
economic prosperity of any nation is directly tied to its ability to make value.

Although economic prosperity is often spoken of in the cold language 
of statistics—employment growth, wage rates, international competitiveness 
rankings, and so on—it is really about whether people’s lives will be better and 
more comfortable than their parents’ lives, as Americans have come to expect. 
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It is about the sort of society Americans will live in, what sorts of jobs we will 
have, or whether we will have jobs at all. It is about what sort of future we will 
create for ourselves and our children. 

Fundamental changes in the US economy appear to be looming that under-
score the importance for the United States to create new opportunities for inno-
vation, for novel products and services that will generate employment growth. 

US ECONOMIC GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT

GDP growth per employed person in the United States has slowed. This ratio 
is an important indicator of productivity growth, which is generally considered 
essential for maintaining or enhancing living standards. Although the recession 
was certainly a factor, the rate of US productivity growth had been slowing 
since the early 2000s (Figure A-6); from 1990 to 2000, average growth was 
2.0 percent; in 2005–2008 it slowed to 0.9 percent (NSB 2012). Meanwhile, 
economic growth per employed person in developing economies has exploded, 
particularly in China and India, which had respective growth rates of 10 percent 
and 6 percent in 2005–2008 and have continued at these rates through 2012 
(NSB 2014). 

Until recently employment in the United States was tightly coupled with 
rising productivity: as workplaces became more efficient and output per worker 
went up, more jobs were created and wages generally increased. This was the 
case from at least the 1940s until the 1980s (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2011). 
Since then, both wages and the employment-to-population ratio have stagnated 
despite continued growth in productivity and GDP. 

Beginning in the 1980s, median wages stopped growing—job creation 
kept up with productivity growth but, for the average worker, these jobs did 
not offer a chance to climb the economic ladder. Then in the early 2000s job 
creation also stopped growing and it has not turned around since. The United 
States is creating jobs but not enough to keep up with population growth, and 
the average American household’s income has not improved since 1997. What’s 
more, there’s no indication that this picture is likely to change (Brynjolfsson 
and McAfee 2011). 

Thus economic progress and profit growth no longer translate into argu-
ably the most essential achievement that most people strive for: a well-paying 
job that will allow them to have a higher standard of living.
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